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Abstract

Regularization in Machine Learning (ML) is a central technique with great practical
significance, whose motivations depend on the learning setting. For example, the
popular entropic regularization scheme for Reinforcement Learning (RL) is used to
aid in disambiguating optimal policies. On the other hand, Generative Adversar-
ial Networks (GANs) employ regularization for computational purposes, avoiding
instability in training. Despite the widespread use and multi-faceted motivation
of regularization, extensive evidence has suggested that regularization is a crucial
method towards empirical success. Therefore, it is natural that a formal study of
regularization would present results that aid in closing the gap between theory and
practice.

In this thesis, we study a range of different learning problems from the unifying
perspective of regularization and uncover various results that contribute to our un-
derstanding of machine learning methods. First, we focus on generative modelling
and discover a primal-dual relationship between two pioneering methods in the liter-
ature of generative modelling, namely Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) and
Autoencoders. The discovery not only explicates a bridge between existing results
but proves to be helpful in algorithmic guidance. The study on generative models is
then extended to build a boosting-based model that can generate samples compliant
with local differential privacy. We then focus on machine learning robustness, where
one is interested in understanding the susceptibility of a model in the face of adver-
sarial threats. We show that regularization is intimately connected to distributional
robustness, which subsumes existing results and extends them to a great deal of gen-
erality, including applications to the unsupervised learning setting. We continue this
narrative to the RL setting and similarly expose the robustifying benefits of using
regularization, which sheds light on the widely-used entropy-regularized schemes,
amongst others. In summary, this thesis’s study of regularization contributes sub-
stantially within the literature of generative modelling, machine learning robustness,
and RL while touching upon additional domains such as privacy and boosting.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The learning process in Machine Learning (ML) typically occurs as a well-understood
optimization problem such as minimizing an error term or maximizing a reward. By
denoting Θ to be set of models and Ln : Θ → R be a loss function, then minimizing
error amounts to finding

min
θ∈Θ

(Ln(θ) + λΩ(θ)) .

The loss function Ln(θ) depends on the training data, and the term Ω (with weight
λ > 0) is a penalty term, such as a norm, which is typically included to prevent
overfitting. The inclusion of Ω is referred to as regularization, whose purpose more
generally is to incorporate additional information to an ill-posed problem by adding
a form of control to the problem. This notion exists beyond the realm of machine
learning, such as Tikhonov regularization, which has been widely applied for numer-
ical methods [Calvetti and Reichel, 2003]. In the above example, one can interpret
the optimization problem as a trade-off between fitting the data (through the term L)
and model complexity (through the term Ω).

Regularization plays a crucial role in the success of machine learning methods
and their empirical performances. The details of implementation and motivation,
however, vary depending on the specific learning task of interest. We now give
examples of two concrete machine learning problem domains and how regularization
can manifest as an appealing, practical consideration.

In Reinforcement Learning (RL), one is given an environment and a reward func-
tion, where the goal is to learn a policy that can navigate the environment to achieve
the maximum reward [Sutton and Barto, 2018]. In these problems, many different
policies achieve optimal reward; however, we are often interested in finding those
possessing exploratory behaviour. This is especially interesting in environments that
are understudied or unexplored, and domain investigation is of interest. For exam-
ple, in medical applications, a clinician would be interested in discovering different
treatment types (policies) to understand the patient and problem better [Masood
and Doshi-Velez, 2019]. Including entropy in the optimization task is a form of reg-
ularization, and a typical remedy for these problems, since it favours policies with
diversified behaviour and, therefore, disambiguates optimal policies from this stand-
point.

1
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2 Introduction

On the other hand, a popular method for generative modelling, Generative Ad-
versarial Networks (GANs), minimizes the Jensen-Shannon divergence approximated
by a set of discriminators D [Goodfellow et al., 2014a]. Theoretically, the strength of
this approximation improves for more extensive choices of D, often implemented by
deep neural networks. However, this set is restricted or regularised in practice to
avoid instabilities in training and has found great success [Fedus et al., 2017], despite
the approximation being further removed from the divergence. Compared to the RL
setting, the motivation for regularization here is primarily computational.

Despite the multi-faceted motivation for practicality, regularization in the above
examples of GANs and RL is heuristic and deviates from the formally motivated
original learning optimization procedure. Considering the wide-scale use and prac-
tical significance of regularization, a theoretical investigation on the ramifications
would unveil foundational results for machine learning that naturally bridge the gap
between theory and practice. We further exemplify the advantage of studying regu-
larization along two axes:

(1) There are many choices for regularization, which are often decided at the practi-
tioner’s discretion. While having more options seem bountiful, they can also be
a curse. The choice itself is overwhelming for the practitioner, given the sheer
number of different schemes available without knowing the precise formal rela-
tionships. A prime example of this is the generative modelling literature, which
has witnessed various GANs and Autoencoder methods instantiated by different
choices of regularizers. In particular, the Wasserstein Autoencoder (WAE) [Tol-
stikhin et al., 2017] uses a penalty function Ω whose choice is plentiful and highly
understudied. An in-depth study of regularization, which can connect different
models or provide reinterpretations, would clarify the effect of each choice and
naturally serve a great purpose to the practitioner.

(2) Among many different domains of ML, the addition of regularization has wit-
nessed empirical benefits. While this may not be surprising, it is remarkable
from a formal perspective. Recalling the above example on RL, the reward max-
imization problem is based on Markov Decision Processes (MDP), which is di-
rectly motivated through the axioms of utility theory [Russell and Norvig, 2002];
however, adding entropic regularization to this objective has no such axiomatic
provocation. Moreover, it also turns out that entropic-regularised RL consistently
outperforms its standard counterpart on the original MDP. Similarly, regulariza-
tion in GANs has also illustrated superior performance. A theoretical study out-
lining the benefits of regularization would significantly improve the transparency
of these methods.

1.1 Thesis Contribution

The thesis studies a range of different learning problems from the unifying perspec-
tive of regularization. We first focus on generative models since various regulariza-
tion schemes are largely understudied in light of (1). We then study regularization
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Figure 1.1: Implicit generative models are given a distribution PX and seek to find a
function G : Z → X so that the distribution of PZ pushed through G matches PX.

more generally in other settings such as supervised learning and reinforcement learn-
ing, discovering benefits of robustness which naturally addresses (2). We find several
other results that contribute to machine learning more generally. We summarize the
contributions into two categories: generative models and robustness.

1.1.1 Generative Models

Generative modelling aims to produce a model that mimics a given dataset PX, re-
ferred to as training data, in the sense of matching its probability distribution and can
be viewed as solving the classical density estimation problem. A subclass of these
methods referred to as implicit generative models [Diggle and Gratton, 1984; Mo-
hamed and Lakshminarayanan, 2016] approaches this problem by learning a func-
tion G : Z → X that transforms a simple distribution PZ (such as a unit Gaussian
or uniform distribution) in a latent space Z to match the given dataset PX. We il-
lustrate this pictorially in Figure 1.1, where G#PZ denotes the model distribution.
The function G is typically parameterized by a neural network, and the training
process involves ensuring that G minimizes D(G#PZ, PX) where D is a dissimilarity
(or distance) measure between distributions. The main advantage is that one can
easily sample from this distribution by first sampling from PZ followed by apply-
ing G; however, such models’ densities are not available in closed form. Therefore,
our primary understanding of the model distribution is characterized entirely by its
samples. This drawback limits the transparency of what is being learned and makes
the training process strenuous since computing D(G#PZ, PX) must be sample-based
and, therefore, incurs additional approximation error. Despite this, implicit mod-
els have achieved tremendous success, impacting and resurging several applications,
which include and are not limited to unpaired domain translation [Zhu et al., 2017],
data imputation [Yoon et al., 2018] and experimental calibration [Amodio and Krish-
naswamy, 2018].

The literature on implicit generative modelling exhibits a large body of different
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4 Introduction

models, each differing in their choice of the dissimilarity measure D. Two examples
are Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) and Variational Autoencoders (VAEs)
[Kingma and Welling, 2013]. Both methods have differing backgrounds and formu-
lations, which naturally leads to each having contrasting benefits and downfalls. In
GANs, the dissimilarity D is chosen based on how well a set of discriminators D can
distinguish between G#PZ and PX, which consequently becomes a game between the
model G and discriminators D. VAEs, on the other hand, represent the data in a la-
tent space with the use of an encoder, which in comparison to GANs, runs into more
minor computational stability issues when training. Additionally, the encoder has
use-cases outside of generative modelling, unlike the discriminator from GANs; for
example, one can understand the data and domain by analyzing the latent structure
learned. Unfortunately, it has been observed that GANs have consistently produced
results with a higher degree of precision relative to those attained by VAEs. How-
ever, a model similar to the VAE, known as the Wasserstein Autoencoder (WAE),
was proposed, achieving performance similar to that of GANs, posing as a candi-
date for unifying benefits of both models. The WAE brings along with it some slight
ambiguities, such as a regularization term whose choices are plentiful and whose
ramifications are unknown. It is not clear which choice one should employ and
whether the similarity to GANs is a mere coincidence.

Chapter 3 provides a study on the regularization mechanisms behind these mod-
els and discovers an equivalence between GANs and WAE. The connection itself
explains the similarity in results between WAE and GANs, and therefore provides
a form of clarification as mentioned in (1). However, in much more generality, the
result lays the groundwork and builds the start of a taxonomy for understanding this
vast literature on generative modelling. Using the bridge formed by this equivalence,
we derive generalization bounds for WAEs, which have been studied and exclusively
existed for GANs [Zhang et al., 2017]. Our analysis of generalization is relevant to the
finite data scheme, where most of these models are operated on, and the absence of
such results in the literature has been noted as a particular shortcoming of previous
theoretical studies [Li and Malik, 2018].

Practically speaking, the result derives a specific choice of regularization that
connects WAE to GANs, which is then naturally encouraged. One of the equivalence
conditions is to enforce a Lipschitzness constraint, a form of regularization, over the
discriminators in GANs, which has been previously utilized in the GAN objective
and consequently demonstrated great empirical success [Zhou et al., 2019; Farnia
and Tse, 2018].

One application of generative models is Differential Privacy (DP), where one is
interested in generating data that resembles the training data without retaining sensi-
tive and confidential information. However, to tackle this, one needs a strong under-
standing of the model, and it is challenging for implicit models due to the density’s
unavailability. In Chapter 4, we contribute to filling the gap by proposing a genera-
tive model, although not implicit, that can comply with privacy constraints.

Inspired by the use of discriminators in GANs, we develop a boosting scheme that
learns a density compliant with local differential privacy for sampling. The method
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itself introduces a general framework for DP referred to as mollification, where one can
privatize any density model and is of independent interest to the literature of privacy.
The specific algorithm we present is efficient and uses boosting to achieve DP by
way of mollification. A crucial highlight of our method is due to the post-processing
property of DP, meaning that privacy and sensitive information are not retained for
any task employing samples produced by this generative model. Therefore, our
method has use-cases for various methods that we exemplify in the setting of natural
language generation.

We then present guarantees from the perspective of utility and show that the
density learned converges to the information-theoretic model in Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence with increasing rounds of boosting. Moreover, we show guarantees
on the learned density’s mode-coverage abilities - an area where GANs have been
notably lacking [Goodfellow, 2016, Section 5.1.1].

1.1.2 Robustness

The premise that regularization, or reducing model complexity, improves perfor-
mance on unseen data points is well-embraced in ML, as it can be traced to Oc-
cam’s razor. This fundamental principle roughly states that we should prefer the
simplest ones among all hypotheses consistent or sufficiently accurate. From a for-
mal perspective, this rationale has been conceptualized in statistical learning theory
[Vapnik, 1999], where one is interested in bounding the difference in population
(“true data”) and empirical (“observed data”) loss. These results are referred to
as generalization bounds and commonly depend on a complexity measure such as the
Vapnik-Chervonkis (VC) dimension [Vapnik and Chervonenkis, 1974] or Rademacher
complexity [Bartlett and Mendelson, 2002]. In a nutshell, the results suggest that reg-
ularized or reduced model classes will have a reduced gap on their population and
empirical losses. These bounds have been improved and significantly tightened in
the probabilistic setting by replacing the complexity with a measure of deviation
from a prior belief [McAllester, 1999; Guedj, 2019].

An alternative measure of utility beyond generalization is to analyze the robust-
ness of a model. In particular, an area of study known as adversarial robustness has
been receiving increasing popularity due to the discovery that small perturbations
can change the decision-making abilities of deep neural networks [Goodfellow et al.,
2014b; Madry et al., 2017]. This phenomenon is a critical concern since these mod-
els are often heavily relied upon in several applications, including healthcare and
autonomous vehicles. A promising strategy to tackle this rigidity of models is to
consider how robust ML models are to shifts in the distribution - a field of study rec-
ollected as Distributionally Robust Optimization (DRO) [Scarf, 1957]. In particular,
we are interested in learning a model which performs well under an adversary who
shifts the training data.

Naturally, the resulting formulation is intractable due to the added adversar-
ial complication. In the specific context of ML, DRO has considered restricted ad-
versaries who shift distributions with respect to a divergence or distance measure,
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reducing to a more computationally feasible problem. The majority of existing re-
sults consider the Wasserstein distance as the divergence and show that DRO in
this setting is reduced to Lipschitz regularization - a popular choice of regulariza-
tion with a large body of empirical validation [Blanchet and Murthy, 2019; Blanchet
et al., 2019; Cranko et al., 2018; Shafieezadeh-Abadeh et al., 2019]. There exist other
choices of divergences with similar findings such as the f -divergences [Duchi et al.,
2013, 2016] and the well-regarded Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [Staib and
Jegelka, 2019], which found connections to variance and Hilbert space regularization,
respectively.

In this thesis, Chapter 5 extends and generalizes these results by considering DRO
derived by Integral Probability Metrics (IPMs) - a family of divergences that include
both the Wasserstein distance and MMD. We discover a general connection between
DRO based on IPMs and various regularization schemes, which subsume existing re-
sults and boast new advancements. For example, we find that regularization schemes
such as those appearing in manifold regularization [Belkin et al., 2006] and gener-
alized variance are reductions of DRO formulations and thus provide a robustness
reinterpretation. These new insights parallel the premise described in (1) as we work
towards clarifying the role of regularization bridging objectives; however, they also
provide guarantees and benefits as described in (2). The existing results deriving
this connection have come in the form of inequalities; however, Chapter 5 derives a
necessary and sufficient condition for equality. This condition not only comments
on new choices of IPMs but also applies to and, therefore, improves upon existing
results in MMD and Wasserstein distances.

The results are then applied to GANs, which to the best of our knowledge, is
the first study of the distributional robustness of GANs. In particular, we study
how robust the distribution learned by a GAN is to shifts in the training data. The
main finding is similar to the previous contribution on generative modelling, where
one can gain robustification benefits by regularizing the discriminator set, heavily
touches upon understanding empirical benefits of regularization motivated in (2).
Therefore, the results in unison provide a robustness perspective for much existing
work, which have restricted and regularized their discriminators, such as Sobelov-,
MMD- and Fisher-GANs [Li et al., 2017; Arbel et al., 2018; Mroueh and Sercu, 2017;
Mroueh et al., 2017].

In Chapter 6, the compelling narrative between regularization and robustness is
then extended to the RL setting, which, as previously stated, is an area of study
where regularization is extensively applied yet poorly understood formally. While
we motivated the popular choice of entropic-regularization earlier, schemes involving
other forms of regularization such as q-Tsallis or penalties based on prior information
also exist.

At the technical level, the main result shows that general policy maximization can
be interpreted as a one-player game that involves an adversary altering the set-up so
that the best achievable reward is as small as possible. The result, therefore, applies
to a wide variety of schemes with policy maximization including and not limited to
regularized MDPs, minimization of a divergence such as in Generative Adversarial
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Imitation Learning (GAIL) [Ho and Ermon, 2016] and even reward-free paradigms
such as pure entropic maximization [Hazan et al., 2019].

The concrete takeaway for practice is that the policy learned in this fashion is
optimal for the reward learned in the dual adversarial game. When applied to the
extant entropy-based schemes, this forms a robustness guarantee that provides vali-
dation for empirical claims of success with such models. The conclusion drawn from
this result aligns naturally with both (1) and (2) since we can reinterpret the role of
entropy and describe the robustifying benefits.

To derive the main results, we encounter several supplementary results that are of
independent interest to RL. An example of this includes a study on deep Q-learning
[Watkins and Dayan, 1992] - an area of practical importance where one solves the
RL problem using a supervised learning strategy. In particular, we find a novel link
between deep Q learning and implicit regularization of the policy. Therefore, we can
further clarify the effect of policy regularization in light of a particular method, deep
Q learning, which parallels the notions and motivation set up in (1). Additionally,
one can then use the above findings of the robustification benefits of regularization
to derive guarantees for deep Q learning.

1.2 Thesis Structure and Publications

This thesis is structured as a compilation of four different papers. Since a significant
portion of the results are based on convex analysis, we dedicate Chapter 2 to guide
the reader and revise some facts on dualities and divergences between probability
distributions and to set some recurring notations. Each chapter will begin with short
text that links their respective content to the overarching narrative, followed by the
respective publication formatted as they appear in proceedings. Chapter 7 will then
draw together results with final remarks and future work. The chapter-publication
correspondence is as follows:

• Chapter 3: A Primal-Dual Link between GANs and Autoencoders.
H. Husain, R. Nock and R. Williamson. NeurIPS2019.

• Chapter 4: Local Differential Privacy for Sampling.
H. Husain, B. Balle, Z. Cranko, and R. Nock. AISTATS2020.

• Chapter 5: Distributional Robustness with IPMs and Links to Regularization
and GANs.
H. Husain. NeurIPS2020.

• Chapter 6: Regularized Policies are Reward Robust.
H. Husain, K. Ciosek and R. Tomioka. AISTATS2021.

For each of the above publications, I contributed to the majority of the development
of research ideas, solutions, writing and implementation of all experiments involved.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

The purpose of this chapter is to make the reader familiar with some elementary
results in convex analysis and some central divergences between probability distri-
butions. The discussions here will make the proofs of the main theorems throughout
the thesis easier to digest.

2.1 Convex Analysis

First, we will revise relevant results in elementary convex analysis, which are readily
found in [Penot, 2012]. We will use R and N to denote the real and natural numbers
respectively, additionally defining R := R ∪ {∞} and N∗ := N \ {0}. Each chapter
will be defining some Polish space, which we will use Z here, with a σ-algebra Σ.
More often than not, Σ will be the Borel σ-algebra. An important space is then the
set of all bounded and finitely signed additive measures, given below.

Definition 1 (Bounded-Additive measures) For any σ-algebra Σ over Z , we define the
set of bounded-additive measures, denoted by B(Z), as all measures µ : Σ → R such that
µ(∅) = 0 where ∅ ∈ Σ is the empty set and

µ

(
∞⋃

n=1

An

)
=

∞

∑
n=1

µ(An), (2.1)

for any disjoint sequence {Ai}∞
i=1.

In particular, this set is of interest since B(Z) is a Banach space, where the norm
is the variation of the measure [Dunford and Schwartz, 1988]. Another important
Banach space we will consider is the set of bounded and measurable functions (with
respect to Σ), which we denote by F (Z , R). We recall a classical result which states
that B(Z) and F (Z , R) are continuous dual spaces of each other [Hildebrandt, 1934;
Fichtenholz and Kantorovitch, 1934], where the dual pairing operator is given by

〈h, µ〉 =
∫

Z
h(z)dµ(z), (2.2)

for any h ∈ F (Z , R) and µ ∈ B(Z). We then denote an especially interesting subset

9
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10 Preliminaries

P(Z) ⊂ B(Z) as the set of probability measures which are all measures µ such that
µ(Z) = 1.

Example 1 Consider the finite choice of Z = {1, . . . , k} for some k ∈ N∗. In this setting,
both F (Z , R) and B(Z) are isomorphic to Rk, noting that Euclidean spaces are self-dual.
Moreover, 〈·, ·〉 corresponds to the standard inner product operation on Euclidean spaces and
P(Z) are all vectors whose entries are non-negative and sum to 1.

As one can imagine, this duality becomes vastly more interesting when Z is an
infinite set. Throughout the remainder of this section, we will denote by X to be
either of B(Z) or F (Z , R) with X? denoting the continuous dual. We now introduce
elementary notions of convex analysis.

Definition 2 (Convex function) A function F : X → R is convex if for any x, x′ ∈ X and
t ∈ [0, 1], it holds F(tx + (1− t)x′) ≤ tF(x) + (1− t)F(x′).

We say that a convex function is proper if there exists a x ∈ X such that F(x) < ∞
and F(x′) > −∞ for all x′ ∈ X and define the domain of F as

dom(F) := {x ∈ X : F(x) < ∞} .

We now define the Legendre-Fenchel conjugate of a function F.

Definition 3 (Rockafellar [1968]) For any function F : X → (−∞, ∞], we define the
conjugate F? : X? → (−∞, ∞] as

F?(x?) = sup
x∈dom(F)

(〈x, x?〉 − F(x))

and the double conjugate F?? : X → (−∞, ∞] as

F??(x) = sup
x?∈dom(F?)

(〈x, x?〉 − F?(x?))

The Legendre-Fenchel conjugate, or often called the convex conjugate, allows us to
represent a function in its dual space. This conjugate operation becomes interesting
in the scenario when the double conjugate recovers itself, as one can expect with a
dual. We give the conditions on a function in order to satisfy this.

Theorem 1 (Zalinescu [2002] Theorem 2.3.3) If X is a Hausdorff locally convex space,
and F : X → (−∞, ∞] is a proper convex lower semi-continuous function then F?? = F.

Therefore, if F : X → (−∞, ∞] satisfies the above conditions then we have

F(x) = sup
x?∈dom(F?)

(〈
x, x′

〉
− F?(x?)

)
. (2.3)

This rewriting of F is a useful strategy when deriving alternative forms of function
and will be commonly used in the proof techniques of this thesis. In the next section,
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§2.2 Divergences 11

we will illustrate how one can use this trick and derive a current result. Similar to
integral convolutions in Fourier analysis, there exists a convolution that preserves
interesting properties in convex analysis.

Definition 4 (Infimal convolution) For any F, H : X → (−∞, ∞], we define the infimal
convolution, F ? H : X → (−∞, ∞]

(F ? H)(x) = inf
x′∈X

(
F(x′) + H(x− x′)

)
.

The infimal convolution is a central operation - the properties of which have been ex-
tensively studied in [Strömberg, 1994]. The operation can be viewed as the analogue
of addition in the dual space due to the following result.

Lemma 1 ([Penot, 2012], Proposition 3.43) For any pair of functions F, H : X → (−∞, ∞],
it holds that

(F + H)?(x) = (F? ? H?) (x)

The above essentially asserts that the conjugate of the addition is equal to the convo-
lution of their conjugates.

2.2 Divergences

Distortion measures between probability distributions form the backbone to many
results presented in this thesis. This section will discuss three main families of dis-
tortion measures and their existing relationships. We first introduce the notion of a
divergence.

Definition 5 (Divergence) A divergence D : P(Z)×P(Z)→ R satisfies D(µ, ν) ≥ 0
with D(µ, ν) = 0 ⇐= µ = ν.

A divergence can be thought of a a distance over probability measures however it need
not be one since a distance formally requires satisfaction of the triangle inequality,
symmetry and D(µ, ν) = 0 ⇐⇒ µ = ν. The first family of divergence we introduce
depends on a convex function f .

Definition 6 ( f -divergence) For any convex lower semicontinuous function f : R →
(−∞, ∞] such that f (1) = 0, the f -divergence between any two probability distributions
is µ, ν ∈P(Z) is

D f (µ, ν) =
∫

Z
f
(

dµ

dν

)
dν, (2.4)

if µ� ν and +∞ otherwise.
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12 Preliminaries

Table 2.1: Example of some f -divergences and their corresponding conjugate func-
tions f ?.

Name f (t) f ?(t)

Kullback-Leibler t log t exp(t− 1)

Pearson χ2 (t− 1)2 t2

4 + t

GAN divergence t log t− (t + 1) log (t + 1) log (1− exp(t))

Reverse KL − log t log
(
− 1

t

)

Squared Hellinger
(√

t− 1
)2

t
1−t

The f -divergence [Csiszár, 1964; Ali and Silvey, 1966; Csiszár, 1967] is a well-regarded
choice of discrepancy between distributions, and includes the popular Kullback-
Leibler (KL) divergence, instantianted with f (t) = t log(t). Other well-regarded
choices of f and their corresponding divergences are detailed in Table 2.1. It is im-
portant to note that one requires absolute continuity of µ with respect to ν, which
is often recollected as a drawback of f -divergences, since in practice finitely sup-
ported distributions will be excluded. Moreover, the f -divergence is not symmetric
i.e. D(µ, ν) 6= D(ν, µ), nor does it necessarily satisfy the triangle inequality. Typical
methods of estimating f -divergences include first approximating the density ratio dµ

dν

[Sugiyama et al., 2012].
The f -divergence admits a dual form which has been leveraged for estimation

such as in [Ruderman et al., 2012; Nowozin et al., 2016], however is also useful for
theoretical purposes as we will demonstrate in Chapter 3.

Lemma 2 ([Nguyen et al., 2010]) For any proper convex lower semicontinuous function
f : R → (−∞, ∞] with f (1) = 0, the f -divergence between any two probability distribu-
tions µ, ν ∈P(Z) satisfies

D f (µ, ν) = sup
h∈F (Z ,dom( f ?))

(
Eµ[h]−Eν[ f ?(h)]

)
, (2.5)

where f ?(t) = supt′∈dom( f ) (tt
′ − f (t′)) is the Legendre-Fenchel conjugate.

This is typically referred to as the variational form of the f -divergence and has strong
links to class probability estimation [Reid et al., 2011].

Example 2 We will show now how convex analysis described above can be used to derive the
above variational form. Letting X = R and noting that X? = R, we apply self-conjugacy to
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§2.2 Divergences 13

f = f ??, which yields

D f (µ, ν) =
∫

Z
f
(

dµ

dν

)
dν,

=
∫

Z
f ??
(

dµ

dν

)
dν,

=
∫

Z
sup

h∈dom( f ?)

(
h · dµ

dν
− f ?(h)

)
dν,

(∗)
= sup

h∈F (Z ,dom( f ?))

∫

Z

(
h · dµ

dν
− f ?(h)

)
dν,

= sup
h∈F (Z ,dom( f ?))

(
Eµ[h]−Eν[ f ?(h)]

)
,

where the step (∗) requires more technalities such as decomposibility of the space F (Z , dom( f ?))
[Rockafellar and Wets, 2009].

We now move to the second divergence.

Definition 7 (Integral Probability Metric) For a set F ⊆ F (Z , R), the Integral Proba-
bility Metric (IPM) between µ, ν ∈P(Z) is

dF (µ, ν) = sup
h∈F

(
Eµ[h]−Eν[h]

)
. (2.6)

The identification of integral probability metric was used in [Müller, 1997] however the
IPM had appeared as probability metrics with ζ-structure earlier in [Zolotarev, 1984].
The set F characterizes the strength of the IPM as a dissimilarity measure between
distributions. For example, if F only contains constant functions then dF (µ, ν) = 0
for all µ, ν. If −F = F then dF is symmetric and additional technical assumptions on
F are required to ensure dF (µ, ν) = 0 ⇐⇒ µ = ν. Furthermore, dF will satisfy the
triangle-inequality for any choice of F . The Total Variation distance is an instance
of the IPM when selecting F to be all functions bounded above and below by 1,
which is also an f -divergence for the choice of f (t) = |t− 1|. The conditions on f
and F such that D f and dF relate to each other have been extensively pursued in
[Sriperumbudur et al., 2009]. A popular and practical choice in ML for F is the set
of functions in a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space with norm 1, which corresponds
to the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [Gretton et al., 2012]. In particular, the
MMD is available in closed form for finitely supported distributions, making it a
suitable choice in practice. To introduce the final family of divergences, we define
the set of couplings between µ, ν ∈P(Z) as

Π(µ, ν) = {π ∈P(Z ×Z) : π(A×Z) = µ(A), π(Z × A) = ν(A), A ∈ Σ}

We are now ready to introduce the divergence.
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14 Preliminaries

Definition 8 (Wasserstein distance) For any cost c : Z × Z → R, the 1-Wasserstein
distance between two probability measures µ, ν ∈P(Z) is

Wc(µ, ν) = inf
π∈Π(µ,ν)

∫

Z×Z
c(z, z′)dπ(z, z′). (2.7)

The Wasserstein distance comes from the study of optimal transport [Villani, 2008]
and the specific instance in Definition 8 is known as the 1-Wasserstein distance. Un-
like the f -divergence, the Wasserstein distance does not require absolute continuity
and is typically considered antidotal for cases where the f -divergences are not suit-
able. Similar to the f -divergence, the Wasserstein distance admits a well-renowned
dual form, based on its linear programming interpretation, which coincides with the
IPM when c is a metric.

Lemma 3 (Rubinstein-Kantorovich Duality) Let c : Z × Z → R be a metric. It then
holds that

Wc(µ, ν) = sup
h∈Hc

(
Eµ[h]−Eν[h]

)
, (2.8)

where Hc = {h ∈ F (Z , R) : h(z, z′) ≤ c(z, z′), ∀z, z′ ∈ Z} is the set of 1-Lipschitz func-
tions with respect to c.

Other choices of IPMs and Wasserstein distances will be discussed when used in
Chapters 3 and 5.

2.3 Summary

This chapter revised elementary content in convex analysis, such as the Legendre-
Fenchel dual, which will be instrumental for proving the main results of this the-
sis. Well-known choices of divergences were then revised, which will serve helpful,
particularly for digesting the content of the following two chapters on generative
models.
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Chapter 3

A Primal-Dual Link between GANs
and Autoencoders

This paper initiates the study of regularization for generative models. In this work,
the Fenchel dual form of the restricted GAN setting is utilized and then shown con-
nections to Autoencoders. The motivation is type (1) where we would like to un-
derstand how different regularizers affect models. Therefore, the main contribution
shows a primal-dual relationship between GANs and Autoencoders, whose impli-
cations are then drawn out for theoretical purposes, along with explaining certain
practicalities.

15
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Abstract

Since the introduction of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) and Variational
Autoencoders (VAE), the literature on generative modelling has witnessed an
overwhelming resurgence. The impressive, yet elusive empirical performance of
GANs has lead to the rise of many GAN-VAE hybrids, with the hopes of GAN
level performance and additional benefits of VAE, such as an encoder for feature
reduction, which is not offered by GANs. Recently, the Wasserstein Autoencoder
(WAE) was proposed, achieving performance similar to that of GANs, yet it is still
unclear whether the two are fundamentally different or can be further improved
into a unified model. In this work, we study the f -GAN and WAE models and
make two main discoveries. First, we find that the f -GAN and WAE objectives
partake in a primal-dual relationship and are equivalent under some assumptions,
which then allows us to explicate the success of WAE. Second, the equivalence
result allows us to, for the first time, prove generalization bounds for Autoencoder
models, which is a pertinent problem when it comes to theoretical analyses of
generative models. Furthermore, we show that the WAE objective is related
to other statistical quantities such as the f -divergence and in particular, upper
bounded by the Wasserstein distance, which then allows us to tap into existing
efficient (regularized) optimal transport solvers. Our findings thus present the first
primal-dual relationship between GANs and Autoencoder models, comment on
generalization abilities and make a step towards unifying these models.

1 Introduction

Implicit probabilistic models [1] are defined to be the pushforward of a simple distribution PZ
over a latent space Z through a map G : Z → X, where X is the space of the input data. Such
models allow easy sampling, but the computation of the corresponding probability density function is
intractable. The goal of these methods is to match G#PZ to a target distribution PX by minimizing
D(PX , G#PZ), for some discrepancy D(·, ·) between distributions. An overwhelming number
of methods have emerged after the introduction of Generative Adversarial Networks [2, 3] and
Variational Autoencoders [4] (GANs and VAEs), which have established two distinct paradigms:
Adversarial (networks) training and Autoencoders respectively. Adversarial training involves a set of
functions D, referred to as discriminators, with an objective of the form

D(PX , G#PZ) = max
d∈D
{Ex∼PX [a(d(x))]− Ex∼G#PZ [b(d(x))]} , (1)

for some functions a : R→ R and b : R→ R. Autoencoder methods are concerned with finding a
function E : X→ Z, referred to as an encoder, whose goal is to reverse G, and learn a feature space
with the objective

D(PX , G#PZ) = min
E
{R(G,E) + Ω(E)} , (2)

33rd Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NeurIPS 2019), Vancouver, Canada.
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where R(G,E) is the reconstruction loss and acts to ensure G and E reverse each other and Ω(E) is
a regularization term. Much work on Autoencoder methods has focused upon the choice of Ω.

In practice, the two methods demonstrate contrasting abilities in their strengths and limitations, which
have resulted in differing directions of progress. Indeed, there is a lack of theoretical understanding
of how these frameworks are parametrized and it is not clear whether the methods are fundamentally
different. For example, Adversarial training based methods have empirically demonstrated high
performance when it comes to producing realistic looking samples from PX . However, GANs often
have problems in convergence and stability of training [5]. Autoencoders, on the other hand, deal
with a more well behaved objective and learn an encoder in the process, making them useful for
feature representation. However in practice, Autoencoder based methods have reported shortfalls,
such as producing blurry samples for image based datasets [6]. This has motivated researchers
to adapt Autoencoder models by borrowing elements from Adversarial networks in the hopes of
GAN level performance whilst learning an encoder. Examples include replacing Ω with Adversarial
objectives [7, 8] or replacing the reconstruction loss with an adversarial objective [9, 10]. Recently,
the Wasserstein Autoencoder (WAE) [6] has been shown to subsume these two methods with an
Adversarial based Ω, and has demonstrated performance similar to that of Adversarial methods.

Understanding the connection between the two paradigms is important for not only the practical
purposes outlined above but for the inheritance of theoretical analyses from one another. For example,
when it comes to directions of progress, Adversarial training methods now have theoretical guarantees
on generalization performance [11], however no such theoretical results have been obtained to date
for autoencoders. Indeed, generalization performance is a pressing concern, since both techniques
implicitly assume the samples represent the target distribution [12] and eventually leads to memorizing
training data.

In this work, we study the two paradigms and in particular focus on the f -GANs [3] for Adversarial
training and Wasserstein Autoencoders (WAE) for Autoencoders, which generalize the original GAN
and VAE models respectively. We prove that the f -GAN objective with Lipschitz (with respect to a
metric c) discriminators is equivalent to the WAE objective with cost c. In particular, we show that
the WAE objective is an upper bound; schematically we get

f -GAN ≤WAE

and discuss the tightness of this bound. Our result is a generalization of the Kantorovich-Rubinstein
duality and thus suggests a primal-dual relationship between Adversarial and Autoencoder methods.
Consequently we show, to the best of our knowledge, the first generalization bounds for autoencoders.
Furthermore, using this equivalence, we show that the WAE objective is related to key statistical
quantities such as the f -divergence and Wasserstein distance, which allows us to tap into efficient
(regularized) OT solvers.

The main contributions can be summarized as the following:

. (Theorem 8) Establishes an equivalence between Adversarial training and Wasserstein Autoencoders,
showing conditions under which the f -GAN and WAE coincide. This further justifies the similar
performance of WAE to GAN based methods. When the conditions are not met, we have an inequality,
which allows us to comment on the behavior of the methods.

. (Theorem 9, 10 and 14) Show that the WAE objective is related to other statistical quantities such
as f -divergence and Wasserstein distance.

. (Theorem 13) Provide generalization bounds for WAE. In particular, this focuses on the empirical
variant of the WAE objective, which allows the use of Optimal Transport (OT) solvers as they are
concerned with discrete distributions. This allows one to employ efficient (regularized) OT solvers
for the estimation of WAE, f -GANs and the generalization bounds.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notation

We will use X to denote the input space (a Polish space), typically taken to be a Euclidean space. We
use Z to denote the latent space, also taken to be Euclidean. We use N∗ to denote the natural numbers
without 0: N \ {0}. We denote by P the set of probability measures over X, and elements of this set

2
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will be referred to as distributions. If P ∈P(X) happens to be absolutely continuous with respect
to the Lebesgue measure then we will use dP/dλ to refer to the density function (Radon-Nikodym
derivative with respect to the Lebesgue measure). For any T ∈ F (X,Z), for any measure µ ∈P(X),
the pushforward measure of µ through T denoted T#µ ∈P(Z) is such that T#µ(A) = µ(T−1(A))
for any measurable setA ⊂ Z. The set F (X,R) refers to all measurable functions from X into the set
R. We will use functions to represent conditional distributions over a space Z conditioned on elements
X, for example P ∈ F (X,P(Z)) so that for any x ∈ X, P (x) = P (·|x) ∈ P(Z). For any P ∈
P(X), the support of P is supp(P ) = {x ∈ X : if x ∈ Nx open =⇒ P (Nx) > 0}. In any metric
space (X, c), for any set S ⊆ X, we define the diameter of S to be diamc(S) = supx,x′∈S c(x, x

′).
Given a metric c over X, for any f ∈ F (X,R), Lipc(f) denotes the Lipschitz constant of f with
respect to c and Hc = {g ∈ F (X,R) : Lipc(g) ≤ 1}. For some set S ⊆ R, 1S corresponds to the
convex indicator function, ie. 1S(x) = 0 if x ∈ S and 1S(x) = ∞ otherwise. For any x ∈ X,
δx : X→ {0, 1} corresponds to the characteristic function, with δx(0) = 1 if x = 0 and δx(0) = 0
if x 6= 0.

2.2 Background

2.2.1 Probability Discrepancies

Probability discrepancies are central to the objective of finding the best fitting model. We introduce
some key discrepancies and their notation, which will appear later.

Definition 1 (f -Divergence) For a convex function f : R → (−∞,∞] with f(1) = 0, for any
P,Q ∈P(X) with P absolutely continuous with respect to Q, the f -Divergence between P and Q is

Df (P,Q) :=

∫

X

f

(
dP

dQ

)
dQ,

with Df (P,Q) =∞ if P is note absolutely continuous with respect to Q.

An example of a method to compute the f -divergence is to first compute dP/dQ and estimate the
integral empirically using samples from Q.

Definition 2 (Integral Probability Metric) For a fixed function class F ⊆ F (X,R), the Integral
Probability Metric (IPM) based on F between P,Q ∈P(X) is defined as

IPMF(P,Q) := sup
f∈F

{∫

X

f(x)dP (x)−
∫

X

f(x)dQ(x)

}
.

If we have that −F = F then IPMF forms a metric over P(X) [13]. A particular IPM we will make
use of is Total Variation (TV): TV(P,Q) = IPMV(P,Q) where V = {h ∈ F (X,R) : |h| ≤ 1}. We
also note that when f(x) = |x− 1| then TV = Df and thus TV is both an IPM and an f -divergence.

Definition 3 For any P,Q ∈P(X), define the set of couplings between P and Q to be

Π(P,Q) =

{
π ∈P(X× X) :

∫

X

π(x, y)dx = P,

∫

X

π(x, y)dy = Q

}
.

For a cost c : X× X→ R+, the Wasserstein distance between P and Q is

Wc(P,Q) := inf
π∈Π(P,Q)

{∫

X×X
c(x, y)dπ(x, y)

}
.

The Wasserstein distance can be regarded as an infinite linear program and thus admits a dual form,
and in the case of c being a metric, belongs to the class of IPMs. We summarize this fact the following
lemma [14].

Lemma 4 (Wasserstein Duality) Let (X, c) be a metric space, and suppose Hc is the set of all
1-Lipschitz functions with respect to c. Then for any P,Q ∈P(X), we have

Wc(P,Q) = sup
h∈Hc

{∫

X

h(x)dP (x)−
∫

X

h(x)dQ(x)

}

= IPMHc
(P,Q).

3
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2.3 Generative Models

In both GAN and VAE models, we have a latent space Z (typically taken to be Rd, with d being
small) and a prior distribution PZ ∈P(Z) (e.g. unit variance Gaussian). We have a function referred
to as the generator G : Z→ X, which induces the generated distribution, denoted by PG ∈P(X),
as the pushforward of PZ through G: PG = G#PZ . The true data distribution will be referred to
as PX ∈P(X). The common goal between the two methods is to find a generator G such that the
samples generated by pushing forward PZ through G (G#PZ) are close to the true data distribution
(PX ). More formally, one can cast this as an optimization problem by finding the best G such that
D(PG, PX) is minimized, where D(·, ·) is some discrepancy between distributions. Both methods
(as we outline below) utilize their own discrepancies between PX and PG, which offer their own
benefits and weaknesses.

2.3.1 Wasserstein Autoencoder

Let E : X → P(Z) denote a probabilistic encoder 1, which maps each point x to a conditional
distribution E(x) ∈P(Z), denoted as the posterior distribution. The pushforward of PX through E:
E#PX , will be referred to as the aggregated posterior.

Definition 5 (Wasserstein Autoencoder [6]) Let c : X × X → R≥0, λ > 0 and Ω : P(Z) ×
P(Z)→ R≥0 with Ω(P, P ) = 0 for all P ∈P(Z). The Wasserstein Autoencoder objective is

WAEc,λ·Ω(PX , G) = inf
E∈F(X,P(Z))

{∫

X

Ez∼E(x)[c(x,G(z))]dPX(x) + λ · Ω(E#PX , PZ)

}
.

We remark that there are various choices of c and λ · Ω. [6] select these by tuning λ and selecting
different measures of discrepancies between probability distortions for Ω.

2.3.2 f -Generative Adversarial Network

Let d : X→ R denote a discriminator function.

Definition 6 (f -GAN [3]) Let f : R→ (−∞,∞] denote a convex function with property f(1) = 0
and D ⊂ F (X,R) a set of discriminators. The f -GAN model minimizes the following objective for
a generator G : Z→ X

GANf (PX , G;D) := sup
d∈D
{Ex∼PX [d(x)]− Ez∼PZ [f∗(d(G(z)))]} , (3)

where f?(x) = supy {x · y − f(y)} is the convex conjugate of f .

There are two knobs in this method, namely D, the set of discriminators, and the convex func-
tion f . The objective in (3) is a variational approximation to Df [3]; if D = F (X,R), then
GANf (PX , G;D) = Df (PX , PG) [15]. In the case of f(x) = x log(x)−(x+1) log(x+1)+2 log 2,
we recover the original GAN [2].

3 Related Work

Current attempts at building a taxonomy for generative models have largely been within each paradigm
or the proposal of hybrid methods that borrow elements from the two. We first review major and
relevant advances in each paradigm, and then move on to discuss results that are close to the technical
contributions of our work.

The line of Autoencoders begin with Ω = 0, which is the original autoencoder concerned only with
reconstruction loss. VAE then introduced a non-zero Ω, along with implementing Gaussian encoders
[4]. This was then replaced by an adversarial objective [7], which is sample based and consequently
allows arbitrary encoders. In the spirit of unification, Adversarial Autoencoders (AAE) [8] proposed
Ω to be a discrepancy between the pushforward of the target distribution through the encoder (E#PX )

1We remark that this is not standard notation in the VAE and Variational Inference literature.

4
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and the prior distribution (PZ ) in the latent space, which was then showed to be equivalent to the VAE
Ω minus a mutual information term [16]. Independently, InfoVAE [17] proposed a similar objective,
which was subsequently shown to be equivalent to adding mutual information. [6] reparametrized the
Wasserstein distance into an Autoencoder objective (WAE) where the Ω term generalizes AAE, and
has reported performance comparable to that of Adversarial methods. Other attempts also include
adjusting the reconstruction loss to be adversarial as well [9, 10]. Another work that focuses on WAE
is the Sinkhorn Autoencoders (SAE) [18], which select Ω to be the Wasserstein distance and show
that the overall objective is an upper bound to the Wasserstein distance between PX and PG.

[19] discussed the two paradigms and their unification by interpretting GANs from the perspective
of variational inference, which allowed a connection to VAE, resulting in a GAN implemented
with importance weighting techniques. While this approach is the closest to our work in forming a
link, their results apply to standard VAE (and not other AE methods such as WAE) and cannot be
extended to all f -GANs. [20] introduced the notion of an Adversarial divergence, which subsumed
mainstream adversarial based methods. This also led to the formal understanding of how the
selected discriminator set D affects the final generator G learned. However, this approach is silent
with regard to Autoencoder based methods. [11] established the tradeoff between the Rademacher
complexity of the discriminator class D and generalization performance of G, with no results present
for Autoencoders. These theoretical advances in Adversarial training methods are inherited by
Autoencoders as a consequence of the equivalence presented in our work.

One key point in the proof of our equivalence is the use of a result that decomposes the GAN
objective into an f -divergence and an IPM for a restricted class of discriminators (which we used for
Lipschitz functions). This decomposition is used in [21] and applied to linear f -GANs, showing that
the adversarial training objective decomposes into a mixture of maximum likelihood and moment
matching. [22] used this decomposition with Lipschitz discriminators like our work, however does
not make any extension or further progress to establish the link to WAE. Indeed, GANs with Lipschitz
discriminators have been independently studied in [23], which suggest that one should enforce
Lipschitz constraints to provide useful gradients.

4 f -Wasserstein Autoencoders

We define a new objective, that will help us in the proof of the main theorems of this paper.

Definition 7 (f -Wasserstein Autoencoder) Let c : X × X → R, λ > 0, f : R → (−∞,∞] be a
convex function (with f(1) = 0), the f -Wasserstein Autoencoder (f -WAE) objective is

W c,λ·f (PX , G) = inf
E∈F(X,P(Z))

{Wc(PX , (G ◦ E)#PX) + λDf (E#PX , PZ)} (4)

In the proof of the main result, we will show that the f -WAE objective is indeed the same as the
WAE objective when using the same cost c and selecting the regularizer to be λ · Ω = Dλf = λDf .
The only difference between this and the standard WAE is the use of Wc(PX , (G ◦ E)#PX) as
the reconstruction loss instead of the standard cost which is an upper bound (Lemma 18), and the
regularizer is chosen to be λ · Ω = Dλf = λDf . We now present the main theorem that captures the
relationship between f -GAN and WAE.

Theorem 8 (f -GAN and WAE equivalence) Suppose (X, c) is a metric space and let Hc denote
the set of all functions from X→ R that are 1-Lipschitz (with respect to c). Let f : R→ (−∞,∞]
be a convex function with f(1) = 0. Then for all λ > 0,

GANλf (PX , G;Hc) ≤WAEc,λ·Df (PX , G), (5)
with equality if G is invertible.

Proof (This is a sketch, see Section A.1 for full proof). The proof begins by proving certain
properties of Hc (Lemma 16), allowing us to use the dual form of restricted GANs (Theorem 15),

GANf (PX , G;Hc) = inf
P ′∈P(X)

{
Df (P ′, PG) + sup

h∈Hc

{EPX [h]− EP ′ [h]}
}

= inf
P ′∈P(X)

{Df (P ′, PG) +Wc(P
′, PX)} . (6)
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The key is to reparametrize (6) by optimizing over couplings. By rewriting P ′ = (G ◦E)#PX for
some E ∈ F (X,P(Z)) and rewriting (6) as an optimization over E (Lemma 20), we obtain

inf
P ′∈P(X)

{Df (P ′, PG) +Wc(P
′, PX)}

= inf
E∈F(X,P(Z))

{Df ((G ◦ E)#PX , PG) +Wc((G ◦ E)#PX , PX)} (7)

We then have

Df ((G ◦ E)#PX , PG) = Df (G#(E#PX), G#PZ)
(∗)
≤ Df (E#PX , PZ),

with equality in (∗) ifG is invertible (Lemma 17). A weaker condition is required if f is differentiable,
namely if G is invertible with respect to f ′ ◦ d(E#PX)/dPZ in the sense that

G(z) = G(z′) =⇒ f ′ ◦ (d(E#PX)/dPZ)(z) = f ′ ◦ (d(E#PX)/dPZ)(z′), (8)

noting that an invertible G trivially satisfies this requirement. Letting f ← λf , we have Df (·, ·)←
λDf (·, ·), and so from Equation 7, we have

GANλf (PX , G;Hc)
(∗)
≤ inf

E∈F(X,P(Z))
{λDf (E#PX , PZ) +Wc((G ◦ E)#PX , PX)}

= W c,λ·f (PX , G)

≤ inf
E∈F(X,P(Z))

{
λDf (E#PX , PZ) +

∫

X

Ez∼E(x)[c(x,G(z))]dPX(x)

}

= WAEc,λ·Df (PX , G),

where the final inequality follows from the fact that Wc(P,Q) ≤
∫
X
Ez∼E(x)[c(x,G(z))]dPX(x)

(Lemma 18). Using the fact that W ≥WAE (Lemma 19) completes the proof.

When G is invertible, we remark that PG can still be expressive and capable of modelling complex
distributions in WAE and GAN models. For example, if G is implemented with feedforward
neural networks, and G is invertible then PG can model deformed exponential families [24], which
encompasses a large class appearing in statistical physics and information geometry [25, 26]. There
exists many invertible activation functions under whichG will be invertible. Furthermore, in the proof
of the Theorem it is clear that W and WAE are the same objective (from Lemma 18 and Lemma 19).
When using f = 1{1} (f(x) = 0 if x = 1 and f(x) = ∞ otherwise), and noting that f?(x) = x,
meaning that Theorem 8 (with λ = 1) reduces to

sup
h∈Hc

{Ex∼PX [h(x)]− Ex∼PG [h(x)]} = GANf (PX , G;Hc)

≤W c,f (PX , PG)

= inf
E∈F(X,P(Z)):E#PX=PZ

{Wc(PX , (G ◦ E)#PX)}

= inf
E∈F(X,P(Z)):E#PX=PZ

{Wc(PX , G#PZ}

= Wc(PX , PG),

which is the standard primal-dual relation between Wasserstein distances as in Lemma 4. Hence,
Theorem 8 can be viewed as a generalization of this primal-dual relationship, where Autoencoder
and Adversarial objectives represent primal and dual forms respectively.

We note that the left hand of Equation (5) does not explicitly engage the prior space Z as much as
the right hand side in the sense that one can set Z = X, G = Id (which is invertible) and PZ = PG
and indeed results in the exact same f -GAN objective since G#PZ = Id#PG = PG, yet the
equivalent f -WAE objective (from Theorem 8) will be different. This makes the Theorem versatile
in reparametrizations, which we exploit in the proof of Theorem 10. We now consider weighting
the reconstruction along with the regularization term in W (which is equivalent to weighting WAE),
which simply amounts to re-weighting the cost since for any γ > 0,

W γ·c,λ·f (PX , G) = inf
E∈F(X,P(Z))

{γWc((G ◦ E)#PX , PX) + λDf (E#PX , PZ)} .
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The idea of weighting the regularization term by λ was introduced by [27] and furthermore studied
empirically, showing that the choice of λ influences learning disentanglement in the latent space.
[28]. We show that if λ = 1 and γ is larger than some γ∗ then W will become an f -divergence
(Theorem 9). On the other hand if we fix γ = 1 and take λ is larger than some λ∗, then W becomes
the Wasserstein distance and in particular, equality holds in (5) (Theorem 10). We show explicitly
how high γ and λ need to be for such equalities to occur. This is surprising since f -divergence and
Wasserstein distance are quite different distortions.

We begin with the f -divergence case. Consider f : R → (−∞,∞] convex, differentiable and
f(1) = 0 and assume that PX is absolutely continuous with respect to PG, so thatDf (PX , PG) <∞.

Theorem 9 Set c(x, y) = δx−y and let f : R → (−∞,∞] be a convex function (with f(1) = 0)

and differentiable. Let γ∗ = supx,x′∈X

∣∣∣f ′
(
dPX
dPG

)
− f ′(dPXdPG

)(x′)
∣∣∣ and suppose PG is absolutely

continuous with respect to PX and that G is invertible, then we have for all γ ≥ γ∗

W γ·c,f (PX , G) = Df (PX , PG).

(Proof in Appendix, Section A.3). It is important to note that Wc(PX , PG) = TV(PX , PG) when
c(x, y) = δx−y and so Theorem 9 tells us that the objective with a weighted total variation reconstruc-
tion loss with a f -divergence prior regularization amounts to the f -divergence. It was shown that in
[24] that when G is an invertible feedforward neural network then Df (PX , PG) is a Bregman diver-
gence (a well regarded quantity in information geometry) between the parametrizations of the network
for a fixed choice of activation function of G, which depends on f . Hence, a practioner should design
G with such activation function when using f -WAE under the above setting (c(x, y) = δx−y and
γ = γ∗) with G being invertible, so that the information theoretic divergence (Df ) between the
distributions becomes an information geometric divergence involving the network parameters.

We now show that if λ is selected higher than λ∗ := supP ′∈P(X) (Wc(P
′, PG)/Df (P ′, PG)), then

W becomes Wc and furthermore we have equality between f -GAN, f -WAE and WAE.

Theorem 10 Let c : X × X → R be a metric. For any f : R → (−∞,∞] convex function (with
f(1) = 0), we have for all λ ≥ λ∗

GANλf (PX , G;Hc) = W c,λ·f (PX , G) = WAEc,λ·Df (PX , G) = Wc(PX , PG).

(Proof in Appendix, Section A.4). Note that Theorem 10 holds for any f (satisfying properties of
the Theorem) and so one can estimate the Wasserstein distance using any f as long as λ is scaled
to λ∗. In order to understand how high λ∗ can be,there are two extremes in which the supremum
may be unbounded. The first case is when P ′ is taken far from PG so that Wc(P

′, PG) increases,
however one should note that in the case when ∆ = maxx,x′∈X c(x, x′) <∞ then Wc ∈ [0,∆] and
so Wc will be finite whereas Df (P ′, PG) can possibly diverge to∞, making λ∗ → 0. The other
case is when P ′ is made close to PG, in which case 1

Df (P ′,PG) → ∞ however Wc(P
′, PG) → 0

so the quantity λ∗ can still be small in this case, depending on the rate of decrease between Wc

and Df . Now suppose that f(x) = |x− 1| and c(x, y) = δx−y, in which case Df = Wc and thus
λ∗ = 1. In this case, Theorem 10 reduces to the standard result [29] regarding the equivalence
between Wasserstein distance and f -divergence intersecting at the variational divergence under these
conditions.

5 Generalization bounds

We present generalization bounds using machinery developed in [30] with the following definitions.

Definition 11 (Covering Numbers) For a set S ⊆ X, we denoteNη(S) to be the η-covering number
of S, which is the smallest m ∈ N∗ such that there exists closed balls B1, . . . , Bm of radius η
with S ⊆ ⋃mi=1Bi. For any P ∈ P(X), the (η, τ)-dimension is dη(P, τ) :=

logNη(P,τ)
− log η , where

Nη(P, τ) := inf {Nη(S) : P (S) ≥ 1− τ} .
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Definition 12 (1-Upper Wasserstein Dimension) The 1-Upper Wasserstein dimension of any P ∈
P(X) is d∗(P ) := inf

{
s ∈ (2,∞) : lim supη→0 dη(P, η

s
s−2 ) ≤ s

}
.

We make an assumption of PX and PG having bounded support to achieve the following bounds. For
any P ∈P(X) in a metric space (X, c), we use define ∆P,c = diamc(supp(P )).

Theorem 13 Let (X, c) be a metric space and suppose ∆ := max {∆c,PX ,∆c,PG} <∞. For any
n ∈ N∗, let P̂X and P̂G denote the empirical distribution with n samples drawn i.i.d from PX and
PG respectively. Let sX > d∗(PX) and sG > d∗(PG). For all f : R→ (−∞,∞] convex functions,
f(1) = 0, λ > 0 and δ ∈ (0, 1), then with probability at least 1− δ, we have

GANλf (PX , G;Hc) ≤W c,λ·f (P̂X , PG) +O

(
n−1/sX + ∆

√
1

n
ln

(
1

δ

))
, (9)

and if f(x) = |x− 1| is chosen then

GANλf (PX , G;Hc) ≤W c,λ·f (P̂X , P̂G) +O

(
n−1/sX + n−1/sG + ∆

√
1

n
ln

(
1

δ

))
. (10)

(Proof in Appendix, Section A.2). First note that there is no requirement on G to be invertible and no
restriction on λ. Second, there are the quantities sX ,sG and ∆ that are influenced by the distributions
PX and PG. It is interesting to note that d∗ is related to fractal dimensions [31] and thus relates the
convergence of GANs to statistical geometry. If G is invertible in the above then the left hand side
of both bounds becomes W c,λ·f (PX , G) by Theorem 8. In general, P̂X and P̂G will not share the
same support, in which case Df (P̂X , P̂G) = ∞ – This would lead one to suspect the same from
W c,λ·f (P̂X , P̂G), however this is not the case since

W c,λ·f (P̂X , P̂G) ≤ inf
E∈F(X,P(X))

{
Wc((G ◦ E)#PX , PX) + λDf (E#P̂X , P̂Z)

}
,

and so E ∈ F (X,P(Z)) would be selected such that E#P̂X shares the support of P̂Z , resulting in
a bounded value. We now show the relationship between W and Wc.

Theorem 14 For any c : X×X→ R, λ > 0 and f : R→ (−∞,∞] convex function (with f(1) = 0)
we have W c,λ·f (PX , G) ≤Wc(PX , PG)

(Proof in Appendix, Section A.5). This suggests that in order to minimize W , one can minimize Wc.
Indeed, majority of the solvers are concerned with discrete distributions, which is exactly what is
present on the right hand side of the generalization bounds: W c,λ·f (P̂X , P̂G)

6 Discussion and Conclusion

This work is the first to prove a generalized primal-dual betweenship between GANs and Autoen-
coders. Our result elucidated the close performance between WAE and f -GANs. Furthermore, we
explored the effect of weighting the reconstruction and regularization on the WAE objective, showing
relationships to both f -divergences and Wasserstein metrics along with the impact on the duality
relationship. This equivalence allowed us to prove generalization results, which to the best of our
knowledge, are the first bounds given for Autoencoder models. The results imply that we can employ
efficient (regularized) OT solvers to approximate upper bounds on the generalization bounds, which
involve discrete distributions and thus are natural for such solvers.

The consequences of unifying two paradigms are plentiful, generalization bounds being an example.
One line of extending and continuing the presented work is to explore the use of a general cost
c (as opposed to a metric), invoking the generalized Wasserstein dual in the goal of forming a
generalized GAN. Our paper provides a basis to unify Adversarial Networks and Autoencoders
through a primal-dual relationship, and opens doors for the further unification of related models.
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A Appendix

A.1 Proof of Theorem 8

In order to prove the theorem, we make use of the dual form of the restricted variational form of an
f -divergence:

Theorem 15 ([21], Theorem 3) Let f : R → (−∞,∞] denote a convex function with property
f(1) = 0 and suppose H is a convex subset of F (X,R) with the property that for any h ∈ H and
b ∈ R, we have h+ b ∈ H . Then for any P,Q ∈P(X) we have

sup
h∈H
{Ex∼P [h(x)]− Ex∼Q[f∗(h(x))]} = inf

P ′∈P(X)

{
Df (P ′, Q) + sup

h∈H
{EP [h(x)]− EP ′ [h(x)]}

}

The goal is now to set H = Hc however there are some conditions of the above that we require

Lemma 16 If c is a metric then Hc is convex and closed under addition.

Proof Let f ∈ Hc and consider define h = f + b for some b ∈ R, we then have

|h(x)− h(y)| = |f(x) + b− f(y)− b|
= |f(x)− f(y)|
≤ c(x, y)

Consider some λ ∈ [0, 1] and set h(x) = λ · f(x) + (1−λ) · g(x) for some f, g ∈ Hc. We then have

|h(x)− h(y)| = |λ · f(x) + (1− λ) · g(x)− λ · f(y)− (1− λ) · g(y)|
= |λ · (f(x)− f(y)) + (1− λ) · (g(x)− g(y))|
≤ λ · |f(x)− f(y)|+ (1− λ) · |g(x)− g(y)|
≤ λ · c(x, y) + (1− λ) · c(x, y)

= c(x, y)

for all x, y ∈ X.

We require a lemma regarding the decomposibility of G for f -divergences.

Lemma 17 Let G : Z→ X and let P,Q be two distributions over Z. We have that

Df (G#P,G#Q) ≤ Df (P,Q),

with equality if G is invertible. Furthermore, if f is differentiable then we have equality for a weaker
condition: for any z, z′ ∈ Z, G(z) = G(z′) =⇒ f ′( dPdQ (z)) = f ′( dPdQ (z′)).

Proof By writing the variational form from [15] (Lemma 1), we have

Df (G#P,G#Q) = sup
h∈F(X,R)

{Ex∼G#P [h(x)]− Ex∼G#Q[f∗(h(x))]}

= sup
h∈F(X,R)

{Ez∼P [h(G(z))]− Ez∼Q[f∗(h(G(z)))]}

= sup
h∈F(X,R)◦G

{Ez∼P [h(z)]− Ez∼Q[f∗(h(z))]}

≤ sup
h∈F(Z,R)

{Ez∼P [h(z)]− Ez∼Q[f∗(h(z))]}

= Df (P,Q),

where we used the fact that F (X,R) ◦G ⊆ F (Z,R). If G is invertible then we applying the above
with G← G−1, P ← G#P and Q← G#Q, we have

Df (G−1#(G#P ), G−1#(G#Q)) ≤ Df (G#P,G#Q),

1
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which is just the reverse direction Df (P,Q) ≤ Df (G#P,G#Q), and so equality holds. Suppose
now that f is differentiable then note that inequality holds when f ′(dP/dQ) ∈ F (X,R) ◦G (See
proof of Lemma 1 in [15]), which is equivalent to asking if there exists a function ϕf ∈ F (X,R)
such that

ϕf ◦G = f ′
(
dP

dQ

)
.

For any z ∈ Z, we can construct ϕf to map G(z) to f ′
(
dP
dQ

)
(z) and due to the condition in the

lemma, we can guarantee ϕf will indeed be a function and thus exists.

We need a Lemma that will allow us to upper bound the Wasserstein distance.

Lemma 18 For any E ∈ F (X,P(Z)), G ∈ F (Z,X) and c : X× X→ R, we have

Wc((G ◦ E)#PX , PX) ≤
∫

X

Ez∼E(x)[c(x,G(z))]dPX(x).

Proof We quote a reparametrization result from [6] Theorem 1 that if G is deterministic then the
Wasserstein distance can be reparametrized as

Wc(G#(E#PX), PX) = inf
Q∈F(X,P(Z)):Q#PX=E#PX

∫

X

Ez∼Q(x)[c(x,G(z))]dPX(x) (11)

≤
∫

X

Ez∼E(x)[c(x,G(z))]dPX(x).

We also need a Lemma regarding the relationship between W and WAE.

Lemma 19 Let f : R→ (−∞,∞] be a convex function with f(1) = 0, then we have

W c,λ·f (PX , G) ≤WAEc,λ·Df (PX , G).

Proof Consider the optimal encoder E∗ from the f -WAE objective. Let Q∗ = E∗#PX . We then
have that

W c,λ·f (PX , G) = Wc(PX , G#Q∗) + λ ·Df (Q∗, PZ).

Let π ∈ Π(PX , E#Q∗) be the optimal coupling under the metric c. By the Gluing lemma [14], one
can construct a triple (X,Y, Z) where (X,Y ) ∼ π, Z ∼ Q∗ and Y = G(Z) almost surely. Let π′
be the distribution over (Y,Z) and consider the conditional distribution over Z given Y , associated
with Eπ′ ∈ F (X,P(Z)). We have Eπ′#PX = Q∗ and so we have

WAEc,λ·Df (PX , G) ≤
∫

X

Ez∼Eπ′ (y)[c(x,G(z))]dPX +Df (Eπ′#PX , PZ)

=

∫

X

Ez∼Eπ′ (y)[c(x,G(z))]dPX +Df (Q∗, PZ)

=

∫

X×X
[c(x, y)]dπ′(x, y) +Df (Q∗, PZ)

= Wc(PX , G#Q∗) + λ ·Df (Q∗, PZ).

= W c,λ·f (PX , G).

Finally, we need a lemma to justify reparametrizations.

Lemma 20 If G : Z → X is invertible then for any P ′ ∈ P(X) such that P ′ � PG, then there
exists an E ∈ F (X,P(Z)) such that P ′ = G#E#PX .

2
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Proof From the assumption, we have Supp(P ′) ⊆ Supp(PG) ⊆ Im(G) and so by invertibility of G,
we can set Q = G−1#P ′ and construct a conditional distribution E (between marginals Q and PX )
to get Q = E#PX , hence P ′ = G#E#PX .

We are now ready to prove the theorem. Set H = Hc (the set of 1-Lipschitz functions) and
note that λf is a convex function satisfying λf(1) = 0 and so substituting f ← λf , we get that
Dλf (·, ·) = λDf (·, ·). Hence, we have

GANλf (PX , G;Hc) = sup
h∈Hc

{Ex∼PX [h(x)]− Ex∼PG [(λf)?(h(x))]}

= inf
P ′∈P(X)

{λDf (P ′, PG) +Wc(P
′, PX)}

= inf
P ′∈P(X):P ′<<Pg

{λDf (P ′, PG) +Wc(P
′, PX)}

= inf
E∈F(X,P(Z))

{λDf ((G ◦ E)#PX , G#PZ) +Wc((G ◦ E)#PX , PX)}
(12)

(∗)
≤ inf

E∈F(X,P(Z))
{λDf (E#PX , PZ) +Wc((G ◦ E)#PX , PX)}

= W c,λ·f (PX , G)

≤ inf
E∈F(X,P(Z))

{∫

X

Ez∼E(x)[c(x,G(z))]dPX(x) + λDf (E#PX , PZ)

}

= WAEc,λ·Df (PX , G), (13)

where (12) is an equality when G is invertible from Lemma 20 and (∗) is = if G satisfies the
requirement of Lemma 17. To prove the final inequality, note that if E∗ satisfies the condition of the
Theorem then

W c,λ·f (PX , G) = Wc((G ◦ E∗)#PX , PX) + λDf (E∗#PX , PZ)

= Wc(G#(E∗#PX), PX)

= Wc(PG, PX). (14)

Next, notice that

WAEc,λ·Df (PX , G)

= inf
E∈F(X,P(Z))

{∫

X

Ez∼E(x)[c(x,G(z))]dPX(x) + λDf (E#PX , PZ)

}

≤ inf
E∈F(X,P(Z)):E#PX=PZ

{∫

X

Ez∼E(x)[c(x,G(z))]dPX(x) + λDf (E#PX , PZ)

}

≤ inf
E∈F(X,P(Z)):E#PX=PZ

{∫

X

Ez∼E(x)[c(x,G(z))]dPX(x)

}

= Wc(PX , PG) (15)

= W c,λ·f (PX , G), (16)

where (15) follows from the reparametrized Wasserstein distance from [6] (Theorem 1), which we
used in (11) and the final step follows from (14). Combining WAEc,λ·Df (PX , G) ≤W c,λ·f (PX , G)

with WAEc,λ·Df (PX , G) ≥W c,λ·f (PX , G) (from 13) yields equality and concludes the proof.

A.2 Proof of Theorem 13

We first prove a lemma that will apply to both cases. Recalling that for any metric space (X, c) and
P ∈P(X) we define ∆P,c = diamc(supp(P )).

Lemma 21 Let (X, c) be a metric space. For any P ∈P(X), suppose ∆P,c <∞ and let P̂ denote
the empirical distribution after drawing n i.i.d samples for some n ∈ N∗. If s > d∗(P ), then we have

IPMHc(P, P̂ ) ≤ O(n−1/s) +
∆P,c

2

√
2

n
ln

(
1

δ

)

3
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Proof We appeal to McDiarmind’s Inequality and use a standard method, as shown in [32], to bound
the quantity.

Theorem 22 (McDiarmind’s Inequality) Let X1, . . . , Xn be n independent random variables and
consider a function Φ : Xn → R such that there exists constants ci > 0 (for i = 1, . . . , n) with

sup
x1,...,xn,x′i

|Φ(x1, . . . , xn)− Φ(x1, . . . , xi−1, x
′
i, xi+1, . . . , xn)| ≤ ci.

Then for any t > 0, we have

Pr [Φ(X1, . . . , Xn)− E [Φ(X1, . . . , Xn)] ≥ t] ≤ exp

( −2t2∑n
i=1 c

2
i

)

Let F = Hc then let
Φ(S) = IPMHc(P, P̂ ).

Noting that

|Φ(x1, . . . , xn)− Φ(x1, . . . , xi−1, x
′
i, xi+1, . . . , xn)| ≤ 1

n
|f(xi)− f(x′i)|

≤ 1

n
· c(xi, x′i)

≤ ∆P,c

n
,

where the first inequality follows as each f is 1-Lipschitz and the second follows from the fact
that each x, x′ ∈ supp(P ). This allows us to set ci = ∆/n for all i = 1, . . . , n. Now applying

McDiarmind’s inequality with t = ∆P,c/2
√

2
n ln

(
1
δ

)
yields (for a sample S ∼ Pn)

Pr

[
Φ(S)− EΦ(S) ≥ ∆P,c

2

√
2

n
ln

(
1

δ

)]
≤ δ

Pr

[
Φ(S)− EΦ(S) ≤ ∆P,c

2

√
2

n
ln

(
1

δ

)]
≥ 1− δ,

and thus

Φ(S) ≤ EΦ(S) +
∆P,c

2

√
2

n
ln

(
1

δ

)
.

Noting that EΦ(S) = E[Wc(P, P̂ )] (from Lemma 4), we appeal to a case of Theorem 1 in [30] where
p = 1, which tells us that if s > d∗(P ) then E[Wc(P, P̂ )] = O(n−1/s). Since this is the requirement
in the lemma, the proof concludes.

We will make use of this lemma for both PX and PG and use ∆ for both cases since ∆ ≥ ∆PX ,c and
∆ ≥ ∆PG,c. For the general case of any f , let (abusing notation) G = GANλf (PX , G;Hc) and Ĝ
denote the empirical counterpart with n samples, and let h1, h2 ∈ Hc denote their witness functions.
We then have
G− Ĝ
= sup
h∈Hc

{Ex∼PX [h(x)]− Ex∼PG [(λf)?(h(x))]} − sup
h∈Hc

{
Ex∼P̂X [h(x)]− Ex∼PG [(λf)?(h(x))]

}

= Ex∼PX [h1(x)]− Ex∼PG [(λf)?(h1(x))]− Ex∼P̂X [h2(x)] + Ex∼PG [(λf)?(h2(x))]

≤ Ex∼PX [h1(x)]− Ex∼P̂X [h1(x)] + Ex∼PG [(λf)?(h1(x))]− Ex∼PG [(λf)?(h1(x))]

= Ex∼PX [h1(x)]− Ex∼P̂X [h1(x)]

≤ sup
h∈Hc

{
Ex∼PX [h(x)]− Ex∼P̂X [h(x)]

}

= IPMHc
(PX , P̂X)

≤ O(n−1/sX ) +
∆

2

√
2

n
ln

(
1

δ

)
,

4
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where the last step is an application of Lemma 21. Applying Theorem 8, we get Ĝ ≤ W c,λ·f
and rearrangement of the above shows the first bound. For the case of f(x) = |x− 1|, note that
if F ⊆ F (X,R) is such that −F = F, then IPMF is a pseudo-metric and satisfies the triangle
inequality, which allows us to have

IPMF(PX , PG) ≤ IPMF(PX , P̂X) + IPMF(P̂X , PG)

≤ IPMF(PX , P̂X) + IPMF(PG, P̂G) + IPMF(P̂X , P̂G). (17)

Next, we set F = Fc,λ, and noting that Fc,λ ⊆ Hc, we have

IPMFc,λ(PX , PG) ≤ IPMFc,λ(PX , P̂X) + IPMFc,λ(PG, P̂G) + IPMFc,λ(P̂X , P̂G)

≤ IPMHc(PX , P̂X) + IPMHc(PG, P̂G) + IPMHc(P̂X , P̂G)

≤ IPMHc
(P̂X , P̂G) +O(n−1/sX + n−1/sG) + ∆

√
2

n
ln

(
2

δ

)
, (18)

where the final inequality is an application of Lemma 21 like before. However since we use
McDiarmind’s inequality twice, we set δ ← δ/2 and use union bound to have the above inequality
with probability 1− δ. The final step is to note that when f(x) = |x− 1| then for any λ > 0,

(λf)?(x) =

{
x x ≤ λ
∞ x > λ

and so we have

GANλf (PX , G;Hc) = sup
h∈Hc

{Ex∼PX [h(x)]− Ex∼PG [(λf)?(h(x))]}

= sup
h∈Hc:|h|≤λ

{Ex∼PX [h(x)]− Ex∼PG [h(x)]}

= sup
h∈Fc,λ

{Ex∼PX [h(x)]− Ex∼PG [h(x)]}

= IPMFc,λ(PX , PG).

By Theorem 8, we have IPMFc,λ(P̂X , P̂G) = GANλf (P̂X , G;Hc) ≤ W c,λ·f (P̂X , G) where
GANλf (P̂X , G;Hc) is the objective with P̂X and P̂G. Putting this together with (18), we get

GANλf (PX , G;Hc) = IPMFc,λ(PX , PG)

≤ IPMHc(P̂X , P̂G) +O(n−1/s) + ∆

√
2

n
ln

(
1

δ

)

= GANλf (P̂X , G;Hc) +O(n−1/s) + ∆

√
2

n
ln

(
1

δ

)

≤W c,λ·f (P̂X , G) +O(n−1/sX + n−1/sG) + ∆

√
2

n
ln

(
2

δ

)
.

A.3 Proof of Theorem 9

First, using Theorem 8 and the fact that the f -GAN objective is a lower bound to Df , we have that

W γ·c,f (PX , G) = GANf (PX , G,Hγc)

≤ Df .

It is known that f ′(dPX/dPG) is the maximizer of L(h) = Ex∼PX [h(x)]− Ex∼PG [f?(h(x))] [15],
and so the proof concludes by showing that f ′(dPX/dPG) ∈ Hγ∗·c. Note that h ∈ Hγ·c if and only
if for all x, x′ ∈ X, x 6= x′

|h(x)− h(x′)| ≤ γ · δx−x′(0)

= γ

5
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and so the 1-Lipschitz functions are those that are bounded by their maximum and minimum value
by γ. For any x, x′ ∈ X, x 6= x′ we have∣∣∣∣f ′

(
dPX
dPG

)
(x)− f ′

(
dPX
dPG

)
(x′)

∣∣∣∣ = γ∗
∣∣∣∣f ′
(
dPX
dPG

)
(x)− f ′ (0)

∣∣∣∣
≤ γ,

and thus f ′(dPX/dPG) ∈ Hγ·c.

A.4 Proof of Theorem 10

First note that

WAEc,λ·f (PX , PG) = inf
E∈F(X,P(Z))

{∫

X

Ez∼E(x)[c(x,G(z))]dPX(x) + λ ·Df (E#PX , PZ)

}

≤ inf
E∈F(X,P(Z)):E#PX=PZ

{∫

X

Ez∼E(x)[c(x,G(z))]dPX(x)

}

= Wc(PX , PG),

where the last equality holds from [6] Theorem 1. Thus we have the chain of inequalities for all λ
and f : R→ (−∞,∞] (convex with f(1) = 0)

GANλf (PX , G;Hc) ≤W c,λ·(PX , PG) ≤WAEc,λ·f (PX , PG) ≤Wc(PX , PG).

We now show the opposite direction, which will conclude the proof.

Lemma 23 For any metric c and f : R→ (−∞,∞] convex function with f(1) = 0, if
λ ≥ λ∗ = sup

P ′∈P(X)

(Wc(P
′, PG)/Df (P ′, PG)) ,

then we have
GANλf (PX , G;Hc) ≥Wc(PX , PG)

Proof First noting that λ ≥ supP ′∈P(X) (Wc(P
′, PG)/Df (P ′, PG)), for all P ′ ∈P(X), we have

λDf (P ′, PG)−Wc(P
′, PG) ≥ 0.

Let Z̃ = X,G̃ = Id, PZ̃ = PG and noting that G̃ is invertible, we can apply Theorem 8 to get

GANλf (PX , G;Hc) = W c,λ·f (PX , G̃#PZ̃)

= inf
E∈F(X,P(X))

{Wc(E#PX , PX) + λDf (E#PX , PG)}

≥ inf
E∈F(X,P(X))

{Wc(PX , PG)−Wc(E#PX , PG) + λDf (E#PX , PG)}

≥ inf
E∈F(X,P(X))

{Wc(PX , PG)}

= Wc(PX , PG).

A.5 Proof of Theorem 14

We have
W c,λ·f (PX , G) = inf

E∈F(X,P(Z))
{Wc(PX , (G ◦ E)#PX) + λDf (E#PX , PZ)}

≤ inf
E∈F(X,P(Z)):E#PX=PZ

{Wc(PX , (G ◦ E)#PX) + λDf (E#PX , PZ)}

= inf
E∈F(X,P(Z)):E#PX=PZ

{Wc(PX , (G ◦ E)#PX)}

= inf
E∈F(X,P(Z)):E#PX=PZ

{Wc(PX , PG)}

= Wc(PX , PG).
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Chapter 4

Local Differential Privacy for
Sampling

One of the significant drawbacks of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) is the
inability to derive a closed-form density of the final generative distribution learned.
Not only does it withhold our ability to understand the capacity of GANs, but it re-
stricts us from having guarantees from the perspective of privacy, which is a topical
application of data generation that requires control on the density. Inspired by the
discriminator in GANs, this chapter will build a boosting-based approach for learn-
ing densities whose samples comply with local differential privacy. Such a method
will serve helpful to privatize any mechanism that employs the sampler by way
of post-processing. Theoretical guarantees such as convergence and mode-coverage
will also be proven along with experimental results against state-of-the-art privacy
generation methods.

4.0.1 Errata

We remark a minor mistake in the presentation of Theorem 6 which should be stated
as

Theorem 2 We have ∆(Q) ≤ ε/2, ∀Q ∈ Mε, and if ipb-de is in the high boosting regime,
then

∆(QT) ≥
ε

2
·
{

γP + Γ(γQ)

2
· (1− θT(ε))

}
, (4.1)

where Γ(z) = Γ(z)/ log 2.

This does not change any other aspect of the publication since indeed as γP, γQ → 1,
we still have ∆(QT) ≥ (ε/2) · (1− θT(ε)).

35
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Local Differential Privacy for Sampling

Hisham Husain◦,‡ Borja Balle† Zac Cranko◦,‡ Richard Nock‡,◦

Abstract

Differential privacy (DP) is a leading privacy
protection focused by design on individual pri-
vacy. In the local model of DP, strong privacy
is achieved by privatizing each user’s individual
data before sending it to an untrusted aggrega-
tor for analysis. While in recent years local DP
has been adopted for practical deployments, most
research in this area focuses on problems where
each individual holds a single data record. In
many problems of practical interest this assump-
tion is unrealistic since nowadays most user-
owned devices collect large quantities of data
(e.g. pictures, text messages, time series). We
propose to model this scenario by assuming each
individual holds a distribution over the space of
data records, and develop novel local DP meth-
ods to sample privately from these distributions.
Our main contribution is a boosting-based den-
sity estimation algorithm for learning samplers
that generate synthetic data while protecting the
underlying distribution of each user with local
DP. We give approximation guarantees quanti-
fying how well these samplers approximate the
true distribution. Experimental results against
DP kernel density estimation and DP GANs dis-
plays the quality of our results.

1 Introduction

Over the past decade, differential privacy (DP) has evolved
as the leading statistical protection model for individuals’
data (Dwork and Roth, 2014). The basis of DP is that a
mechanism is private whenever its output provides insuffi-
cient information to distinguish between two potential in-
put datasets that differ on a single individual. In doing so,
it guarantees plausible deniability regarding the presence
◦ The Australian National University. ‡ Data61. † Currently at
DeepMind.

Proceedings of the 23rdInternational Conference on Artificial In-
telligence and Statistics (AISTATS) 2020, Palermo, Italy. PMLR:
Volume 108. Copyright 2020 by the author(s).

of an individual in the input of the mechanism. Despite the
popularity of DP, one shortcoming of the standard defini-
tion is the assumption of a trusted curator who has access
to the full dataset of individuals. One way to get around this
is to have individuals run their data through a DP mecha-
nism at the local level before sending it for processing, en-
suring that the curator only gets access to privatized data.
This approach is called the local model of differential pri-
vacy (Raskhodnikova et al., 2008). It requires consider-
ably weaker trust assumptions than the curator model, and
was in fact the basis of the first large-scale deployments of
DP by Apple (Differential privacy team, Apple, 2017) and
Google (Erlingsson et al., 2014).

The interest in the local model has spurred research into lo-
cal DP protocols for a number of practical tasks (see (Cor-
mode et al., 2018) and references therein), as well as the
search for intermediate privacy models achieving a com-
promise between the local and curator DP Bittau et al.
(2017). However, while most of this research focuses, often
implicitly, on the setting where each individual owns a sin-
gle data record, a growing number of applications involve
one individual contributing multiple data records. Exam-
ples include problems where the data evolves over time, as
well as settings where locally each individual owns a whole
dataset containing, e.g., pictures, text messages or histori-
cal device usage information.

In this paper we investigate a method to leverage sensitive
user-level datasets in local DP protocols by constructing
locally private samplers which can release synthetic data
points from the distribution of the underlying dataset. Our
framework accommodates local datasets of arbitrary sizes
by modelling an individual’s private data as a probability
distribution – this is also applicable in situations where the
dataset does not exist per se but an algorithm can sample
from it by, e.g., interacting with the user. We formalize
the problem by (1) introducing the notion of mollifier – a
collection of valid distributions from which one can obtain
samples with a desired privacy level; and, (2) cast the goal
of learning a private sampler as the problem of computing
the information-geometric projection of a private distribu-
tion onto a given mollifier – a process we call mollification.
Our main contribution is an efficient approximate mollifi-
cation algorithm based on recent advances in boosted den-
sity estimation (Cranko and Nock, 2019). In contrast with
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<latexit sha1_base64="GvCfBmvzaAYFa9sI3TCh1ziaUJo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GvCfBmvzaAYFa9sI3TCh1ziaUJo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GvCfBmvzaAYFa9sI3TCh1ziaUJo=">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</latexit>

QT
<latexit sha1_base64="RnsOsrKO9hVfFETJYIQDUd+g/4g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RnsOsrKO9hVfFETJYIQDUd+g/4g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RnsOsrKO9hVfFETJYIQDUd+g/4g=">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</latexit>

Q1
<latexit sha1_base64="52amR5smXREIRNYKfJjo9zEkgo8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="52amR5smXREIRNYKfJjo9zEkgo8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="52amR5smXREIRNYKfJjo9zEkgo8=">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</latexit>

Q0
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=<latexit sha1_base64="rjgE4lv7OzGyeF22KwVPcZ/6uOs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rjgE4lv7OzGyeF22KwVPcZ/6uOs=">AAAKQHicfVbLjhQ3FC0ICXTnBWSZTYmGKIpGoy42YYOEiIKyADSjZAbQdNNyuW5Xm7arqm0XPS3Lv8CWfE/+gj9gh9iyyq3HdL2npBnZdc69Pufavl1+wpnS0+mHK1e/uvb1N9dvjMbffvf9Dz/evHX7VMWppHBCYx7Llz5RwFkEJ5ppDi8TCUT4HF746z8y/MVbkIrF0T96l8BckDBiS0aJzl65dx/eXdycTA+n+eN2B145mDjlc7S4NfplFsQ0FRBpyolSZ9400XNDpGaUgx3PUgUJoWsSwhkOIyJAzU0u1rr38E3gLmOJf5F287f1CEOEUjvhI1MQvVJtLHvZh52levlgbliUpBoiWiy0TLmrYzdz7gZMAtV8hwNCJUOtLl0RSajG+owbyygtiNzJoGHFpEkoAdYHkFLCm1AoSbJi9BxXdUUsAf8FIKPxvUbW1F+yMJXNChksGe4QLA9EyjWT8da6DdwXWVY/5oGbm26iRVXHqD+CLY2FIFFgZgEsYWPNTGmkSeBmloVKYQ6tNQ+tbbLhPMHK2ILk++bPNuEtkYxEFCrKaZuSyAo8aoOrHF0RnfNaoEpUhmo414oanPFObkUrQjaxLbvKf4OEv1koyMII+9rMfNDkwH2z+K2zGpazQRV9nKgvn+2UmeHG2TNvbmac+3iS1qDdiefOpCxnbSPZFSGcx0oVYcD5wky8tgCf7EBJptaoIo3wJGXX2zzt+N7kmfI0r4/7cmyKJM0sSG1xS9rTTpJS8KZSnA/7NG+BhStdKtp2Mm1w8VxJoliPAJXiGTBPcqS1GRtOfODZ6fLjczwGLNpVp2VjbWf36lWp4vvKM1CfWlB/PVStIGqwIpREscpuIVpe1IW0jxGPw0s8Ito1mYXUXe5T9NlEcMBnFTZ0UsPKaTkZsprpvPBak9MkYoe4xOozortWs5C61X2KPqsIDlitwvqtXiyTWy0nQ1YR3lutyWl1VSkvsYpo12oWUre6T9FnFcEBq1VYp2Nt1hcraMYDyBeyA71j3ZO/DMNW1HOJLwL2pMF+UqooOkoxuaSntDRvu3kzStlfSl+4Of0Si05T0p4UnM6NfFX+mKmledXOcVxhnfzPK+y5tfhl5bW/o7qD0/uH3vTQO74/efS4/Ma64fzs3HF+dTznd+eR85dz5Jw41Fk575z3zr+j/0YfR59Gnwvq1StlzE9O4xl9+R+IAOtQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rjgE4lv7OzGyeF22KwVPcZ/6uOs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rjgE4lv7OzGyeF22KwVPcZ/6uOs=">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</latexit>

N(0, I)
<latexit sha1_base64="kXg5SW84GXXdn1NOYm5ghQapjz0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kXg5SW84GXXdn1NOYm5ghQapjz0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kXg5SW84GXXdn1NOYm5ghQapjz0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kXg5SW84GXXdn1NOYm5ghQapjz0=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="yfjIQ7ild378ICEEZXhNLStmMmU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yfjIQ7ild378ICEEZXhNLStmMmU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yfjIQ7ild378ICEEZXhNLStmMmU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yfjIQ7ild378ICEEZXhNLStmMmU=">AAAKSnicfVbLjhtFFO08gNi8krBk08IJQmhkuQeUCQukCETEIkQzgpkkmvZY1dXX7YqrH66qjscq1X+whe/hB/gNdogNtx92v6clW1V9zr11zq2qa3sJZ1LNZn/fun3n7nvvf3BvNP7wo48/+fT+g4cXMk4FhXMa81i89ogEziI4V0xxeJ0IIKHH4ZW3/jHDX70DIVkc/aZ2CcxDEkRsyShR+OrKfuS+IwISyXgcPVrcnzjTWf7Ys+nJk9nJ029xMPvmu2Pnib2HJlb5nC4ejL50/ZimIUSKciLlpTNL1FwToRjlYMZuKiEhdE0CuMRhREKQc53LNvZjfOPby1jgJ1J2/rYeoUko5S70kBkStZJtLHvZh12mavl0rlmUpAoiWiy0TLmtYjurge0zAVTxHQ4IFQy12nRFBKEKKzVuLCNVSMRO+A0rOk0CAbA+gpQS3oQCQZIVo9e4qh3GAvDLBxGNHzeypt6SBaloVkhjyXCvYHkUplwxEW+N3cC9MMvqxdy3c9NNtKjqGPVHsKVxGJLI164PS9gY7UqFNAFcu1moCPXUGP29MU02XCdYGVOQPE//1CbgaWEkolBRLtqURFTgaRtc5eiKqJzXAmUiM1TBtZJU44x3cktaEbKJadmV3lsk/MqCkCx0aK6064EiR/bbxded1bCcDWrYx4n68plOmRlunLl05trl3MOTtAZlTxzbFaKctY1kV4RwHktZhAHnCz1x2gI8sgMpmFyjijTCk5RddP2i43uTZ8rTXJ315dgUSZpZkNrilrQXnSSl4E2lOB/2ad4CC1aqVLTtZNrg4rkS7Do9AmSKZ0A/z5HWZmw48YBnp8uLr/EYsGhXnZaNMZ3dq1eliu8rz0B9akH99ZC1gsjBilASxTK7hWh5URfSPkY8Dm7wiGjXZBZSd3lI0WcTwQGfVdjQSQ0qp+VkyGqmc++1JqdJxA5xg9VfiOpazULqVg8p+qwiOGC1Cuu3ul8mt1pOhqwifLBak9PqqkLcYBXRrtUspG71kKLPKoIDVquwTsfarPcrKMZ9yBcyA71j3ZO/DMNW1HOJ9wEH0mA/KVUUHaWY3NBTWpq33bwZpewvpS/cnH6JRacpac8LTudGvil/zORSv2nnOKuwTv6XFfbSmPo/q+HBxfHUmU2ds+PJsx/K/1j3rM+tL6yvLMc6sZ5ZP1un1rlFLWH9bv1h/Tn6a/TP6N/RfwX19q0y5jOr8Yzv/g+kze9N</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="5A4ILtGk079snEkGwtDJWatacis=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5A4ILtGk079snEkGwtDJWatacis=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5A4ILtGk079snEkGwtDJWatacis=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5A4ILtGk079snEkGwtDJWatacis=">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</latexit> "

<latexit sha1_base64="yfjIQ7ild378ICEEZXhNLStmMmU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yfjIQ7ild378ICEEZXhNLStmMmU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yfjIQ7ild378ICEEZXhNLStmMmU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yfjIQ7ild378ICEEZXhNLStmMmU=">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</latexit>

>
<latexit sha1_base64="gm/+WzEwO6YfnjJ8TXmRjrw6lRQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gm/+WzEwO6YfnjJ8TXmRjrw6lRQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gm/+WzEwO6YfnjJ8TXmRjrw6lRQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gm/+WzEwO6YfnjJ8TXmRjrw6lRQ=">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</latexit>

privacy  
requirement

target
&
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target P Q learned

MBDE Private KDE DPGAN
MBDE: QT → P as T, ε↗ ε = 0.25 ε = 100 ε = 5000

Figure 1: Left: Our method is guaranteed to get a QT that converges to P as the privacy constraint is relaxed and the
number of boosting iterations increases (under a weak learning assumption). Right: Our method vs private KDE (Aldà and
Rubinstein, 2017) and DPGAN (Xie et al., 2018) on a ring Gaussian mixture (see Section 5, m = k = 10000). Remark
that the GAN is subject to mode collapse.

naive solutions we discuss below, our algorithm works on
arbitrary data, including continuous unbounded domains.
This algorithm comes with convergence rate guarantees in
the classical boosting model, that is, under lightweight as-
sumptions on the distribution iterates used in the mollifica-
tion process. Under slightly stronger assumptions, we are
able to show guaranteed approximation with respect to the
optimal distribution in the mollifier. As the privacy con-
straint is relaxed, we get better approximation guarantees
with respect to the target distribution itself. This is illus-
trated in Figure 1 (left). Last but not least, we provide
guarantees in terms of capturing the modes of the target
distribution, which is a prominent problem in generative
approaches (Figure 1, right).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces locally private sampling, mollifiers and their re-
lationships. Section 3 introduces our algorithm that learns
a density in a mollifier and shows several approximation
properties in the boosting model. Section 4 summarizes re-
lated work, Section 5 presents and discusses experiments.

2 Private sampling and mollifiers

We now proceed to formalize the task of sampling from a
private distribution in the local DP model. Then introduce
the concept of mollification which solves this problem by
first projecting the distribution into a carefully constructed
set and releases a sample from the resulting projection.

Locally private sampling Suppose a user holds a private
probability distribution P ∈ D(X) over some domain X

and wants to release a sample from P while preserving the
their privacy. We introduce a user-defined parameter, ε >
0, which represents a privacy budget – smaller ε correspond
to a stronger privacy demand. An ε-private sampler is a
randomized mapping A : D(X) → X such that for any

x ∈ X and any two distributions P, P ′ ∈ D(X) we have

Pr[A(P ) = x]

Pr[A(P ′) = x]
≤ exp(ε) . (1)

This is the same as saying that A is an ε-locally differen-
tially private (LDP) mechanism1 with inputs in D(X) and
outputs in X, which allows a user to release a privatized
sample from their distribution P . Note that when the user
has a dataset with records from X we can take P to be the
empirical distribution over the sample.

A simple way to construct ε-private samplers given an ε-
LDP mechanism R : X → X is a follows: take a sample
x0 ∼ P and then release the output of R(x0). This con-
struction, which we denote by AR, is appealing because
it enables us to leverage any of the many local randomiz-
ers R that have been proposed in the literature, including,
e.g., randomized response for discrete input spaces, and the
Laplace mechanism with inputs on a bounded real interval.
On the other hand, this generic construction is limited by
the fact that AR only accesses the private distribution P
through a single sampling operation and has no informa-
tion about the global shape of P .

Mollifiers To address this issue we propose to build pri-
vate samplers by first projecting the distribution P onto a
given mollifier and then releasing one sample from the pro-
jected distribution.

Definition 1 Let M ⊂ D(X) be a set of distributions2 and
ε > 0. We say M is an ε-mollifier iff

Q(x) ≤ exp(ε) ·Q′(x),∀Q,Q′ ∈M,∀x ∈ X. (2)

1A randomized mechanism R : Y → Z is ε-LDP if
Pr[R(y) = z] ≤ eε Pr[R(y′) = z] for all y, y′, z.

2For the sake of simplicity (and at the expense of slight abuses
of language) we use the same notation for distributions and their
densities with respect to some base measure throughout the paper.
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Figure 2: Left: example of mollifiers for two values of
ε, ε = 1 (red curves) or ε = 0.2 (blue curves), with
X = [0, 1]. For that latter case, we also indicate in light
blue the necessary range of values to satisfy (2), and in
dark blue a sufficient range that allows to satisfy (2). Right:
schematic depiction of how one can transform any set of
finite densities in an ε-mollifier without losing the modes
and keeping derivatives up to a positive constant scaling.

For example, a singleton M = {Q} is a 0-mollifier. In-
tuitively, these mollifiers consist of distributions which are
all close to each other with respect to the divergence used
to define local DP. Figure 2 (left) features examples of mol-
lifiers with densities supported in X = [0, 1]. Two ranges
indicated in blue depict necessary or sufficient conditions
on the overall range of a set of densities to be a mollifier.
For the necessary part, we note that any continuous density
must have 1 in its range of values (otherwise its total mass
cannot be unit), so if it belongs to an ε-mollifier, its maxi-
mal value cannot be ≥ eε and its minimal value cannot be
≤ e−ε. We end up with the range in light blue, in which any
ε-mollifier has to fit. For the sufficiency part, we indicate
in dark blue a possible range of values, [e−ε/2, eε/2], which
gives a sufficient condition for the range of all elements in
a set M for this set to be an ε-mollifier.

Mollifiers play a central role in the theory developed in this
paper, and they might also be of independent interest in
the field of differential privacy. Before we show how they
relate to private samplers, we first discuss some properties.

Constructing mollifiers Taking the convex hull of a
mollifier produces a new mollifier. That is, given an ε-
mollifier3 M = {Q1, . . . , Qm}, the convex hull

cvx(M) =
{∑

αiQi : αi ≥ 0,
∑

αi = 1
}

(3)

is again an ε-mollifier. We call cvx(M) the mollifier gen-
erated by M. A mollifier is convex if cvx(M) = M. Of
particular interest are the convex ε-mollifiers generated by
a ε-LDP mechanism R on some finite set X, obtained as
MR := cvx({R(x) : x ∈ X}). This mollifier is in fact
equivalent to the range of distributions of the naive sampler
AR, in the sense that

MR = {Law(AR(P )) : P ∈ D(X)} , (4)

3Assumed finite for simplicity of exposition.

where Law(AR(P )) denotes the distribution of the out-
put of AR(P ) which can be written as the mixture
Law(AR(P )) =

∑
x∈X P (x) · Law(R(x)). This construc-

tion can be directly extended to bounded X ⊂ Rd, but for
unbounded domains it is unclear how to proceed as most
known LDP mechanisms R require bounded sensitivity.

Another way to obtain mollifiers starting from a reference
distribution Q0 is to consider the set of all distributions
which are close to Q0. In particular, we define the ε-
mollifier relative to Q0, denoted Mε,Q0 , to be the set of
all distributions Q such that

sup
x

max

{
Q0(x)

Q(x)
,
Q(x)

Q0(x)

}
≤ exp(ε/2) . (5)

To verify that this is indeed an ε-mollifier just note that for
any Q,Q′ ∈Mε,Q0

we have

Q(x)

Q′(x)
=

Q(x)

Q0(x)

Q0(x)

Q′(x)
≤ exp(ε) . (6)

Whenever Q0 is clear from the context we shall omit if
from our notation.

Unlike with finitely generated mollifiers, relative molli-
fiers are not easy to parametrize in closed form. This
is due to the “non-parametric” nature of the definition
of Mε,Q0

, as opposed to the parametric definition of
cvx({Q1, . . . , Qm}). However, from the point of view of
the problem we consider in the sequel – namely, finding the
closest projection of a distribution onto a given mollifier –
we shall see that relative mollifiers are also computationally
tractable. In particular, we show that finding such projec-
tions when X is finite can be done in closed-form, and that
when X is infinite one can use boosting-based techniques
to efficiently approximate the corresponding projection.

Private sampling via mollification We call mollification
the process of taking a distribution P and finding a distri-
bution P̂ inside a given mollifier M that minimizes the KL
divergence:

P̂ ∈ argmin
Q∈M

KL(P,Q) . (7)

We pick the KL divergence for its popularity and the fact
that it is the canonical divergence for broad sets of distribu-
tions (Amari and Nagaoka, 2000). The appeal of this con-
struction stems from the following result, which says that a
mechanism that releases samples from some distribution in
a mollifier provides privacy.

Lemma 2 Let A : D(X) → X by a randomized mecha-
nism such that, for any P , A(P ) releases a sample from
some Q ∈M. If M is an ε-mollifier, then A is an ε-private
sampler.
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Thus, the mollification mechanism AM that on input P re-
leases a sample from the mollification P̂ is a private sam-
pler which tries to maximize utility by finding the closest
distribution to P in a given mollifier. In order to implement
the mechanismAM it is necessary to solve the optimization
problem (7). Furthermore, one also requires that the re-
sulting distribution admits an efficient sampling procedure.
With respect to the first requirement, we note that the prob-
lem in (7) is convex whenever the mollifier M is convex.
Thus, the mollification problem could be solved efficiently
using (stochastic4) convex optimization methods as long as
M has a tractable representation. However, here we take a
different approach.

For the case where the domain X is finite, the optimum of
(7) admits a simple closed-form whenever M is a relative
mollifier. In particular, for Mε,Q0 it is easy to solve the
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions for (7)
to show that the optimum is given by

P̂ (x) = min

{
max

{
Q0(x)

eε/2
,
P (x)

C

}
, eε/2Q0(x)

}
, (8)

where C is a constant such that P̂ sums to one. If P is
only accessible through sampling, one can plug estimators
for the probability of each element in X into the closed-
form solution to obtain approximations to P̂ . An important
observation is that no matter how bad this approximation
is, the overall mechanism AM remains private because the
form of these closed-form solutions ensures the approxima-
tion is always inside the mollifier Mε,Q0 ; this is a property
that any private sampler using approximate mollification
should satisfy.

When X is infinite this strategy is not immediately
tractable, although one could try to obtain a non-parametric
approximation to P and use it as a plug-in estimator in (8).
Known properties of such estimators could be used to an-
alyze the convergence of these non-parametric approxima-
tions, but the alternative approach we consider in this paper
is more in line with modern methods in generative mod-
elling. In particular, in Section 3 we provide a method for
approximate mollification with relative mollifiers based on
boosted density estimation. The boosting-based approach
allows us to encode prior knowledge about the distributions
P that we expect to encounter in practice in the choice
of Q0 and the architecture of the weak classifier trained
at each iteration. This opens the door to using mollifiers
learned from (non-private) data to improve the sample effi-
ciency of private samplers; we leave this question for future
research.

4Depending on whether we have access to P through a proba-
bility oracle for evaluating P (x) or just through sampling.

Algorithm 1 MBDE(WL, T, ε,Q0)

1: input: Weak learner WL, # iterations T , privacy pa-
rameter ε, initial distribution Q0, private target P ;

2: for t = 1, . . . , T do

3: θt(ε)←
(

ε
ε+4 log(2)

)t

4: ct ← WL(P,Qt)
5: Qt ∝ Qt−1 · exp(θt(ε) · ct)
6: end for
7: return: QT

3 Mollification with approximation
guarantees

The cornerstone of our approach to locally private sam-
pling is an algorithm that (i) learns an explicit density in
an ε-mollifier and (ii) with approximation guarantees with
respect to the target P . We refer to the algorithm as MBDE,
for Mollified Boosted Density Estimation; its pseudo-code
is given in Algorithm 1.

To show convergence result on MBDE, we borrow the
standard machinery from boosting, which includes clas-
sifiers c : X → R where sign(c(x)) ∈ {−1, 1} denotes
classes. For technical convenience we assume c(x) ∈
[− log 2, log 2] and so the output of c is bounded. This is
a common assumption in the boosting literature (Schapire
and Singer, 1999). We also require a pivotal condition from
boosting: the weak learning assumption.

Definition 3 (WLA) Fix γP , γQ ∈ (0, 1] two con-
stants. We say that WeakLearner(., .) satisfies the
weak learning assumption (WLA) for γP , γQ iff for any
P,Q, WeakLearner(P,Q) returns a classifier c satisfying
EP [c] > c∗ · γP and EQ[−c] > c∗ · γQ, where c∗ =
supx∈X |c(x)|.

Briefly stated, a weak learner can be thought of as an or-
acle taking as inputs two distributions P and Q and is re-
quired to always return a classifier c that weakly guesses
the sampling from P vs Q. Remark that as the two in-
puts P and Q become “closer” in some sense to one an-
other, it is harder to satisfy the WLA. However, this is not a
problem as whenever this happens, we shall have success-
fully learned P through Q. The classical theory of boost-
ing would just assume one constraint over a distribution M
whose marginals over classes would be P and Q (Kearns,
1988), but our definition can in fact easily be shown to co-
incide with that of boosting (Cranko and Nock, 2019).

MBDE is a private refinement of the DISCRIM algorithm
of (Cranko and Nock, 2019, Section 3). It uses a weak
learner whose objective is to distinguish between the target
P and the current guessed densityQt — the index indicates
the iterative nature of the algorithm. Qt is progressively
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refined using the weak learner’s output classifier ct, for a
total number of user-fixed iterations T . We start boosting
by setting Q0 as the starting distribution, typically a simple
non-informed (to be private) distribution such as a standard
Gaussian (see also Figure 1, center). The classifier is then
aggregated into Qt−1 as:

Qt =
exp(θt(ε)ct)Qt−1∫
exp(θt(ε)ct)Qt−1dx

= exp (〈θ(ε), c〉 − ϕ(θ(ε)))Q0, (9)

where θ(ε) = (θ1(ε), . . . , θt(ε)), c = (c1, . . . , ct) (from
now on, c denotes the vector of all classifiers) and ϕ(θ(ε))
is the log-normalizer given by

ϕ(θ(ε)) = log

∫

X

exp (〈θ(ε), c〉) dQ0. (10)

This process repeats until t = T and the proposed distribu-
tion is Qε(x;P )

.
= QT . We now show three formal results

on MBDE.

MBDE is a private sampler Recall Mε := Mε,Q0
is the

set of densities whose range is in exp[−ε/2, ε/2] with re-
spect to Q0. Due to Lemma 2, it suffices to show that the
output density QT of MBDE is in Mε.

Theorem 4 QT ∈Mε.

We observe that privacy comes with a price, as for example
limε→0 θt(ε) = 0, so as we become more private, the
updates on Q• become less and less significant and we
somehow flatten the learned density — such a phenomenon
is not a particularity of our method as it would also be
observed for standard DP mechanisms (Dwork and Roth,
2014).

Convergence guarantees for MBDE As explained in
Section 2, it is not hard to fit a density in Mε to make its
sampling private. An important question is however what
guarantees of approximation can we still have with respect
to P , given that P may not be in Mε. We now give such
guarantees to MBDE in the boosting framework, and we
also show that the approximation is within close order to
the best possible given the constraint to fit Q• in Mε. We
start with the former result, and for this objective include
the iteration index t in the notations from Definition 3 since
the actual weak learning guarantees may differ across itera-
tions, even when they are still within the prescribed bounds.

Theorem 5 For any t ≥ 1, suppose WL satisfies at itera-
tion t the WLA for γtP , γ

t
Q. Then we have:

KL(P,Qt) ≤ KL(P,Qt−1)− θt(ε) · Λt, (11)

where (letting Γ(z)
.
= log(4/(5− 3z))):

Λt=

{
c∗t γ

t
P + Γ(γtQ) if γtQ ∈ [1/3, 1] (“HBS”)

γtP + γtQ −
c∗t ·θt(ε)

2 if γtQ ∈ (0, 1/3) (“LBS”)
. (12)

Here, HBS means high boosting regime and LBS means low
boosting regime.

Remark that in the high boosting regime, we are guaranteed
that Λt ≥ 0 so the bound on the KL divergence is guaran-
teed to decrease. This is a regime we are more likely to
encounter during the first boosting iterations since Qt−1
and P are then easier to tell apart — we can thus expect a
larger γtQ. In the low boosting regime, the picture can be
different since we need γtP + γtQ ≥ c∗t · θt(ε)/2 to make
the bound not vacuous. Since θt(ε) →t 0 exponentially
fast and c∗t ≤ log 2, a constant, the constraint for (12) to
be non-vacuous vanishes and we can also expect the bound
on the KL divergence to also decrease in the low boosting
regime. We now check that the guarantees we get are close
to the best possible in an information-theoretic sense. Let
us define ∆(Q)

.
= KL(P,Q0) − KL(P,Q). Intuitively,

the farther P is from Q0, the farther we should be able to
get from Q0 to approximate P , and so the larger should
be ∆(Q). Notice that this would typically imply to be in
the high boosting regime for MBDE. For the sake of sim-
plicity, we consider γP , γQ to be the same throughout all
iterations.

Theorem 6 We have ∆(Q) ≤ ε/2, ∀Q ∈ Mε, and if
MBDE is in the high boosting regime, then

∆(QT ) ≥ ε

2
·
{
γP + γQ

2
· (1− θT (ε))

}
. (13)

Hence, as γP → 1 and γQ → 1, we have
∆(QT ) ≥ (ε/2) · (1 − θT (ε)) and since θT (ε) → 0
as T → ∞, MBDE indeed reaches (in the high boosting
regime) the information-theoretic limit, which is the
mollification of P . As ε increases (the privacy constraint
is reduced), Theorem 6 shows that we are guaranteed
to progressively come closer to P , and if we make the
additional assumption that there exists εP � ∞ such that
P ∈ MεP – which appears to be quite reasonable given
the definition in (5) –, then Theorem 6 delivers a direct
approximability result for MBDE with respect to P for all
privacy levels ε ≥ εP . This is a new result compared to
the privacy-free approximation bounds of P in (Cranko
and Nock, 2019), but it requires to be in the high boosting
regime.

MBDE captures the modes of P Mode capture is a
prominent problem in the area of generative models (Tol-
stikhin et al., 2017). We have already seen that enforc-
ing mollification can be done while keeping modes, but we
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would like to show that MBDE is indeed efficient at build-
ing some QT with guarantees on mode capture. For this
objective, we define for any set B ⊆ X and distribution Q,

MB(Q)
.
=

∫

B

dQ , KLB(P,Q)
.
=

∫

B

log

(
P

Q

)
dP,

respectively the total mass of B on Q and the KL diver-
gence between P and Q restricted to B.

Theorem 7 Suppose MBDE stays in the high boosting.
Then ∀α ∈ [0, 1], ∀B ⊆ X, if

MB(P ) ≥ ε · h((2− γP − γQ) · T )

h(α) · h(T )
, (14)

then MB(QT ) ≥ (1 − α)MB(P ) − KLB(P,Q0), where
h(x)

.
= ε+ 2x.

There is not much we can do to control KLB(P,Q0) as this
term quantifies our luck in picking Q0 to approximate P in
B but if this restricted KL divergence is small compared to
the mass ofB, then we are guaranteed to capture a substan-
tial part of it through QT . As a mode, in particular “fat”,
would tend to have large mass over its region B, Theorem
7 says that we can indeed hope to capture a significant part
of it as long as we stay in the high boosting regime. As
γP → 1 and γQ → 1, the condition on MB(P ) in (14)
vanishes with T and we end up capturing any fat region
B (and therefore, modes, assuming they represent ”fatter”
regions) whose mass is sufficiently large with respect to
KLB(P,Q0).

With regards to a practical application, consider the prob-
lem of generating synthetic text data from conversational
English. Each individual user holds their own distribution
(own speech patterns and vocabulary) and the goal is to be
able to model these distributions with privacy and approxi-
mation guarantees. We point out two implicit advantages of
our method over standard local DP and federated learning
methods: (i) Our method relies on the reference distribution
Q0, which in this application, one may use public conversa-
tional data to learnQ0 using a strong non-private algorithm.
In this case, the ε-mollifier centered at Q0 will contain ad-
missible conversations with relatively high utility, meaning
that mollifications will still be reasonable. (ii) Our method
is non-interactive: each user generates a privatized sample
which is submitted to the server for post-processing.

To finish up this Section, recall that Mε is also defined
(in disguise) and analyzed in (Wang et al., 2015, Theo-
rem 1) for posterior sampling. However, the convergence
in (Wang et al., 2015, Section 3) does not dig into spe-
cific forms for the likelihood of densities chosen — as a
result, it remains essentially in weak asymptotic form, and
furthermore it is only applied to DP in the curator model.
We exhibit particular choices for these mollifier densities,
along with a specific training algorithm to learn them, that

allow for significantly better approximation, quantitatively
and qualitatively (mode capture) in the local DP setting.

4 Related work

A broad literature has been developed early for discrete dis-
tributions (Machanavajjhala et al., 2008) (and references
therein). For a general Q not necessarily discrete, more
sophisticated approaches have been tried, most of which
exploit randomisation and the basic toolbox of differential
privacy (Dwork and Roth, 2014, Section 3): given non-
private Q̃, one compute the sensitivity s of the approach,
then use a standard mechanism M(Q̃, s) to compute a pri-
vate Q. Such general approaches have been used for Q
being the popular kernel density estimation (KDE, (Givens
and Hoeting, 2013)) with variants (Aldà and Rubinstein,
2017; Hall et al., 2013; Rubinstein and Aldà, 2017).

On the algorithmic side, our work shares some ideas with
DP methods based on the multiplicate weights technique
(Hardt and Rothblum, 2010; Hardt et al., 2012; Ullman,
2015). These papers leverage ideas similar to boosting to
solve problems like answering linear queries, solving con-
vex minimization problems, or releasing synthetic data to
accurately answer a pre-determined set of queries. None
of these works, however, apply directly to the local DP
model.

5 Experiments

Architectures We carried out experiments on a simu-
lated setting inspired by (Aldà and Rubinstein, 2017), to
compare MBDE (implemented following its description in
Section 3) against differentially private KDE (Aldà and Ru-
binstein, 2017). As a weak learner for MBDE, we fit for
each ct a neural network (NN) classifier:

X
tanh−−−→
dense

R25 tanh−−−→
dense

R25 tanh−−−→
dense

R25 sigmoid−−−−−→
dense

(0, 1), (15)

where X ∈ {R,R2} depending on the experiment. At each
iteration t of boosting, ct is trained using 10000 samples
from P and Qt−1 using Nesterov’s accelerated gradient
descent with η = 0.01 based on cross-entropy loss with
750 epochs. Random walk Metropolis-Hastings is used
to sample from Qt−1 at each iteration. For the number of
boosting iterations in MBDE, we pick T = 3. This is quite
a small value but given the rate of decay of θt(ε) and the
small dimensionality of the domain, we found it a good
compromise for complexity vs accuracy. Finally, Q0 is a
standard Gaussian N(0, Id).

Contenders We know of no local differentially private
sampling approach operating under conditions equivalent
to ours, so our main contender is going to be a particular
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ε = 5 ε = 2 ε = 1.5 ε = 1 ε = 0.75 ε = 0.5 ε = 0.25 ε = 0.1

Figure 3: Gaussian ring: densities obtained for DPB (upper row) against MBDE (lower row)

Gaussian ring 1D non random Gaussian

NLL = f(ε) Mode coverage = f(ε) NLL = f(ε) Mode coverage = f(ε)

Figure 4: Metrics for MBDE (blue): NLL (lower is better) and mode coverage (higher is better). Orange: DPB (see text).

state of the art ε-differentially private approach which pro-
vides a private density, DPB (Aldà and Rubinstein, 2017).
We choose this approach because digging in its technical-
ities reveal that its local differential privacy budget would
be roughly equivalent to ours, mutatis mutandis. Here is
why: this approach allows to sample a dataset of arbitrary
size (say, k) while keeping the same privacy budget, but
needs to be scaled to accomodate local differential privacy,
while in our case, MBDE allows to obtain local differential
privacy for one observation (k = 1), but its privacy bud-
get needs to be scaled to accomodate for larger k. It turns
out that in both approaches, the scaling of the privacy pa-
rameter to accomodate for arbitrary k and local differential
privacy is roughly the same. In our case, the change is ob-
vious: the privacy parameter ε is naturally scaled by k by
the composition property of ε-LDP. In the case of (Aldà
and Rubinstein, 2017), the requirement of local differential
privacy multiplies the sensitivity5 by k by the group privacy
property.

We have also compared with a private GAN approach,
which has the benefit to yield a simple sampler but involves
a weaker privacy model (Xie et al., 2018) (DPGAN). For

5Cf (Aldà and Rubinstein, 2017, Definition 4) for the sensitiv-
ity, (Aldà and Rubinstein, 2017, Section 6) for the key function
FH(., .) involved.

DPB, we use a bandwidth kernel and learn the bandwidth
parameter via 10-fold cross-validation. For DPGAN, we
train the WGAN base model using batch sizes of 128 and
10000 epochs, with δ = 10−1. We found that DPGAN is
significantly outperformed by both DPB and MBDE, so to
save space we have only included the experiment in Figure
1 (right). We observed that DPB does not always yield a
positive measure. To ensure positivity, we shift and scale
the output.

Metrics We consider two metrics, inspired by those we
consider for our theoretical analysis and one investigated
in (Tolstikhin et al., 2017) for mode capture. We first
investigate the ability of our method to learn highly dense
regions by computing mode coverage, which is defined to
be P (dQ < t) for t such that Q(dQ < t) = 0.95. Mode
coverage essentially attempts to find high density regions
of the model Q (based on t) and computes the mass of the
target P under this region. Second, we compare the neg-
ative log likelihood,−EP [logQ] as a general loss measure.

Domains We essentially consider three different prob-
lems. The first is the ring Gaussians problem now common
to generative approaches (Goodfellow, 2016), in which
8 Gaussians have their modes regularly spaced on a
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circle. The target P is shown in Figure 1. Second,
we consider a mixture of three 1D gaussians with pdf
P (x) = 1

3 (N(0.3, 0.01) + N(0.5, 0.1) + N(0.7, 0.1)).
For the final experiment, we consider a 1D domain and
randomly place m gaussians with means centered in the
interval [0, 1] and variances 0.01. We vary m = 1, . . . , 10,
ε ∈ (0, 2] and repeat the experiment four times to get
means and standard deviations. More experiments can be
found in the Appendix.

Results Figure 3 displays contour plots of the learned Q
against DPB (Aldà and Rubinstein, 2017). Figure 4 pro-
vides metrics. We indicate the metric performance for DPB
on one plot only since density estimates obtained for some
of the other metrics could not allow for an accurate com-
putation of metrics. The experiments bring the following
observations: MBDE is significantly better at local differen-
tially private density estimation than DPB if we look at the
ring Gaussian problem. MBDE essentially obtains the same
results as DPB for values of ε that are 400 times smaller as
seen from Figure 1. We also remark that the density mod-
elled are more smooth and regular for MBDE in this case.
One might attribute the fact that our performance is much
better on the ring Gaussians to the fact that ourQ0 is a stan-
dard Gaussian, located at the middle of the ring in this case,
but experiments on random 2D Gaussians (see Appendix)
display that our performances also remain better in other
settings where Q0 should represent a handicap. All do-
mains, including the 1D random Gaussians experiments in
Figure 1 (Appendix), display a consistent decreasing NLL
for MBDE as ε increases, with sometimes very sharp de-
creases for ε < 2 (See also Appendix, Section 2). We at-
tribute it to the fact that it is in this regime of the privacy
parameter that MBDE captures all modes of the mixture.
For larger values of ε, it justs fits better the modes already
discovered. We also remark on the 1D Gaussians that DPB
rapidly reaches a plateau of NLL which somehow show that
there is little improvement as ε increases, for ε ≥ 1. This
is not the case for MBDE, which still manages some addi-
tional improvements for ε > 5 and significantly beats DPB.
We attribute it to the flexibility of the sufficient statistics
as (deep) classifiers in MBDE. The 1D random Gaussian
problem (Figure 1 in Appendix) displays the same pattern
for MBDE. We also observe that the standard deviation of
MBDE is often 100 times smaller than for DPB, indicating
not just better but also much more stable results. In the
case of mode coverage, we observe for several experiments
(e.g. ring Gaussians) that the mode coverage decreases un-
til ε ≈ 1, and then increases, on all domains, for MBDE.
This, we believe is due to our choice of Q0, which as a
Gaussian, already captures with its mode a part of the ex-
isting modes. As ε increases however, MBDE performs bet-
ter and obtains in general a significant improvement over
Q0. We also observe this phenomenon for the random 1D

Mean = f(ε) StDev = f(ε)

Figure 5: Mode coverage for MBDE on 1D random Gaus-
sian.

Gaussians (Figure 5) where the very small standard devia-
tions (at least for ε > .25 or m > 1) display a significant
stability for the solutions of MBDE.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a new method to learn densi-
ties that can be sampled from privately at the local level,
paving the way for synthetic data generation. In order to
prove privacy guarantees, we introduced the notion of mol-
lifiers, which are of independent interest. Furthermore, we
proved convergence guarantees of our method in the con-
text of boosting along with additional formal results re-
garding capturing of modes and approximation of the tar-
get density. The use of the boosting framework allows to
dampen the effects of a ”curse of complexity” – e.g. when
the dimension of the support of P increases –, as conver-
gence primarily relies on weak guessing in sampling P vs
sampling vs Q.. Additional assumptions, like sparsity in
the expected parameters of the target or publicly available
information allowing to tune Q0, could boost further con-
vergence. Finally, we conducted experiments, which advo-
cate for our method, especially on the utility side of things
when it comes to capturing statistical features of the true
distribution.
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1 Proofs and formal results

1.1 Proof of Lemma 2
For any x ∈ X and P, P ′ ∈ D(X), we have Pr[A(P ) = x] ∈ M and Pr[A(P ′) = x] ∈ M by the
fact that A(P ) samples from densities that lie in the mollifier M. By definition of ε-mollifiers, the
density ratio between any two densities in the ε-mollifiers is bounded by exp(ε), meaning we have

Pr[A(P ) = x]

Pr[A(P ′) = x]
≤ exp(ε), (1)

and thus A is an ε-private sampler.

1.2 Proof of Theorem 4
The proof follows from two Lemma which we state and prove.

Lemma 1 For any T ∈ N∗, we have that

T∑

t=1

θt(ε) =
T∑

t=1

(
ε

ε+ 4 log(2)

)t
<

ε

4 log(2)
. (2)

Proof Since (ε/(ε+ 4 log(2)) < 1 for any ε and noting that θt(ε) = (ε/(ε+ 4 log(2))θt−1(ε), we
can conclude that θt(ε) is a geometric sequence. For any geometric series with ratio r, we have
that

T∑

t=1

rt = r

(
1− rT
1− r

)
(3)

=
r

1− r −
rT+1

1− r (4)

<
r

1− r (5)

Indeed, r
1−r is the limit of the geometric series above when T → ∞. In our case, we let r =

(ε/(ε+ 4 log(2))) to show that

r

1− r =

ε
ε+4 log(2)

1− ε
ε+4 log(2)

=

ε
ε+4 log(2)

4 log(2)
ε+4 log(2)

=
ε

4 log(2)
, (6)

which concludes the proof.

Lemma 2 For any ε > 0 and T ∈ N∗, let θ(ε) = (θ1(ε), . . . , θT (ε)) denote the parameters and
c = (c1, . . . , ct) denote the sufficient statistics returned by Algorithm 1, then we have

−ε
2
≤ 〈θ(ε), c〉 − ϕ(θ(ε)) ≤ ε

2
. (7)

2
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Proof Since the algorithm returns classifiers such that ct(x) ∈ [− log 2, log 2] for all 1 ≤ t ≤ T ,
we have from Lemma 1,

T∑

t=1

θt(ε)ct ≤ log(2)
T∑

t=1

θt(ε) < log(2)
ε

4 log(2)
=
ε

4
, (8)

and similarly,

T∑

t=1

θt(ε)ct ≥ − log(2)
T∑

t=1

θt(ε) > − log(2)
ε

4 log(2)
= −ε

4
. (9)

Thus we have

−ε
4
≤ 〈θ(ε), c〉 ≤ ε

4
. (10)

By taking exponential, integrand (w.r.t Q0) and logarithm of 10, we get

log

∫

X

exp
(
−ε

4

)
dQ0 ≤ log

∫

X

exp (〈θ(ε), c〉) dQ0 ≤ log

∫

X

exp
(ε

4

)
dQ0 (11)

−ε
4
≤ ϕ(θ(ε)) ≤ ε

4
(12)

Since 〈θ(ε), c〉 ∈ [−ε/4, ε/4] and ϕ(θ(ε)) ∈ [−ε/4, ε/4], the proof concludes by considering high-
est and lowest values.

The proof of Theorem 4 now follows from taking the exp of all quantities in (7), which makes
appear QT in the middle and conditions for membership to Mε in the bounds.

1.3 Proof of Theorem 5
We begin by first deriving the KL drop expression. At each iteration, we learn a classifier ct, fix
some step size θ > 0 and multiply Qt−1 by exp(θ · ct) and renormalize to get a new distribution
which we will denote by Qt(θ) to make the dependence of θ explicit.

Lemma 3 For any θ > 0, let ϕ(θ) = log
∫
X

exp(θ · ct)dQt−1. The drop in KL is

DROP(θ) := KL(P,Qt−1)− KL(P,Qt(θ)) = θ ·
∫

X

ctdP − ϕ(θ) (13)

Proof Note that Qt(θ) is indeed a one dimensional exponential family with natural parameter θ,
sufficient statistic ct, log-partition function ϕ(θ) and base measure Qt−1. We can write out the KL
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divergence as

KL(P,Qt−1)− KL(P,Qt(θ)) =

∫

X

log

(
P

Qt−1

)
dP −

∫

X

log

(
P

exp(θ · ct − ϕ(θ))Qt−1

)
dP

(14)

=

∫

X

log

(
exp(θ · ct − ϕ(θ))Qt−1

Qt−1

)
dP (15)

=

∫

X

θ · ct − ϕ(θ)dP (16)

= θ ·
∫

X

ctdP − ϕ(θ) (17)

It is not hard to see that the drop is indeed a concave function of θ, suggesting that there exists an
optimal step size at each iteration. We split our analysis by considering two cases and begin when
γtQ < 1/3. Since θ > 0, we can lowerbound the first term of the KL drop using WLA. The trickier
part however, is bounding ϕ(θ) which we make use of Hoeffding’s lemma.

Lemma 4 (Hoeffding’s Lemma) Let X be a random variable with distribution Q, with a ≤ X ≤
b such that EQ[X] = 0, then for all λ > 0, we have

EQ[exp(λ ·X)] ≤ exp

(
λ2(b− a)2

8

)
(18)

Lemma 5 For any classifier ct satisfying Assumption 3 (WLA), we have

EQt−1 [exp(θt(ε) · ct)] ≤ exp

(
θ2
t (ε) ·

(c∗t )
2

2
− θt(ε) · γtQ · c∗t

)
(19)

Proof Let X = ct − ·EQt−1 [ct], b = c∗t , a = −c∗t and λ = θt(ε) and noticing that

EQt−1 [λ ·X] = EQt−1 [ct − EQt−1 [ct]] = EQt−1 [ct]− EQt−1 [ct] = 0, (20)

allows us to apply Lemma 4. By first realizing that

exp(λ ·X) = exp(θt(ε) · ct) · exp(θt(ε) · EQt−1 [−ct]), (21)

We get that

EQt−1 [exp(θt(ε) · ct)] · exp
(
θt(ε) · EQt−1 [−ct]

)
≤ exp

(
θ2
t (ε) ·

(c∗t )
2

2

)
. (22)

Re-arranging and using the WLA inequality yields

EQt−1 [exp(θt(ε) · ct)] ≤ exp

(
θ2
t (ε) ·

(c∗t )
2

2
− θt(ε) · EQt−1 [−ct]

)
(23)

≤ exp

(
θ2
t (ε) ·

(c∗t )
2

2
− θt(ε) · γtQ · c∗t

)
(24)
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Applying Lemma 5 and Lemma 3 (writing Qt = Qt(ε) ) together gives us

KL(P,Qt) = KL(P,Qt−1)− DROP(θt(ε)) (25)

= KL(P,Qt−1)− θt(ε) ·
∫

X

ctdP + logEQt−1 [exp(θt(ε) · ct)] (26)

≤ KL(P,Qt−1)− c∗t · θt(ε) ·
(

1

c∗t

∫

X

ctdP

)
+

(
θ2
t (ε) ·

(c∗t )
2

2
− θt(ε) · γtQ · c∗t

)
(27)

≤ KL(P,Qt−1)− c∗t θt(ε)
(
γtP + γtQ −

c∗t · θt(ε)
2

)
(28)

Now we move to the case of γtQ ≥ 1/3.

Lemma 6 For any classifier ct returned by Algorithm 1, we have that

EQt−1 [exp(ct)] ≤ exp
(
−Γ(γtQ)

)
(29)

where Γ(z) = log(4/(5− 3z)).

Proof Consider the straight line between (− log 2, 1/2) and (log 2, 2) given by y = 5/4 + (3/(4 ·
log 2))x, which by convexity is greater then y = exp(x) on the interval [− log 2, log 2]. To this
end, we define the function

f(x) =

{
5
4

+ 3
4·log 2

· x, if x ∈ [− log 2, log 2]

0, otherwise
(30)

Since ct(x) ∈ [− log 2, log 2] for all x ∈ X, we have that f(ct(x)) ≥ exp(ct(x)) for all x ∈ X.
Taking EQt−1 [·] over both sides and using linearity of expectation gives

EQt−1 [exp(ct(x))] ≤ EQt−1 [f(ct(x))] (31)

=
5

4
+

3

4 log 2

(
EQt−1 [ct(x)]

)
(32)

=
5

4
− 3

4

(
1

log 2
EQt−1 [−ct(x)]

)
(33)

<
5

4
− 3

4
γtQ (34)

= exp

(
− log

(
5− 3γtQ

4

)−1
)

(35)

= exp

(
− log

(
4

5− 3γtQ

))
(36)

= exp
(
−Γ(γtQ)

)
, (37)

as claimed.
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Now we use Lemma 3 and Jensen’s inequality since θt(ε) < 1 so that

KL(P,Qt) = KL(P,Qt−1)− DROP(θ) (38)

= KL(P,Qt−1)− θt(ε) ·
∫

X

ctdP + logEQt−1 [exp(θt · ct)] (39)

≤ KL(P,Qt−1)− θt(ε) · EP [ct] + θt · logEQt−1 [exp(ct)] (40)

≤ KL(P,Qt−1)− θt(ε)
(
EP [ct]− logEQt−1 [exp(ct)]

)
(41)

= KL(P,Qt−1)− θt(ε)
(
c∗t

(
1

c∗t
EP [ct]

)
− logEQt−1 [exp(ct)]

)
(42)

< KL(P,Qt−1)− θt(ε)
(
c∗tγ

t
P − log

(
exp

(
−Γ(γtQ)

)))
(43)

= KL(P,Qt−1)− θt(ε)
(
c∗tγ

t
P + Γ(γtQ)

)
. (44)

1.4 Proof of Theorem 6
We first note that for any Q ∈Mε,

KL(P,Q) =

∫

X

log

(
P

Q

)
dP (45)

=

∫

X

log

(
P

Q0

Q0

Q

)
dP (46)

=

∫

X

log

(
P

Q0

)
dP −

∫

X

log

(
Q0

Q

)
dP (47)

≥ KL(P,Q0)−
∫

X

ε

2
dP (48)

≥ KL(P,Q0)− ε

2
, (49)
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which completes the proof of the upperbound To show (13), we have that

KL(P,Qt) ≤ KL(P,QT−1)− θt(ε) · Λt (50)

≤ KL(P,Q0)−
T−1∑

t=1

θt(ε) · Λt (51)

= KL(P,Q0)−
T−1∑

t=1

θt(ε) ·
(
c∗tγ

t
P + Γ(γtQ)

)
(52)

≤ KL(P,Q0)−
T−1∑

t=1

θt(ε) · (log 2 · γP + Γ(γQ)) (53)

≤ KL(P,Q0)− (log 2 · γP + log 2 · γQ) ·
T−1∑

t=1

θt(ε) (54)

≤ KL(P,Q0)− (log 2 · γP + log 2 · γQ) ·
T−1∑

t=1

θt(ε) (55)

= KL(P,Q0)− log 2 · (γP + γQ) · θ1(ε) ·
(

1− θt(ε)
1− θ1(ε)

)
(56)

= KL(P,Q0)− ε ·
(
γP + γQ

4

)
· (1− θt(ε)) , (57)

where we used the fact that Γ(x) ≥ log 2 · x and explicit geometric summation expression.

1.5 Proof of Theorems 7
We start by a general Lemma.

Lemma 7 For any region of the support B, we have that
∫

B

dQt ≥
∫

B

dP −
∫

B

log

(
P

Qt

)
dP (58)

Proof By first noting that for any region B,
∫

B

(dP − dQt) =

∫

B

(
1− dQt

dP

)
dP (59)

we then use the inequality 1− x ≤ log(1/x) to get
∫

B

(dP − dQt) =

∫

B

(
1− dP

dQt

)
dP ≤

∫

B

log

(
dP

dQt

)
dP =

∫

B

log

(
P

Qt

)
dP (60)

Re-arranging the above inequality gives us the bound.

Lemma 7 allows us to understand the relationship between two distributions P and Qt in terms
regions they capture. The general goal is to show that for a given region B (which includes the
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highly dense mode regions), the amount of mass captured by the model
∫
B
dQt, is lower bounded

by the target mass
∫
B
dP , and some small quantity. The inequality in Lemma 7 comments on this

precisely with the small difference being a term that looks familiar to the KL-divergence - rather
one that is bound to the specific region B. Though, this term can be understood to be small since
by Theorem 5, we know that the global KL decreases, we give further refinements to show the
importance of privacy parameters ε. We show that the term

∫
B

log(P/Qt)dP can be decomposed
in different ways, leading to our two Theorems to prove.

Lemma 8
∫

B

log

(
P

Qt

)
dP ≤

∫

B

log

(
P

Q0

)
dP −∆ +

ε

2

(
1−

∫

B

dP

)
. (61)

where ∆ = KL(P,Q0)−KL(P,Qt)

Proof We decompose the space X into B and the complement Bc to get
∫

B

log

(
P

Qt

)
dP =

∫

X

log

(
P

Qt

)
dP −

∫

Bc

log

(
P

Qt

)
dP (62)

= KL(P,Qt)−
∫

Bc

log

(
P

Qt

)
dP (63)

≤ KL(P,Q0)−∆−
∫

Bc

log

(
P

Qt

)
dP, (64)

where we used Theorem 5, and letting θ = θ(ε) for brevity, we also have
∫

Bc

log

(
P

Qt

)
dP =

∫

Bc

log

(
P

Q0 exp (〈θ, c〉 − ϕ(θ))

)
dP (65)

=

∫

Bc

log

(
P

Q0

)
dP −

∫

Bc

exp (〈θ, c〉 − ϕ(θ)) dP (66)

≥
∫

Bc

log

(
P

Q0

)
dP −

∫

Bc

ε

2
dP (67)

=

∫

Bc

log

(
P

Q0

)
dP − ε

2

(
1−

∫

B

dP

)
(68)

Combining these inequalities together gives us:
∫

B

log

(
P

Qt

)
dP ≤ KL(P,Q0)−∆−

(∫

Bc

log

(
P

Q0

)
dP − ε

2

(
1−

∫

B

dP

))
(69)

=

∫

X

log

(
P

Q0

)
dP −

∫

Bc

log

(
P

Q0

)
dP −∆ +

ε

2

(
1−

∫

B

dP

)
(70)

=

∫

B

log

(
P

Q0

)
dP −∆ +

ε

2

(
1−

∫

B

dP

)
(71)
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We are now in a position to prove Theorem 7. Using Lemma 8 into the inequality in Lemma 7
yields

∫

B

dQt ≥
∫

B

dP −
(∫

B

log

(
P

Q0

)
dP −∆ +

ε

2

(
1−

∫

B

dP

))
(72)

=
(

1 +
ε

2

)∫

B

dP − ε

2
−
∫

B

log

(
P

Q0

)
+ ∆. (73)

Reorganising and using the Theorem’s notations, we get

M(B,Q) ≥ M(B,P )−KL(P,Q0;B) +
ε

2
· J(P,Q;B, ε), (74)

where we recall that J(P,Q;B, ε)
.

= M(B,P ) + 2∆(Q)
ε
− 1. Theorem 6 says that we have in the

high boosting regime 2∆(QT )/ε ≥ (γP + γQ)/2− θT (ε) · (γP + γQ)/2. Letting γ .
= (γP + γQ)/2

and K .
= 4 log 2, we have from MBDE in the high boosting regime:

2∆(Q)

ε
≥ γ ·


1−

(
1

1 + K
ε

)T



≥ γ ·
(

1− 1

1 + TK
ε

)

= γ · TK

TK + ε
. (75)

To have J(P,Q;B, ε) ≥ −(2/ε) · αM(B,P ), it is thus sufficient that

M(B,P ) ≥ 1

1 + 2α
ε

·
(

1− γ · TK

TK + ε

)

= ε · ε+ (1− γ)TK

(ε+ 2α)(ε+ TK)
. (76)

In this case, we check that we have from (74)

M(B,Q) ≥ (1− α)M(B,P )−KL(P,Q0;B), (77)

as claimed.

1.6 Additional formal results
One might ask what such a strong model of privacy allows to keep from the accuracy standpoint in
general. Perhaps paradoxically at first sight, it is not hard to show that privacy can bring approx-
imation guarantees on learning: if we learn Qε within an ε-mollifier M (hence, we get ε-privacy
for sampling from Qε), then each time some Qε in M accurately fits P , we are guaranteed that the
one we learn also accurately fits P — albeit eventually more moderately —. We let Qε(; .) denote
the density learned, where . is the dataset argument.

9
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Lemma 9 Suppose ∃ ε-mollifier M s.t. Qε ∈ M, then (∃P,D′, δ : KL(P,Qε(;P
′)) ≤ δ) ⇒

(∀D,KL(P,Qε(;P )) ≤ δ + ε).

Proof The proof is straightforward; we give it for completeness: for any dataset D, we have

KL(P,Qε(;P )) =

∫

X

log

(
P

Qε(;P )

)
dP (78)

=

∫

X

log

(
P

Qε(;P ′)

)
dP +

∫

X

log

(
Qε(;P )

Qε(;P ′)

)
dP (79)

≤
∫

X

log

(
P

Qε(;P ′)

)
dP + ε ·

∫

X

dP (80)

= KL(P,Qε(;P
′)) + ε (81)

≤ δ + ε, (82)

from which we derive the statement of Lemma 9 assuming A is ε-IP (the inequalities follow from
the Lemma’s assumption).

In the jargon of (computational) information geometry [1], we can summarize Lemma 9 as saying
that if there exists an eligible1 density in a small KL-ball relatively to P , we are guaranteed to find
a density also in a small KL-ball relatively to P . This result is obviously good when the premises
hold true, but it does not tell the full story when they do not. In fact, when there exists an eligible
density outside a big KL-ball relatively to P , it is not hard to show using the same arguments as
for the Lemma that we cannot find a good one, and this is not a feature of MBDE: this would
hold regardless of the algorithm. This limitation is intrinsic to the likelihood ratio constraint of
differential privacy, as the following Lemma shows. In the context of ε-DP, we assume that all
input datasets have the same size, say m.

Lemma 10 Let A denote an algorithm learning an ε-differentially private density. DenoteD ∼ P
an input of the algorithm and Qε(D) the set of all densities that can be the output of A on input
D, taking in considerations all internal randomisations of A. Suppose there exists an input D′

for which one of these densities is far from the target: ∃D′,∃Q ∈ Qε(D
′) : KL(P,Q(;D′)) ≥ ∆

for some ”big” ∆ > 0. Then the output Q of A obtained from any input D ∼ P satisfies:
KL(P,Q(;D)) ≥ ∆−mε.
Proof Denote D the actual input of A. There exists a sequence D of datasets of the same size,
whose length is at most m, which transforms D into D′ by repeatedly changing one observation
in the current dataset: call it D = {D,D1, D2, ..., Dk, D

′}, with k ≤ m − 1. Denote Q(;D′′) any

1Within the chosen ε-mollifier.
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element of Qε(D′′) for D′′ ∈ D. Since A is ε-differentially private, we have:

∆ ≤ KL(P,Q(;D′)) (83)

=

∫

X

log

(
P

Q(;D′)

)
dP (84)

=

∫

X

log

(
P

Q(;D)

)
dP +

∫

X

log

(
Q(;D)

Q(;D1)

)
dP +

k−1∑

j=1

∫

X

log

(
Q(;Dj)

Q(;Dj+1)

)
dP +

∫

X

log

(
Q(;Dk)

Q(;D′)

)
dP

(85)

= KL(P,Q(;D)) +

∫

X

log

(
Q(;D)

Q(;D1)

)
dP +

k−1∑

j=1

∫

X

log

(
Q(;Dj)

Q(;Dj+1)

)
dP +

∫

X

log

(
Q(;Dk)

Q(;D′)

)
dP

(86)

≤ KL(P,Q(;D)) +mε, (87)

from which we derive the statement of Lemma 10.
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Figure 1: NLL metrics (mean and standard deviation) on the 1D random Gaussian problem for
DPB (left pane) and MBDE (right pane), for a varying number ofm = 1, . . . , 10 random Gaussians.
The lower the better on each metric. Remark the different scales for StDev (see text).
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Figure 2: Randomly placed Gaussian convergence comparison for DPB (upper) against
MBDE (lower).

2 Additional experiments
We provide here additional results to the main file. Figure 1 provides NLL values for the random
1D Gaussian problem. Figure 2 displays that picking Q0 a standard Gaussian does not prevent to
obtain good results — and beat DPB — when sampling random Gaussians.
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Chapter 5

Distributional Robustness with
IPMs and Links to GANs and
Autoencoders

This chapter will begin the study on the robustification aspects of regularization.
There are links between Lipschitz and variance regularization to Distributional Ro-
bust Optimization (DRO) in the form of upper bounds. These results are extremely
compelling as they explain much empirical work and naturally begin a bridge be-
tween regularization and robustness. Two questions remain largely unanswered,
however:

• Does a similar result hold for other regularization schemes beyond Lipschitz
and variance?

• How tight are the upper bounds for previous results?

In this work, our aim is to answer the above two questions and discovered a general
result between regularization penalties and DRO, linked with Integral Probability
Metrics (IPMs). For example, this includes generalized variance penalties and man-
ifold regularization. For the latter question, equality conditions are characterized,
which happens to be intimately related to regularized binary classification. In partic-
ular, we draw out this link into an application to GANs, making another contribution
to generative models. It is discovered that regularizing discriminators, similar to the
previous papers, benefits the performance of GANs and therefore provides founda-
tions for several existing works such as MMD-, Sobelov- and Fisher-GAN.
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Abstract

Robustness to adversarial attacks is an important concern due to the fragility of
deep neural networks to small perturbations and has received an abundance of
attention in recent years. Distributional Robust Optimization (DRO), a particularly
promising way of addressing this challenge, studies robustness via divergence-
based uncertainty sets and has provided valuable insights into robustification
strategies such as regularisation. In the context of machine learning, majority
of existing results have chosen f -divergences, Wasserstein distances and more
recently, the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) to construct uncertainty sets.
We extend this line of work for the purposes of understanding robustness via
regularization by studying uncertainty sets constructed with Integral Probability
Metrics (IPMs) - a large family of divergences including the MMD, Total Variation
and Wasserstein distances. Our main result shows that DRO under any choice of
IPM corresponds to a family of regularization penalties, which recover and improve
upon existing results in the setting of MMD and Wasserstein distances. Due to
the generality of our result, we show that other choices of IPMs correspond to
other commonly used penalties in machine learning. Furthermore, we extend our
results to shed light on adversarial generative modelling via f -GANs, constituting
the first study of distributional robustness for the f -GAN objective. Our results
unveil the inductive properties of the discriminator set with regards to robustness,
allowing us to give positive comments for a number of existing penalty-based
GAN methods such as Wasserstein-, MMD- and Sobolev-GANs. In summary, our
results intimately link GANs to distributional robustness, extend previous results
on DRO and contribute to our understanding of the link between regularization and
robustness at large.

1 Introduction

Robustness to adversarial attacks is an important concern due to the fragility of deep neural net-
works to small perturbations and has received an abundance of attention in recent years [21, 50, 31].
Distributionally Robust Optimization (DRO), a particularly promising way of addressing this chal-
lenge, studies robustness via divergence-based uncertainty sets and considers robustness against
shifts in distributions. To see this more clearly, for some space Ω, model h : Ω → R and training
data P̂ with empirical loss Ex∼P̂ [lf ], DRO when applied to machine learning studies the objec-

tive supQ∈U Ex∼Q[lf ] where U =
{
Q : d(Q, P̂ ) ≤ ε

}
for a given divergence d and ε > 0 that

characterize the adversary. Work along this line has shown that this objective is upper bounded by
the empirical loss Ex∼P̂ [lf ] plus a penalty term that plays the role of a regularizer, consequently
providing formal connections and valuable insights into regularization as a robustification strategy
[22, 27, 36, 5, 14, 11].
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The choice of d is crucial as it highlights the strength and nature of robustness we desire, and different
choices yield differing penalties. It has been shown that minimizing the distributionally robust
objective when d is chosen to be an f -divergence is roughly equivalent to variance regularization
[22, 27, 36]. However, there is a problem with this choice of d, as highlighted in [48]: every
distribution in the uncertainty set is required to be absolutely continuous with respect to P . This is
particularly problematic in the case when P is empirical since every distribution in U will be finitely
supported, meaning that the population distribution will not be contained as it is typically continuous.

Choosing the Wasserstein distance as d is a typical antidote for this problem, and much work has
been invested in this direction, explicating connections to Lipschitz regularization [20, 10, 44, 42, 11].
More recently, uncertainty sets based on the kernel Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) were
investigated to address concerns with the f -divergence and discovered links to regularization with
Hilbert space norms. Both the Wasserstein distance and MMD are part of a larger family of
divergences referred to as Integral Probability Metrics (IPM) [35], which are characterized by a set of
functions F , and include other metrics such as the Total Variation distance and the Dudley Metric
[47].

In this work, we generalize these results and study DRO for uncertainty sets induced by the Integral
Probability Metric (IPM) for any set of functions F . We present an identity which links distributional
robustness under these uncertainty sets UF , to regularization under a new penalty ΛF . Our identity
takes the form

sup
Q∈UF

∫

Ω

hdQ =

∫

Ω

hdP + ΛF (h) (1)

The appeal of this result is that it reduces the infinite-dimensional optimization on the left-hand side
into a penalty-based regularization problem on the right-hand side. We study properties of this penalty
and show that it can be upper bounded by another term, ΘF , which recovers and improves upon
existing penalties when F is chosen to coincide with the MMD and Wasserstein distances. Our result,
however, holds in much more generality, allowing us to derive new penalties by considering other
IPMs such as the Total Variation, Fisher IPM [33], and Sobelov IPM [32]. We find that these new
penalties are related to existing penalties in regularized critic losses [51] and manifold regularization
[4], permitting us to provide untried robustness perspectives for existing regularization schemes.
Furthermore, most work in this direction takes the form of upper bounds, and although working
with ΘF reduces (1) into an inequality, we present a necessary and sufficient condition such that
ΛF coincides with ΘF , yielding equality. This condition reveals an intimate connection between
distributional robustness and regularized binary classification.

We then apply our result to understanding the distributional robustness of Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs), a popular method for modelling distributions that learn a model Q by utilizing
a set of discriminators D that try to distinguish Q from P (the training data). This is particularly
relevant for the robustness community since lines of work [53, 9, 58, 57, 28, 26, 39, 45, 46, 24, 55, 40]
implement GANs as a robustifying mechanism by training a binary classifier on the learned GAN
distribution. Our analysis applies to the f -GAN objective [37] - a loss that subsumes many existing
GAN losses. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first analysis of robustness for f -GANs with
respect to divergence-based uncertainty sets. The main insight of our result is the advocation of
regularized discriminators when training GANs. In particular, we show that the generative distribution
learned using regularized discriminators gives guarantees on the worst-case perturbed distribution
(robustness). Our findings complement existing empirical benefits of regularized discriminators such
as the MMD-GAN [29, 2, 6], Wasserstein-GAN [3, 23], Sobelov-GAN [32], Fisher-GAN [33] and
other penalty-based GANs [51].

Our contributions come in three Theorems, where the first two concern DRO with IPMs (Section 3)
and the third is an extension to understanding GANs (Section 4):
. (Theorem 1) An identity for distributional robustness using uncertainty sets induced by any IPM.
Our result tells us that this is exactly equal to regularization with a penalty ΛF . We show that this
penalty can be upper bounded by another penalty ΘF which recovers existing work when the IPM is
set to the MMD and Wasserstein distance, tightening these results. Since our result holds in much
more generality, we derive penalties for other IPMs such as the Total Variation, Fisher IPM, and
Sobelov IPM, and draw connections to existing methods.
. (Theorem 2) A necessary and sufficient condition under which the penalties ΛF and ΘF coincide.
It turns out this condition is linked to regularized binary classification and is related to critic losses
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appearing in penalty-based GANs. This allows us to give positive results for work in this direction,
along with drawing a link between regularized binary classification and distributional robustness.
. (Theorem 3) A result that characterizes the distributional robustness of the f -GAN objective
showing that the discriminator set plays an important part for the robustness of a GAN. This is, to the
best of our knowledge, the first result on divergence-based distributional robustness of f -GANs. Our
result allows us to provide a novel perspective for several existing penalty-based GAN methods such
as Wasserstein-, MMD-, and Sobelov-GANs.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notation

We will use Ω to denote a compact Polish space and denote Σ as the standard Borel σ-algebra
on Ω and R will denote the real numbers. We use F (Ω,R) to denote the set of all bounded and
measurable functions mapping from Ω into R with respect to Σ, B(Ω) to be the set of finite signed
measures and the set P(Ω) ⊂ B(Ω) will denote the set of probability measures. For any additive
monoid X , a function f : X → R is subadditive if f(x + x′) ≤ f(x) + f(x′) and the infimal
convolution between two functions f : X → R and g : X → R is another function given by
(f ? g)(x) = infx′∈X (f(x′) + g(x− x′)). For any proposition I , the inversion bracket is JI K = 1
if I is true and 0 otherwise. We say a set of functions F is even if h ∈ F implies −h ∈ F .
For a function h ∈ F (Ω,R) and metric c : Ω × Ω → R, the Lipschitz constant of h (w.r.t c)
is Lipc(h) = supω,ω′∈Ω |h(ω)− h(ω′)| /c(ω, ω′) and ‖h‖∞ := supω∈Ω |h(ω)|. For any set of
functions F ⊆ F (Ω,R), we use co (F) to denote the closed convex hull of F . For a function
h ∈ F (Ω,R) and measure µ ∈P(Ω), we use Varµ(h) = Eµ[h2]− Eµ[h]2 to denote the variance
of h under µ.

2.2 Background and Related Work

We will focus our discussion around Distributionally Robust Optimization (DRO) [41] and its use
for understanding machine learning. For a given reference distribution P , which is typically the
training data in machine learning, the neighbourhood takes the form {Q : d(Q,P ) ≤ ε} for some
divergence d and ε > 0 that characterize the nature and budget of robustness. In the context of
machine learning, the most popular choices of d studied thus far are the f -divergences [5, 13, 27],
Wasserstein distance [16, 1, 7] and the kernel Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [48]. For two
distributions P,Q, the f -divergence is df (P,Q) =

∫
Ω
f(dP/dQ)dQ and the main advancement

regarding f -divergences, centered around χ2-divergence, is the connection to variance regularization
[22, 27, 36]. This is appealing since it reflects the classical bias-variance trade-off. In contrast,
variance regularization also appears in our results, under the choice of µ-Fisher IPM. One of the
drawbacks of using f -divergences as pointed out in [48], is that the uncertainty set induced by f -
divergences contains only those distributions that share support (since we require absolute continuity)
and thus will typically not include the population distribution. The Wasserstein distance is commonly
antidotal for these problems since it is defined between distributions that do not share support and
DRO results have been developed for this direction, with the main results showing links to Lipschitz
regularization [20, 10, 44, 42, 11]. Another distance used to remedy this problem is the Maximum
Mean Discrepancy, which has been studied in [48] and shown connections to Hilbert space norm
regularization and kernel ridge regression. Since both of these are Integral Probability Metrics (IPMs)
[35], it is natural to study uncertainty sets generated by general IPMs:

Definition 1 (Integral Probability Metric) For any F ⊆ F (Ω,R), the (F-)Integral Probability
Metric between P,Q ∈P(Ω) is

dF (P,Q) := sup
h∈F

(∫

Ω

hdP −
∫

Ω

hdQ

)
.

The IPM is characterized by a set F and if F is even, then dF is symmetric. One should note that we
have an intersection between IPMs and f -divergence when F = {h : ‖h‖∞ ≤ 1} and f(t) = |t− 1|,
which corresponds to the Total Variation. Other cases when they intersect have been thoroughly
pursued in [47]. Another interesting case is the 1-Wasserstein distance, which is realized when
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Table 1

IPM F ΘF (h)

Wasserstein Distance {h : Lipc(h) ≤ 1} Lipc(h)

Maximum Mean Discrepancy {h : ‖h‖k ≤ 1} ‖h‖k
Total Variation {h : ‖h‖∞ ≤ 1} ‖h‖∞
Dudley Metric {h : ‖h‖∞ + Lipc(h) ≤ 1} ‖h‖∞ + Lipc(h)

µ-Sobelov IPM
{
h : Eµ(X)

[
‖∇h(x)‖2

]
≤ 1
} √

Eµ(X)

[
‖∇h(X)‖2

]

µ-Fisher IPM
{
h : Eµ(X)

[
h2(X)

]
≤ 1
} √

Eµ(X) [h2(X)]

F = {h : Lipc(h) ≤ 1} for some ground metric c : Ω× Ω→ R [52]. Table 1 contains other known
choices of IPMs. As the IPM can be viewed as matching moments specified by F , there is similar
work which considers uncertainty sets that match the first and second moment such as [12]. In the
context of machine learning our work is, to the best of our knowledge, the first study of the general
IPM to understand regularization. Outside this realm, there exist pursuits to study structural properties
of IPM-based uncertainty sets such as invariance [43]. While these are important to understand, they,
however, do not give immediate consequences for machine learning.

3 Distributional Robustness

F (Ω,R)

F

co (F)

h

λ · co (F)

Figure 1: ΘF (h) is the smallest multi-
plicative factor λ required to stretch the
convex hull of F until h is contained.

In this section, we first introduce the uncertainty set and
two complexity measures that form building blocks of the
main penalty term ΛF (as appearing in Equation 1), then
proceed to the main distributional robustness Theorem.

Definition 2 For any F ⊆ F (Ω,R), P ∈ P(Ω), the
F-ball centered at P with radius ε is defined to be
Bε,F (P ) = {Q ∈P(Ω) : dF (Q,P ) ≤ ε}.

We now introduce a complexity measure that will be of
central importance when defining the penalty: For a func-
tion set F ⊆ F (Ω,R) and function h ∈ F (Ω,R), we
set ΘF (h) := inf {λ > 0 : h ∈ λ · co (F)}. This quan-
tity represents the smallest lambda that multiplicatively
stretches the set co (F) until it contains h. We illustrate
this geometrically in Figure 1 for a non-convex case of F
and present examples of ΘF in Table 1.

The second complexity measure depends on a distribution P ∈ P(Ω,R) and is defined as
JP (h) = supν∈P(Ω)

∫
Ω
hdν −

∫
Ω
hdP . Note that if h reaches its maximum at some ω∗ ∈ Ω

then JP (h) will be smaller if P is concentrated around ω∗. We now present the main penalty, which
is infimal convolution of these two complexity measures.

Definition 3 (F-Penalty) For any F ⊆ F (Ω,R), h ∈ F (Ω,R) and ε > 0, the F-penalty ΛF,ε :
F (Ω,R)→ [0,∞] is

ΛF,ε(h) = (JP ? εΘF ) (h),

where JP (h) = supν∈P(Ω)

∫
Ω
hdν −

∫
Ω
hdP and ? is the infimal convolution operator.

The infimal convolution is central in convex analysis since it is the analogue of addition in the
convex dual space [49]. We now present the main theorem, which links this penalty to distributional
robustness via F-uncertainty sets and discuss further the role of this penalty.
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Theorem 1 Let F ⊆ F (Ω,R) and P ∈P(Ω). For any h ∈ F (Ω,R) and for all ε > 0

sup
Q∈Bε,F (P )

∫

Ω

hdQ =

∫

Ω

hdP + ΛF,ε(h).

Proof (Sketch, full proof in Supplementary material) We can rewrite the constraint over Bε,F (P )
with the use of a dual variable which leads to a min-max equation. Using generalized minimax
theorems [17] and compactness of the set of probability measures, we are able to swap the min-max
and solve the inner min using classical results in convex analysis [38], yielding the statement of the
theorem.

The result allows us to turn the infinite-dimensional optimization on the left-hand side into a familiar
penalty-based regularization objective, and we remark that there is no restriction on the choice of F .
To see the effect of ΛF,ε, notice that by definition of ? we have

ΛF,ε(h) = inf
h1,h2

h1+h2=h

(JP (h1) + εΘF (h2)) ,

which means this penalty finds a decomposition of h into h1, h2 so that the two penalties JP (h1) and
εΘF (h2) are controlled. Notice that any decomposition gives an upper bound, and this is precisely
how we will show links and tighten existing results. We will then present a necessary and sufficient
condition under which ΛF,ε(h) = εΘF (h). This condition plays a fundamental role in linking
robustness to regularization and unlike majority of existing results, yields an equality.

To see the applicability of the result, consider the supervised learning setup: We have an input space
X , output space Y , and a loss function l : Y × Y → R which measures performance of a hypothesis
g : X → Y on a sample (x, y) with l(g(x), y). In this case, we set Ω = X ×Y , P to be the available
data, and h = l(g(x), y):

sup
Q∈Bε,F (P )

∫

Ω

l(g(x), y)dQ(x, y) =

∫

Ω

l(g(x), y)dP (x, y)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
data fitting term

+ ΛF,ε(l(g(x), y))︸ ︷︷ ︸
robustness penalty

.

The first term is interpreted as a data fitting term, while the second term is a penalty term that ensures
robustness of g. We remark that upper bounds are still favourable in the application of supervised
learning, which we will now discuss.

To generate our first upper bound, consider the following decomposition: h1 = b and h2 = h− b for
some b ∈ R, yielding the following Corollary.

Corollary 1 Let F ⊆ F (Ω,R) and P ∈P(Ω). For any h ∈ F (Ω,R) and for all ε > 0

sup
Q∈Bε,F (P )

∫

Ω

hdQ ≤
∫

Ω

hdP + ε inf
b∈R

ΘF (h− b).

We will show that Corollary 1 recovers or tightens main results, and holds in much more generality
since we may choose any set F . The choice of F is important to our notion of uncertainty as it
captures the moments we are interested in, and there is a natural trade-off between picking F to
be too large or too small, which we illustrate with extreme cases. Consider the largest possible set
F = F (Ω,R), under which the uncertainty set of distributions, Bε,F (P ) = {P} is a singleton for
all ε > 0. This is indeed reflected on the right hand side of Corollary 1, noting that such a strong set
F yields ΘF (h) = 0 for any h ∈ F (Ω,R). On the other hand, if we pick F = {f(x) = k : k ∈ R}
to be the set of constants, which is a rather restrictive set, then the uncertainty ball of distributions
is the largest it can be Bε,F = P(Ω) since dF (Q,P ) = 0 for all Q ∈ P(Ω). We now focus on
non-trivial settings of F , showing that ΘF recovers and improves upon familiar existing penalties.

(a) (Wasserstein Distance) F = {h : Lipc(h) ≤ 1}. The penalty is ΘF (h) = Lipc(h), and
Corollary 1 recovers the intuition of Lipschitz regularized networks as presented in [20, 10, 44,
42, 8, 11]. However, the penalty in the original theorem ΛF,ε is tighter. To see this by example,
consider Ω = R, P a normal distribution centered at 0 with variance σ > 0, h(t) = sin 2t+ t
and ε = 1. Note that εLipc(h) = 3 however h can be decomposed into h1 = sin 2t and h2 = t
with JP (h1) = 1 and εLipc(h2) = 1. Hence we have ΛF,ε(h) ≤ 2 < 3 = εLipc(h).
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(b) (Maximum Mean Discrepancy) F = {h : ‖h‖k ≤ 1} where k : Ω × Ω → R is a positive
definite characteristic kernel and ‖·‖k is the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) norm in-
duced by k [34]. For h in the RKHS, the penalty can be bounded by ΛF,ε(h) ≤ infb∈R ‖h− b‖k.
This tightens the existing work on MMD DRO [48, Corollary 3.2] when b = 0.

(c) (Total Variation) F = {h : ‖h‖∞ ≤ 1}. Our result tells us that the penalty upper bounded
with ΛF,ε(h) ≤ infb∈R ‖h− b‖∞, which is tighter than taking ‖h‖∞.

(d) (µ-Fisher IPM) F =
{
h : Eµ(X)

[
h2(X)

]
≤ 1
}

for some µ ∈ P(Ω) [33]. The penalty
is ΘF (h) =

√
Eµ(X) [h2(X)], however we can solve the infimum in Corollary 1 to get

infb∈R ΘF (h − b) =
√

Varµ(h) (Lemma 9 in Supplementary). This is interesting since the
variance of h as a penalty has appeared in work studying f -divergence uncertainty sets. Note that
when µ = (P+Q)/2 for some P,Q ∈P(Ω) then dF (P,Q) is related to the χ2-divergence, the
central f -divergence in these lines of work. In this setting, Corollary 1 extends the interpretation
of variance regularization as a robustification strategy for any µ ∈P(Ω).

Another interesting choice of F is the µ-Sobelov IPM which we show in Table 1, whereby the
resulting penalty is similar to those existing in manifold regularization [4]. All IPMs considered so
far are of the form {h : ζ(h) ≤ 1} for some ζ : F (Ω,R)→ [0,∞], and the resulting ΘF (h) closely
resembles ζ(h). We derive ΘF for this general form with some assumptions on ζ.

Lemma 1 Let ζ : F (Ω,R) → [0,∞] be such that for some k > 0, ζ(a · h) = ak · ζ(h) for any
h ∈ F (Ω,R), a > 0. If F = {h : ζ(h) ≤ 1}, then ΘF (h) ≤ k

√
ζ(h) with equality if ζ is convex.

Our examples presented in Table 1 have convex choices of ζ with either k = 1 or k = 2. Using
this Lemma, we may also interpret the case of two penalties added together, such as the Dudley
metric in Table 1. Furthermore, Lemma 1 can be used for future applications of our work to elucidate
robustness perspectives of methods using penalties of the form k

√
ζ(h).

We now return to the discussion on how closely related ΛF,ε is to εΘF . Consider now two decompsi-
tions of h for the infimal convolution: h1 = 0, h2 = h and h1 = h, h2 = 0, so we have ΛF,ε(h) ≤
εΘF (h) and ΛF,ε(h) ≤ JP (h) respectively. This yields ΛF,ε(h) ≤ min (JP (h), εΘF (h)), and we
illustrate the tightness of this inequality through the following lemma.

Lemma 2 The mapping h 7→ ΛF,ε(h) is subadditive and ΛF,ε(h) is the largest subadditive function
that minorizes min (JP (h), εΘF (h)).

The consequence of Lemma 2 is that if min (JP (h), εΘF (h)) is subadditive then ΛF,ε(h) =
min (JP (h), εΘF (h)) since a function always minorizes itself. In the proof of Lemma 2, we
show that both JP and εΘF are subadditive and so if min (JP , εΘF ) is consistently equal to either
JP or εΘF for some ε then we have equality.

We now present a necessary and sufficient condition for a function h : Ω → R so that ΛF,ε(h) =
εΘF (h) for all ε > 0. In doing so, not only do we lead to a better understanding of distributional
robustness, we also contribute to understanding tightness of previous results and inequalities subsumed
by Corollary 1. It turns out rather surprisingly that the characterization is directly related to penalty-
regularized critic losses.

Theorem 2 A function h ∈ F (Ω,R) satisfies ΛF,ε(h) = ΘF (h) if and only if

h ∈ arg inf
ĥ∈F(Ω,R)

(
EP [ĥ]− Eµ[ĥ] + εΘF (ĥ)

)
, (2)

for some µ ∈P(Ω).

First, note that this characterization holds for any h as long as one can find a µ that satisfies
Equation (2). In particular, when µ = P , then the minimizers of Equation (2) are constant functions.
Furthermore, Equation (2) can be viewed as a regularized binary classification objective in the
following way: Ω is the input space, Y = {−1,+1} is the label space, ĥ : Ω→ R is the classifier,
ΘF is a penalty with weight ε, and P (resp. µ) corresponds to the −1 (resp. +1) class conditional
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distribution. In particular, this is precisely the objective for the discriminator in penalty-based GANs
[23, 51], referred to as the critic loss where P is the fake data generated by a model and µ is the
real data. Intuitively, the discriminator function will assign negative values to regions of µ and
positive values to regions of P . The discriminator function is then used to guide learning of the model
generator by focusing on moving µ to where h assigns higher values. In conjunction with Theorem
1, this discriminator is robust to shifts to the distribution P and we outline the consequence more
clearly in the following Corollary.

Corollary 2 Let P+, P− ∈P(Ω) and suppose F ⊆ F (Ω,R) is even. If

h∗ ∈ arg inf
ĥ∈F(Ω,R)

(
EP− [ĥ]− EP+

[ĥ] + εΘF (ĥ)
)
, (3)

then we have

inf
Q∈Bε,F (P+)

∫

Ω

h∗dQ =

∫

Ω

h∗dP+ − εΘF (h∗)

sup
Q∈Bε,F (P−)

∫

Ω

h∗dQ =

∫

Ω

h∗dP− + εΘF (h∗).

The implication of this corollary is that the classifier learned by solving Equation (3) is still positive
(resp. negative) around Bε,F neighborhoods of P+ (resp. P−). In the context of GANs, P+

and P− will be the real and fake distributions. This is a rather intuitive result since the classifier
h∗ is penalized against ΘF however the above Corollary gives formal perspectives along with
interpretations to the weighting ε and the choice of penalty (induced by F). We write this Corollary
in a more general form since we believe it can be useful for other studies of robustness. An example
of this is robustness certification: Given a binary classifier and reference distribution ρ, one can
compute Eρ(X)[h(X)] − εΘF (−h) and check if this value is ≥ 0. Using Definition 2.2 of [14]
and Corollary 1 of our work, if this value is ≥ 0 then this certifies that the classifier is robust to
F-IPM perturbations around ρ. This follows from the fact that Corollary 1 (using −h) implies
Eρ(X)[h(X)] − εΘF (−h) ≤ infQ∈Bε,F (ρ) EQ(X)[h(X)] and positivity of the term on the right is
precisely the condition laid out in Definition 2.2 of [15]. Corollary 2 uses the fact that the condition
outlined in Theorem 2 is sufficient; however, we emphasize that it is also necessary, suggesting an
intimate link between regularized binary-classification and distributional robustness.

4 Distributional Robustness of f -GANs

In this section, we show how our main theorem can naturally be applied into the robustness for f -
GANs more generally. This is particularly relevant for the robustness community since as mentioned
in the introduction, GANs are implemented as a robustifying mechanism for training binary classifiers.
In this setting, Ω will typically be a high dimensional Euclidean space to represent the set of images
and P ∈ P(Ω) will be an empirical distribution that we are interested in modelling. The model
distribution, also referred to as the generative distribution denoted as µ ∈ P(Ω), is learned by
minimizing a divergence between P and µ. We now introduce the f -GAN objective, which is a
central divergence in the GAN paradigm.

Definition 4 (f -GAN, [37]) Let f : R → (−∞,∞] be a lower semicontinuous convex function
with f(1) = 0 and H ⊂ F (Ω,dom f?) be a set of discriminators. The GAN objective for data
P ∈P(Ω) and model µ ∈P(Ω) is

GANf,H(µ;P ) = sup
h∈H

(∫

Ω

hdP −
∫

Ω

f?(h)dµ

)
,

where f?(y) = supx∈R (x · y − f(x)) is the convex conjugate.

We are interested in minimizing the above objective with respect to µ, which results in a min-max
objective due to the supremum taken overH. One should note that there are two components of this
objective that characterize it, the function f and discriminator setH. In practice, the discriminator
set is often restricted, and so the resulting objective is not a divergence; however, empirical studies
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have observed convergence [19], which warrants an investigation into the effects of a restricted
discriminator on model performance. Existing theoretical work has hinted the benefits of a restricted
discriminator, for example, [56] show that generalization is related to the Rademacher complexity
of the discriminator set and suggest a discrimination-generalization trade-off. Other work has
suggested that the particular setting of Lipschitz discriminators leads to improvements for both
practical [56, 19, 59, 54, 18] and theoretical purposes [25, 18, 30]. It is clear that the discriminator
set is a key character in the tale of success of GANs; however, the existing literature is silent on
what it means for robustness, a particular application that GANs have posed successful in, and this is
precisely the link we establish with the following Theorem.

Theorem 3 Let f : R → R be a convex lower semi-continuous function with f(1) = 0,
F ⊆ F (Ω,R) and H ⊆ F (Ω,dom(f?)). For any model and data distributions µ, P ∈ P(Ω)
respectively, we have for all ε > 0

sup
Q∈Bε,F (P )

GANf,H(µ;Q) ≤ GANf,H(µ;P ) + ε sup
h∈H

ΘF (h).

This Theorem tells us that the robust version of the GAN objective can be upper bounded by the
standard GAN objective plus a term that quantifies the complexity of the discriminator set. Note that
the robustness parameters (ε and F) interact only with the discriminator set and not the generative
model µ, revealing the importance of choosing a regularized discriminator setH. To see this more
clearly, consider the setting F = H, and since ΘH(h) ≤ 1, we have

sup
Q∈Bε,H(P )

GANf,H(µ;Q) ≤ GANf,H(µ;P ) + ε, (4)

for all ε > 0. The key insight is that training GANs using discriminators H yields guarantees
on the robust GAN objective for adversaries who pick Q from Bε,H(P ). Note that if one picks
discriminators H that are too strong then the ball Bε,H(P ) will shrink and become singleton {P}
whenH = F (Ω,R). On the other hand, ifH is chosen to be smaller then the uncertainty set is larger;
however, the first term GANf,H will be a weaker divergence, since the discriminator set determines
the strength of the objective [30]. Hence, there is a trade-off between discrimination and robustness,
that complements and parallels the discrimination-generalization story described in [56].

We now discuss the particular settings of F and how our theorem gives a perspective of distributional
robustness on existing GAN methods. First, consider choices of F so that dF corresponds to MMD,
Fisher IPM and Sobelov IPM which translates to the MMD-GAN, Fisher-GAN and Sobelov GAN
respectively, allowing us to view these methods from a robustness perspective in light of Theorem
3 and Equation (4). Furthermore, our result also contributes to the positive commentary under the
popular choice of Lipschitz regularized discriminators, guarantees against adversaries selecting from
Wasserstein uncertainty sets. It should be noted that recently, a method that regularizes discriminators
by minimizing a penalty referred to as 0-GP [51] has proven convergence and generalization guaran-
tees. It can be easily shown that this penalty satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1 for k = 2 due to its
resemblance to the Sobelov IPM, allowing us to present a robustness interpretation for this penalty.
Our main insight from this perspective reveals the theoretical benefits of regularized discriminators. In
light of our results, learning a binary classifier using a GAN (trained with regularized discriminators)
as a downstream task implies this classifier will consequently be robust.

5 Conclusion

Our results extend the Distributionally Robust Optimization (DRO) framework to IPMs, which reveal
further importance of the role regularization plays for robustness and machine learning at large.
Unlike most DRO applications to machine learning, we present equality and show that achieving this
is fundamentally rooted in regularized binary classification. We then show that DRO can be extended
to understand GANs and unveil the role of discrimination regularization in these frameworks. The
results will also help DRO explain regularization penalties through the lens of robustness in the future.
Our contributions are modular and pave the way to build on related areas, one such example being
robustness certification, which we leave for the subject of future work.
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Broader Impact

From the perspective of impact, the main contribution of our work is understanding how regularization,
a commonly used technique in machine training, gives benefits for robustness. We show this for
different areas of machine learning, such as supervised learning and generative adversarial networks.
The ultimate goal of such work is to develop further our understanding of these methods and how their
performances can be improved. Our work does not have a focused application use-case under which
we can discuss specific ethical considerations since it contributes more generally to the advancements
of performance. In this sense, ethical considerations are subject to the application of these methods.
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1 Proofs of Main Results

Before we begin, we introduce some notation that will be used to prove the main results that is
exclusive to the Appendix. We will be invoking general convex analysis on the space F (Ω,R),
in the same fashion as [2], noting that F (Ω,R) is a Hausdorff locally convex space (through the
uniform norm). We use B(Ω) to denote the denote the set of all bounded and finitely additive signed
measures over Ω (with a given σ-algebra). For any set D ⊆ B(Ω) and h ∈ F (Ω,R), we use
σD(h) = supν∈D 〈h, ν〉 and δD(ν) = ∞ · Jν /∈ DK to denote the support and indicator functions
such as in [5]. We introduce the conjugate specific to these spaces

Definition 1 ([6]) For any proper convex function F : F (Ω,R) → (−∞,∞), we have for any
µ ∈ B(Ω) we define

F ?(µ) = sup
h∈F(Ω,R)

(∫

Ω

hdµ− F (h)

)

and for any h ∈ F (Ω,R) we define

F ??(h) = sup
µ∈B(Ω)

(∫

Ω

hdµ− F ?(µ)

)
.

Theorem 1 ([8] Theorem 2.3.3) If X is a Hausdorff locally convex space, and F : X → (−∞,∞]
is a proper convex lower semi-continuous function then F ?? = F .

There is an additional robustness result which we will deploying for several proofs which holds for
any space A that admits Polish topology.

Lemma 1 For any F ⊆ F (Ω,R), we have that

dF (P, µ) = dco(F)(P, µ).

Proof Let ∆n := {α ∈ [0, 1]n :
∑n
i=1 α = 1} Note that we have

dco(F)(P, µ) = sup
n∈N,α∈∆n,fi∈F∀i=1,...,n

{
EP

[
n∑

i=1

αifi

]
− Eµ

[
n∑

i=1

αifi

]}

= sup
n∈N,α∈∆n,fi∈F∀i=1,...,n

n∑

i=1

αi {EP [fi]− Eµ [fi]}

= sup
n∈N,α∈∆n

n∑

i=1

αi sup
fi∈F

{EP [fi]− Eµ [fi]}

= sup
n∈N,α∈∆n

n∑

i=1

αidF (P, µ)

= dF (P, µ)

It is also closed under taking the closure since dF is the supremum of continuous (linear) functions
and the supremum over a set with a linear objective is equal to taking the supremum over the closure
of that set.

Definition 2 For any F ⊆ F (Ω,R), we define the functional RF : F (Ω,R)→ [0,∞] as

RF (h) :=

∫

Ω

hdP + δco(F)(h).

Lemma 2 For any F ⊆ F (Ω,R), RF is proper convex and lower semi-continuous.
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Proof The mapping h 7→
∫

Ω
hdP is clearly convex and lower semi-continuous. Since co (F) is a

closed and convex set, the indicator function δco(F)(h) is proper convex and lower semi-continuous
and thus the result follows.

Lemma 3 The mappings ν 7→ dF (ν, P ) and h 7→ RF (h) are convex conjugates

Proof Note first that for any ν ∈ B(Ω)

R?F (ν) = sup
h∈F(Ω,R)

{∫

Ω

hdν −
∫

Ω

hdP − δco(F)(h)

}

= sup
h∈co(F)

{∫

Ω

hdν −
∫

Ω

hdP

}

= dco(F)(ν, P )

(1)
= dF (ν, P ),

where (1) is due to Lemma 1. We also have that

(dF (·, P ))
?

(h) = sup
ν∈B(Ω)

{∫

Ω

hdν − dF (ν, P )

}

(1)
= sup

ν∈B(Ω)

{∫

Ω

hdν −R?F (ν)

}

(2)
= R??F (ν)

(3)
= RF (ν),

where (1) holds due to the above, (2) holds by definition of conjugate and (3) holds by a combination
of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.

We also present a lemma which will prove to be useful in proving the main results.

Lemma 4 For any F ⊂ F (Ω,R), the mapping h 7→ ΘF (h) is convex.

Proof First notice that for any t > 0 and h ∈ F (Ω,R) we have that ΘF (t · h) = t · ΘF (h).
For any t ∈ [0, 1] and h, h′ ∈ F (Ω,R), consider the element h̃ := t · h + (1 − t) · h′. Since
t · h ∈ tΘF (h) · co (F) and (1− t)h ∈ (1− t)ΘF (h) · co (F), we have that

h̃ ∈ tΘF (h) · co (F) + (1− t)ΘF (h) · co (F)

⇐⇒ h̃ ∈ (tΘF (h) + (1− t)ΘF (h′)) · co (F) ,

which in turn implies that ΘF (h̃) ≤ tΘF (h) + (1− t)ΘF (h′), proving convexity of ΘF .

1.1 Proof of Theorem 1

Theorem 2 Let F ⊆ F (Ω,R) and P ∈P(Ω). For any h ∈ F (Ω,R) and for all ε > 0

sup
Q∈Bε,F (P )

∫

Ω

hdQ =

∫

Ω

hdP + ΛF,ε(h).

Proof We first require two lemmata.

Lemma 5 For any F ⊆ F (Ω,R), P ∈P(Ω), λ ≥ 0 and h ∈ F (Ω,R), we have

sup
Q∈P(Ω)

(∫

Ω

hdQ− λdF (Q,P )

)
= RλF ? σP(Ω)(h)

3
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Proof We use a standard result from convex analysis which states that the convex conjugate of the
sum of two functions is the infimal convolution of their conjugates. Hence we have

sup
Q∈P(Ω)

(∫

Ω

hdQ− λdF (Q,P )

)
= sup
Q∈B(Ω)

(∫

Ω

hdQ− λdF (Q,P )− δP(Ω)(Q)

)

=
(
λdF (Q,P ) + δP(Ω)(Q)

)?

= (λdF (Q,P ))
?
?
(
δP(Ω)(Q)

)?

= RλF ? σP(Ω)(h),

which follows from Lemma 3 and the fact that support functions are conjugates of indicator functions
[4, Section 3.4.1, Example (a)].

Lemma 6 For any F ⊆ F (Ω,R), P ∈P(Ω), and h ∈ F (Ω,R), we have

inf
λ≥0

(
RλF ? σP(Ω)(h) + λε

)
=

∫

Ω

hdP + JP ? εΘF (h)

Proof Using the definition of infimal convolution, we have
inf
λ≥0

(
RλF ? σP(Ω)(h) + λε

)

= inf
λ≥0

(
inf

h′∈F(Ω,R)

(∫

Ω

(h− h′)dP + δco(λF)(h− h′) + σP(Ω)(h)

)
+ λε

)

= inf
λ≥0

inf
h′∈F(Ω,R)

(∫

Ω

hdP −
∫

Ω

h′dP + δco(λF)(h− h′) + σP(Ω)(h
′) + λε

)

=

∫

Ω

hdP + inf
h′∈F(Ω,R)

(
−
∫

Ω

h′dP + inf
λ≥0

(
δco(λF)(h− h′) + λε

)
+ σP(Ω)(h

′)

)

=

∫

Ω

hdP + inf
h′∈F(Ω,R)

(
σP(Ω)(h

′)−
∫

Ω

h′dP + inf
λ≥0

(
δco(λF)(h− h′) + λε

))

=

∫

Ω

hdP + inf
h′∈F(Ω,R)

(
σP(Ω)(h

′)−
∫

Ω

h′dP + inf
λ≥0

(∞ · Jh− h′ /∈ λ · co (F)K + λε)

)

=

∫

Ω

hdP + inf
h′∈F(Ω,R)

(JP (h′) + εΘF (h− h′))

=

∫

Ω

hdP + JP ? εΘF (h).

We are now ready to prove the Theorem. By introducing a dual variable λ > 0 that penalizes the ball
constraint, we have

sup
Q∈Bε,F (P )

∫

Ω

hdQ = sup
Q∈P(Ω):dF (Q,P )≤ε

∫

Ω

hdQ

= sup
Q∈P(Ω)

inf
λ≥0

(∫

Ω

hdQ+ λ (ε− dF (Q,P ))

)

(1)
= inf

λ≥0
sup

Q∈P(Ω)

(∫

Ω

hdQ+ λ (ε− dF (Q,P ))

)

= inf
λ≥0

(
sup

Q∈P(Ω)

(∫

Ω

hdQ− λdF (Q,P )

)
+ λε

)

(2)
= inf

λ≥0

(
RλF ? σP(Ω)(h) + λε

)

(3)
=

∫

Ω

hdP + JP ? εΘF (h),
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where (2) and (3) hold due to Lemma 5 and 6 respectively. To see why (1) holds, first note that the
mapping Q 7→

∫
Ω
hdQ + λ (ε− dF (Q,P )) is concave and lower semicontinuous since dF is the

supremum of linear functions. Next we have by an application of the Banach-Alaogu Theorem that
P(Ω) is compact [2, Lemma 27 (b)]. Hence by [1, Theorem 2], (1) follows.

1.2 Proof of Corollary 1

Corollary 1 Let F ⊆ F (Ω,R) and P ∈P(Ω). For any h ∈ F (Ω,R) and for all ε > 0

sup
Q∈Bε,F (P )

∫

Ω

hdQ ≤
∫

Ω

hdP + ε inf
b∈R

ΘF (h− b).

Proof By definition of the infimal convolution we can consider a decomposition of the form h1 = b
and h2 = h − b for some b ∈ R. notice that JP (b) = 0 and by taking the smallest possible b ∈ R
yields

ΘF,ε(h) ≤ ε inf
b∈R

ΘF (h− b),
which completes the proof.

1.3 Proof of Lemma 1

Lemma 7 Let ζ : F (Ω,R)→ [0,∞] be a penalty such that ζ(a·h) = ak·ζ(h) for any h ∈ F (Ω,R),
k, a > 0. Let F = {h : ζ(h) ≤ 1} then we have ΘF (h) ≤ k

√
ζ(h) with equality if ζ is convex.

Proof Let us consider the non-convex case so that F is not necessarily convex. We then have for any
F ⊆ F (Ω,R)

h ∈ co (λF) ⇐⇒ h ∈ λco (F)

⇐⇒ h

λ
∈ co (F)

For a fixed h ∈ F (Ω,R), set λ = k
√
ζ(h) and notice that

ζ

(
h

λ

)
= ζ

(
h

k
√
ζ(h)

)

=

(
1

k
√
ζ(h)

)k
ζ (h)

= ζ (h) ,

and so we have ΘF (h) ≤ k
√
ζ(h). In the case when the penalty is convex, we have that F will be

convex and so

h ∈ λco (F) ⇐⇒ h

λ
∈ co (F)

⇐⇒ h

λ
∈ F

⇐⇒ ζ

(
h

λ

)
≤ 1

⇐⇒ 1

λk
ζ(h) ≤ 1

⇐⇒ ζ(h) ≤ λk

⇐⇒ k
√
ζ(h) ≤ λ.

Hence we have ΘF (h) = inf k
√
ζ(h)≤λ λ = k

√
ζ(h).
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1.4 Proof of Lemma 2

Lemma 8 The mapping h 7→ ΛF,ε(h) is subadditive and ΛF,ε(h) is the largest subadditive function
that minorizes min (JP (h), εΘF (h)).

Proof Since ΘF (h) is convex (Lemma 4) and ΘF (t ·h) = t ·ΘF (h) for t > 0, it follows that ΘF (h)
is subadditive. Next notice that JP is subadditive since for any h, h′ ∈ F (Ω,R)

JP (h+ h′) = sup
ω∈Ω

h(ω) + h′(ω)−
∫

Ω

hdP −
∫

Ω

h′dP

≤ sup
ω∈Ω

h(ω)−
∫

Ω

hdP + sup
ω∈Ω

h′(ω)−
∫

Ω

h′dP

= JP (h) + JP (h′).

Next notice that JP (0) = 0 and εΘF (0) = 0. By [7, Theorem 2.5(c)] we have that ΛF,ε is
sub-additive and that it is the largest subadditive function that minorizes min (JP (h), εΘF (h)).

1.5 Proof of Theorem 2

Theorem 3 A function h ∈ F (Ω,R) satisfies ΛF,ε(h) = ΘF (h) if and only if

h ∈ arg inf
ĥ∈F(Ω,R)

(
EP [ĥ]− Eµ[ĥ] + εΘF (ĥ)

)
,

for some µ ∈P(Ω).

Proof To prove this Theorem, we use the conditions for an optimal decomposition of an infimal
convolution as shown in [3, Lemma 1]. First note that JP and ΘF are convex (Lemma 4). Note that
the property is equivalent to showing that the decomposition h1 = 0 and h2 = h is optimal. By [3,
Lemma 1], this decomposition is optimal if and only if there exists a measure ν∗ ∈ B(Ω) such that

JP (0) = 〈ν∗, 0〉 − J?P (ν∗) (1)
εΘF (h) = 〈ν∗, h〉 − (εΘF )?(ν∗) (2)

First note that JP (h) = σP(Ω)(h) + σ{−P}(h) and using properties of infimal convolutions, we
have for any ν ∈P(Ω)

J?P (ν) =
(
σP(Ω) + σ{−P}

)?
(ν)

=
(
σ?P(Ω) ? σ

?
{−P}

)
(ν)

=
(
δP(Ω) ? δ{−P}

)
(ν)

= inf
ν′∈B(Ω)

(
δP(Ω)(ν

′) + δ{−P}(ν − ν′)
)

= inf
ν′∈P(Ω)

δ{−P}(ν − ν′)

=∞ · JP + ν /∈P(Ω)K
=∞ · Jν /∈P(Ω)− P K.

Since JP (0) = 〈ν, 0〉 = 0 for any ν ∈ B(Ω), this tells us that a ν∗ satisfies the condition of Equation
1 if and only if ν∗ is of the form µ−P where µ is any element of P(Ω). We can re-arrange Equation
2 into

〈ν∗, h〉 − εΘF (h) = (εΘF )?(ν∗),

6
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and by definition since (εΘF )?(ν∗) = supĥ∈F(Ω,R)

(〈
ν∗, ĥ

〉
− εΘF (ĥ)

)
, Equation 2 setting

ν∗ = µ− P becomes

〈ν∗, h〉 − εΘF (h) = sup
ĥ∈F(Ω,R)

(〈
ν∗, ĥ

〉
− εΘF (ĥ)

)
(3)

⇐⇒ 〈µ− P , h〉 − εΘF (h) = sup
ĥ∈F(Ω,R)

(〈
µ− P , ĥ

〉
− εΘF (ĥ)

)

⇐⇒ Eµ[h]− EP [h]− εΘF (h) = sup
ĥ∈F(Ω,R)

(
Eµ[ĥ]− EP [ĥ]− εΘF (ĥ)

)

⇐⇒ h ∈ arg sup
ĥ∈F(Ω,R)

(
Eµ[ĥ]− EP [ĥ]− εΘF (ĥ)

)

⇐⇒ h ∈ arg inf
ĥ∈F(Ω,R)

(
EP [ĥ]− Eµ[ĥ] + εΘF (ĥ)

)
. (4)

Hence the decomposition h1 = 0 and h2 = h is optimal if and only if h satisfies Equation 4 for some
µ ∈P(Ω), which is precisely the statement of the Theorem.

1.6 Proof of Corollary 2

Corollary 2 Let P+, P− ∈P(Ω) and suppose F ⊆ F (Ω,R) is even. If

h∗ ∈ arg inf
ĥ∈F(Ω,R)

(
EP− [ĥ]− EP+ [ĥ] + εΘF (ĥ)

)
,

then we have

inf
Q∈Bε,F (P+)

∫

Ω

h∗dQ =

∫

Ω

h∗dP+ − εΘF (h∗)

sup
Q∈Bε,F (P−)

∫

Ω

h∗dQ =

∫

Ω

h∗dP− + εΘF (h∗)

Proof Applying Theorem 2 with P = P− and µ = P+ and using Theorem 1 yields the result on
Bε,F (P−). Notice that F is even, which means that ΘF (h) = ΘF (−h) and so we have

h∗ ∈ arg inf
ĥ∈F(Ω,R)

(
EP− [ĥ]− EP+ [ĥ] + εΘF (ĥ)

)

⇐⇒ −h∗ ∈ arg inf
−ĥ∈F(Ω,R)

(
−EP− [ĥ] + EP+

[ĥ] + εΘF (−ĥ)
)

⇐⇒ −h∗ ∈ arg inf
−ĥ∈F(Ω,R)

(
EP+

[ĥ]− EP− [ĥ] + εΘF (ĥ)
)
.

We can then apply Theorem 2 to −h∗ which means Λε,F (−h∗) = εΘF (−h∗) = εΘF (h∗). Putting
this together and applying Theorem 1 to −h∗ gives

sup
Q∈Bε,F (P+)

∫

Ω

−h∗dQ =

∫

Ω

−h∗dP+ + εΘF (h∗),

and multiplying both sides by −1 concludes the proof.

1.7 Proof of Theorem 3

Theorem 4 Let f : R → R be a convex lower semi-continuous function with f(1) = 0,
F ⊆ F (Ω,R) and H ⊆ F (Ω,dom(f?)). For any model and data distributions µ, P ∈ P(Ω)
respectively, we have for all ε > 0

sup
Q∈Bε,F (P )

GANf,H(µ;Q) ≤ GANf,H(µ;P ) + ε sup
h∈H

ΘF (h)

7
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Proof We have

sup
Q∈Bε,F (P )

GANf,H(µ;Q) = sup
Q∈Bε,F (P )

sup
h∈H

(∫

Ω

hdQ−
∫

Ω

f?(h)dµ

)

(1)
= sup

h∈H
sup

Q∈Bε,F (P )

(∫

Ω

hdQ−
∫

Ω

f?(h)dµ

)

= sup
h∈H

(
sup

Q∈Bε,F (P )

∫

Ω

hdQ−
∫

Ω

f?(h)dµ

)

(2)
= sup

h∈H

(∫

Ω

hdP + ΛF,ε(h)−
∫

Ω

f?(h)dµ

)

(3)

≤ sup
h∈H

(∫

Ω

hdP + εΘF (h)−
∫

Ω

f?(h)dµ

)

(4)

≤ sup
h∈H

(∫

Ω

hdP −
∫

Ω

f?(h)dµ

)
+ ε sup

h∈H
ΘF (h)

= GANf,H(µ;P ) + ε sup
h∈H

ΘF (h),

where (1) holds since we can exchange supremums, (2) is due to Theorem 1, (3) holds since
ΛF,ε ≤ εΘF (h) and finally (4) holds since we can upper bound by taking out supremums.

8
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Lemma 9 For any µ ∈P(Ω), h ∈ F (Ω,R) we have

inf
b∈R

√
Eµ(X)[(h(X)− b)2

] =
√

Varµ(h)

Proof Let ϕ(b) = Eµ(X)[(h(X)− b)2
] and S(b) =

√
ϕ(b) and using simple calculus we have

S′(b) =
ϕ′(b)

2
√
ϕ(b)

,

and noting that ϕ(b) > 0, we can find the minima by solving ϕ′(b) = 0 by first noting that

ϕ(b) = Eµ(X)[h
2(X)]− 2bEµ(X)[h(X)] + b2,

and so we have

ϕ′(b) = 0 ⇐⇒ −2 · Eµ(X)[h(X)] + 2b = 0

⇐⇒ b = Eµ(X)[h(X)].

Putting this together yields

inf
b∈R

√
Eµ(X)[(h(X)− b)2

] = inf
b∈R

S(b)

= S
(
Eµ(X)[h(X)]

)

= Eµ(X)

[(
h(X)− Eµ(X)[h(X)]

)2]

=
√

Varµ(h)

9
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Chapter 6

Regularized Policies are Reward
Robust

In this chapter, the narrative that regularization is a robustification strategy is ex-
tended to the particular setting of Reinforcement Learning (RL). Such an applica-
tion is relevant since regularisation is commonly applied with much heuristic mo-
tivation and has also demonstrated empirical success. The most popular choice is
causal-entropy, which is incorporated in popular frameworks such as Soft-Actor-
Critic [Haarnoja et al., 2018]. We show that various forms of regularization corre-
spond to being robust from the perspective of reward perturbations. Due to our
result’s generality, we apply our framework to various other forms of RL settings
that include imitation learning from experts (and their regularized counterparts) and
reward-free entropic maximization.

We encounter many new dualities that generalize existing results and serve in-
dependent technical interest to arrive at the result. We also find fascinating rela-
tionships between deep Q-learning, a technique that poses successful and is of great
practical significance, to both regularization and robustness.

81
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Abstract

Entropic regularization of policies in Rein-
forcement Learning (RL) is a commonly used
heuristic to ensure that the learned policy ex-
plores the state-space sufficiently before over-
fitting to a local optimal policy. The pri-
mary motivation for using entropy is for ex-
ploration and disambiguating optimal poli-
cies; however, the theoretical effects are not
entirely understood. In this work, we study
the more general regularized RL objective
and using Fenchel duality; we derive the dual
problem which takes the form of an adver-
sarial reward problem. In particular, we find
that the optimal policy found by a regular-
ized objective is precisely an optimal policy
of a reinforcement learning problem under a
worst-case adversarial reward. Our result al-
lows us to reinterpret the popular entropic
regularization scheme as a form of robustifi-
cation. Furthermore, due to the generality of
our results, we apply to other existing reg-
ularization schemes. Our results thus give
insights into the effects of regularization of
policies and deepen our understanding of ex-
ploration through robust rewards at large.

1 Introduction

Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a paradigm of al-
gorithms which learn policies that maximize the ex-
pected discounted reward specified by a Markov De-
cision Process (MDP) (Sutton and Barto, 2018). The
formulation of an MDP is well-posed with links in util-
ity theory (Russell and Norvig, 2002) and specifies a
reward function where the solution can be found pre-
cisely in a deterministic form. However, in practice,

Proceedings of the 24th International Conference on Artifi-
cial Intelligence and Statistics (AISTATS) 2021, San Diego,
California, USA. PMLR: Volume 130. Copyright 2021 by
the author(s).

the reward function is typically an idealization, and it
turns out that an optimal policy in this model will cope
terribly when presented to unseen or uncertain situa-
tions. Intuitively, it is anticipated that there exist mul-
tiple policies that are near-optimal to this reward yet
exhibit more robust and diversified behaviour. In par-
ticular, having multiple solutions of this form would
be preferred since they can help the practitioner in
understanding the environment and problem better.

Finding near-optimal policies in this sense requires
balancing between ensuring that the policy is optimal
for the given reward and demonstrates some form of
robustness or diversity. This is commonly recollected
as the exploration vs exploitation trade-off1. One of
the most effective ways in ensuring this balance is by
altering the objective of the MDP to include a form of
penalty so that the resulting policy reflects characteris-
tics of diversified behaviour. Causal entropy (Ziebart,
2010) is a popular example of this, where the policy
is penalized for being deterministic in favour of ex-
ploration and disambiguating optimal policies. This
has lead to the MaxEnt framework (Haarnoja et al.,
2018c) and shown compelling relations to probabilistic
inference (Dayan and Hinton, 1997; Neumann et al.,
2011; Todorov, 2007; Kappen, 2005; Toussaint, 2009;
Rawlik et al., 2013; Theodorou et al., 2010; Ziebart,
2010) whilst maintaining empirically superior perfor-
mance on several tasks (Haarnoja et al., 2018c,b), in-
cluding robustness in the face of uncertainty (Haarnoja
et al., 2018a). In the case where the reward function is
not specified, the entropy alone as an objective is also
prevalent to ensure exploration (Hazan et al., 2019).
Similar forms of regularization have appeared in Wu
et al. (2019), which ensure that the policy is stabi-
lized in accordance with a pre-determined behaviour
and other forms of diversifying schemes using policy
regularization have been developed in (Hong et al.,
2018). Furthermore, the benefits of regularizers have
also been observed in adversarial imitation learning

(*) Work done while at Microsoft Research Cambridge.
1Traditionally, this refers to the sequential behavior

where one is interested in finding better policies at each
timestep.
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RLP,γ(r) sup
µ∈KP,γ

R(µ)

inf
r′∈Fb(X )

(RLP,γ(r′) + (−R)?(−r))

inf
µ∈KP,γ

D(µ, µE)

R(µ) =
∫
X rdµ

Standard RL

R(µ) = −D(µ, µE)

sup
µ∈KP,γ

(∫
X
rdµ− Ω(µ)

)

Regularized RL

≤
Theorem 4

Soft-Actor-Critic

inf
Q∈Fb(X )

(
Ω? (TrQ−Q) +

∫
X

sup
a∈A

Q(s, a)dµ0(s)

)

R(µ) =
∫
X rdµ− Ω(µ)

Q-learning

Reward Robustness

=

Imitation
Learning

Theorem 1

Figure 1: Our main is to provide a unified view of existing objectives in Reinforcement Learning and relate them
to a reward robustness problem as highlighted above through Theorem 1. Additionally, we show another link
between regularized policies and Q-learning in Theorem 4.

methods (Ho and Ermon, 2016; Li et al., 2017).

While the empirical success should rejoice, it is some-
what unsettling that changing the objective deviates
from the MDP set-up, which was initially motivated
through the axioms of utility theory (Russell and
Norvig, 2002). In particular, it is not clear what
kind of policy these regularized objectives are learn-
ing from the perspective of the original reward maxi-
mization problems, especially since it is apparent that
regularized policies pose successfully in these schemes.
On this front, there exists work that shows entropic
regularization smoothens the optimization landspace
(Ahmed et al., 2019) and induces sparse policies when
considering a larger class of policy regularizers (Yang
et al., 2019). While these works advocate the effects
of policy regularization, the benefits of regularization
from an accuracy or robustness perspective and not
very well understood. This is especially relevant since
in machine learning more generally, regularization has
shown strong links to generalization and robustness
(Duchi et al., 2016; Sinha et al., 2017; Husain, 2020).
The first attempt is (Eysenbach and Levine, 2019),
which shows that MaxEnt performs explicitly well on
a robust reward problem. This approach however, is
limited to only the MaxEnt and cannot apply to other
schemes such as regularized imitation learning.

In this work, we tackle this precisely and focus on
the problem specified by finding a policy that maxi-
mizes an objective R that is concave in the space of
state-action visitation distributions. This objective in-
cludes the standard reward objective and subsumes
other popular objectives such as the MaxEnt frame-
work and imitation learning. Our main insight is that
the policy learned using a concave objective R is robust
against rewards chosen by an adversary, where R de-
termines the nature of the adversary. We find that the
policy is precisely a maximizer against the worst-case
reward r′. Moreover, we characterize the analytic form
of r′ (using a technical assumption on R), which de-
livers more insight onto the nature of robustness. Our
results thus allow us to reinterpret entropic regulariza-
tion and exploration more generally as a robustifying
mechanism and add to the advocation for using such
methods in practice. In summary, our contributions
are

1. A duality result linking generalized RL objec-
tives as adversarial reward problems2, which al-
lows us to reinterpret the extant MaxEnt frame-
work, among others, as a robustifying mechanism.

2We remark that this is not the same as conventional
adversarial training, as found in supervised learning.
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2. Characterization of the adversarial reward solved
by these regularized policy objectives. In doing
so, we derive a generalized value function inter-
pretation of entropic regularization.

3. A primal-dual link between the regularized policy
objective and Q-learning loss. This allows us to
reinterpret the mean-squared error Q-learning as
a form regularization of policies and robustifica-
tion against rewards in light of our main result.

4. Deriving the robust-reward problem for other
popular frameworks such as imitation learning
and model-free entropic optimization. This allows
us to compare and unify these separate problems
under reward-robustness. We illustrate this dia-
grammatically in Figure 1.

2 Preliminaries

Reinforcement Learning We use a compact set
S to denote the state space, A the action space and
set X = S × A. We assume these spaces are Pol-
ish and furthermore use P(S), P(A) and P(X ) to
denote the set of Borel probability measures. Sim-
ilarly, we use Fb(S), Fb(A) and Fb(X ) to denote
the set of bounded and measurable functions on the
sets S,A and X respectively. A reward function is
a mapping r : X → R, a transition kernel is spec-
ified as P : X → P(S) and a policy is a mapping
π : S → P(A). Let γ > 0 be an implicit fixed dis-
count parameter. It can be shown that each S, A,
P , initial distribution µ0 and policy π uniquely define
a Markov chain {(St, At)}∞t=1 ⊆ X . We denote the
underlying probability space as (X ,T , Pµ0,π) where
Pµ0,π ∈ P(X ) is referred to as the state-action visi-
tation distribution. We refer the reader to (Meyn and
Tweedie, 2012, Chapter 3) and (Revuz, 2008, Chap-
ter 2) for more detailed constructions. The goal in RL
is to find a policy that maximizes expected return over
the state-action pairs visited, which can be concretely
summarized in the optimization problem:

sup
π:S→P(A)

EPµ0,π(s,a) [r(s, a)] . (1)

This objective is linear in the space of state-action visi-
tation distributions and thus is equivalent to the linear
program maxµ∈KP,γ

∫
X r(s, a)dµ(s, a) where

KP,γ =

{
µ ∈P(X ) :

∫

A
µ(s, a)da = (1− γ)µ0(s)

+ γ

∫

X
P (s | s′, a′)dµ(s′, a′)

}
.

In particular, for any policy π, we have that Pµ0,π ∈
KP,γ and that for any element µ ∈ KP,γ , we

can construct the corresponding policy πµ(s) =
µ(s, a)/

∫
A µ(s, a)da. We will now introduce notation

to formally write the reinforcement learning problem
described in 1 since it will serve useful for the remain-
der of the paper.

Definition 1 For a reward function r : X → R, we
define

RLP,γ(r) := sup
µ∈KP,γ

∫

X
r(s, a)dµ(s, a)

MP,γ(r) := arg sup
µ∈KP,γ

∫

X
r(s, a)dµ(s, a)

In the above, RLP,γ(r) is the same as (1) and repre-
sents the maximum expected reward possible under an
environment P , discount factor γ and reward function
r. The set MP,γ(r) ⊆ P(X ) represent the solutions
that achieve maximal expected reward.

Convex Analysis and Legendre-Fenchel Duality
We use B(X ) to denote the set of finitely-additive
measures and denote its topological dual to be Fb(X ),
the set of measurable and bounded functions mapping
from X to R. For any functional F : B(X ) → R, we
define the Legendre-Fenchel dual, for any h ∈ Fb(X )
as

F ?(h) = sup
µ∈B(X )

(∫

X
h(x)dµ(x)− F (µ)

)
.

For a set of functions F ⊆ Fb(X ), we use ιF (h) to
denote the convex indicator function defined which is
0 if h ∈ F and +∞ otherwise. For any two measures
µ, ν ∈ B(X ), we define the f -divergence between µ
and ν to be Df (µ, ν) =

∫
X f(dµ/dν)dν −

∫
X dν + 1

where f : R → (−∞,∞] is a lower semicontinuous
convex function with f(1) = 0. In particular, the set-
ting of f(t) = t log t is the popular Kullback-Leiber
divergence, which we denote by KL(µ, ν) = Df (µ, ν).

3 Related Work

Our main contribution is a reinterpretation of regular-
ized policy maximization as robustifying mechanisms
and so we discuss developments at understanding these
methods along with similar results existing in machine
learning at large. The idea of using causal entropy
(Ziebart, 2010) is guided by the intuition of encour-
aging curious and diversified behavior. Further devel-
oped in (Haarnoja et al., 2018c), empirical success of
using this penalty has been apparent. In particular,
regularized policies unlike standard policies have illus-
trated robust behavior in the face of uncertainty and
diversified behavior in finite sample schemes. Despite
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the empirical success, there is not much work studying
these benefits from a formal perspective. The main ex-
isting results show that regularized objectives include
smoothen the optimization landscape (Ahmed et al.,
2019) and yield sparse policies (Yang et al., 2019).
(Eysenbach and Levine, 2019) focuses on the MaxEnt
framework and relates the optimal policy to solving a
variable reward problem, which is line with our find-
ings. Their results in contrast to ours, cannot be ap-
plied to other policy regularizers or other schemes that
use causal entropy in the absence of reward functions
such as adversarial imitation learning (Li et al., 2017).

In the realm of machine learning more generally, regu-
larization has been principally established as a robusti-
fying strategy. In supervised learning, various forms of
robustness have shown connections to a number of reg-
ularization penalties such as Lipschitzness (Blanchet
and Murthy, 2019; Sinha et al., 2017; Cranko et al.,
2020; Husain, 2020), variance (Duchi et al., 2016) and
Hilbert space norms (Staib and Jegelka, 2019). In Op-
timal Transport (OT), it has also been shown that
entropic regularization is linked to ground cost robust-
ness (Paty and Cuturi, 2020). Our result thus extends
and develops these narratives for RL. (Zhang et al.,
2020) also uses technical tools similar to our work such
as Fenchel duality however for their purposes and find-
ings are for quite different purposes.

4 Reward Robust Reinforcement
Learning

We will be focusing on the problem specified by

sup
µ∈KP,γ

R(µ),

where R : B(X ) → R is a concave upper semicon-
tinuous function. Note that when a reward function
r : X → R is given, setting R(µ) =

∫
X r(x)dµ(x) re-

covers the standard maximum expected reward prob-
lem. Furthermore, the above subsumes other devel-
opments of RL in the case where the reward is un-
known and R is chosen to be the entropy (Hazan et al.,
2019) or imitation learning when R(µ) = −D(µ, µE)
where µE is some expert demonstration and D is a di-
vergence between probability measures (Ghasemipour
et al., 2019). We present the main result which shows
the above as a reward robust RL problem.

Theorem 1 For any concave upper semicontinuous
function R : B(X )→ R, we have

sup
µ∈KP,γ

R(µ) = inf
r′∈Fb(X )

(RLP,γ (r′) + (−R)? (−r′))

Proof (Sketch) The key part of the proof is to rewrite
R in terms of the convex conjugate of −R, which is

well-defined since −R is lower semicontinuous and con-
vex, by assumptions on R. The proof then concludes
by moving the supremum over µ inside by an applica-
tion of a generalized minimax theorem.

The key point from the above is that the value of the
maximal policy over R is exactly equal to the problem
of finding an adversarial reward. In particular, the
adversarial reward problem seeks to find a reward r′

that makes the maximally achievable reward RLP,γ as
small as possible while paying the penalty (−R)?(−r′),
where (−R)? is a convex function. We remark that
this is a one-party problem involving only an adver-
sary. The conventional notion of robustness would re-
late this to the optimal model µ. We do this precisely
by presenting a result that links the optimal µ and
adversarial reward r′:

Theorem 2 Let µ∗ and r∗ be the optimal solution to
the problems specified in Theorem 1, then we have that
µ∗ ∈MP,γ (r∗).

This result tell us that an optimal policy found by solv-
ing the regularized objective is precisely an optimal
policy of the Reinforcement Learning problem speci-
fied by the adversarial reward r∗. This is particularly
striking since it tells us that though we are maximiz-
ing some concave R, which may be motivated for sepa-
rate purposes, we can always guarantee that the policy
learned is optimal for some reward r′ in the axiomatic
utility theory sense. In particular, this reward r∗ is
chosen to be the worst-case for this environment. The
strength of robustness and nature of the adversarial
reward clearly depends on the choice of R, as this is
what budgets the adversarial reward r′. We will show
that under a technical assumption on R, we can char-
acterize the form r∗ takes, which happens to depend
on a single state-dependent mapping V ∈ Fb(S). The
particular technical assumption on (−R)? is that it is
increasing by which we mean r(x) ≥ r′(x) for every
x ∈ X implies (−R)?(r) ≥ (−R)?(r′). We first intro-
duce a result.

Theorem 3 Suppose R is concave upper semicontinu-
ous and let I be the value of the optimization problem

inf
V ∈Fb(S),r∈Fb(X )

(
(1− γ)

∫

S
V (s)dµ0(s) + (−R)?(−r)

)
,

(2)

s. t. V (s) ≥ r(s, a) + γ

∫

S
V (s′)dP (s′ | s, a).

It then holds that I = supµ∈KP,γ R(µ).

It should be first noted that the above is a strong du-
ality Theorem and indeed is a generalized version of
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the standard linear programming duality between pol-
icy maximization and value function minimization as
described in (Agarwal et al., 2019), which is recovered
when R(µ) =

∫
X r(x)dµ(x) for some reward r. We

will now show that the optimal value function of this
objective gives the optimal reward. In particular, note
that by solving the above constraint for the reward
yields

rV (s, a) := V (s)− γ ·
∫

S
V (s′)dP (s′ | s, a). (3)

We then have the following result

Lemma 1 Suppose (−R)? is increasing and V ∗ is the
optimal solution of (2) then rV ∗ is the optimal adver-
sarial reward.

The main consequence of the above Lemma is that it
characterizes the shape of the adversarial reward cho-
sen. In particular, it tells us that as long as as R
satisfies the technical assumption ((−R)? is increas-
ing), the adversarial reward will be of the form rV
for some V . This is insightful since it tells us that
the adversarial reward relates rewards between states
through the dynamics of P . For example, note that
if a particular state-action pair (s, a) yields the same
state s then rV (s, a) = (1 − γ)V (s). This technical
condition on R can be satisfied for any R with a sim-
ple reparametrization, which we lay out in Lemma 1 in
the supplementary material, and exploit when deriving
(−R)? for Soft-Actor-Critic. Moreover, we will show
that the common choices of R which are motivated for
smoothing or other empirical benefits naturally satisfy
this technical assumption.

Generalized Soft-Actor-Critic Regularization
Consider the case of having an available reward and
using a convex penalty Ω : B(X )×B(X )→ R for the
policy so we select R = RΩ of the form

RΩ(µ) =

∫

X
r(s, a)dµ(s, a)− ε · Ω(µ),

for some ε > 0. It can easily be shown (see Appendix)

that (−R)?(−r′) = εΩ?
(
r−r′
ε

)
, so that we have the

following.

Corollary 1 Let Ω : B(X ) → R be a convex penalty
then for any ε > 0 we have

sup
µ∈KP,γ

RΩ(µ) = inf
r′∈Fb(X )

(
RLP,γ (r′) + εΩ?

(
r − r′
ε

))
.

The above tells us that the adversarial reward prob-
lem pays a price for deviating from the given re-

ward r due to the second term εΩ?
(
r−r′
ε

)
. In

the Soft-Actor-Critic (SAC) method, this corre-
sponds to selecting (upto some constant) ΩSAC(µ) =
Eµ(s,a) [KL(πµ(· | s), U)], where πµ is the policy in-
duced by µ and U is the uniform distribution over
A. We presented Corollary 1 with a general Ω, which
we believe will be useful for future developments. In
this work, we consider the causal policy entropy along
with 2-Tsallis entropy in the next next section. For
the SAC case, we have the following result

Lemma 2 (Soft-Actor-Critic) For any ε > 0 and
r, r′ ∈ F(X ), we have

εΩ?SAC

(
r − r′
ε

)

= ε · sup
s∈S

(∫

X
exp

(
r(s, a)− r′(s, a)

ε

)
dU(a)− 1

)

If one reasons about how the adversary behaves, the
first incentive is to make RLP,γ(r′) small by selecting
very small rewards across the environment. However,
we can see that for the case of entropic regularization,
the adversary pays a big price for selecting r′ to be far
from the original reward r for any given state. Note
that in this case, we have (−R)? is increasing and so
in light of the concrete insight found in Lemma 1, we
are able to reason about the SAC policy maximizing a
reward of the worst-case reward of the form (3). This
is striking since it tells us that the adversarial reward
r′ will respect the environment dynamics across the
action space even if the ground reward r does not.

Derivation of Q-learning through robust learn-
ing In this subsection, we derive Q-learning through
the reward-robust RL framework. In this context,
learning a policy that is robust to a small variation in
the reward corresponds to allowing a small violation
of the Bellman equation with respect to the original
reward function. For any Q-function Q ∈ Fb(X ), we
define the bellman operator Tr : Fb(X )→ Fb(X ) as

TrQ(s, a) = r(s, a) + γ

∫

X
sup
a′∈A

Q(s′, a′)dP (s′ | s, a)

The maximum reward problem can be restated as

RLP,γ(r) = inf
Q≥TrQ

∫

S
sup
a∈A

Q(s, a)dµ0(s), (4)

where the optimal Q∗ ∈ Fb(X ) from the above is a
contraction of Tr meaning that TrQ∗ = Q∗. As it is
difficult to find this contraction, one method known as
deep Q-learning tackles this by parametrizing Q with
a deep neural network and uses regression in the su-
pervised learning sense to match TrQ to Q (Sutton
and Barto, 2018). This will deviate from the original
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objective since it relaxes this constraint Q = TrQ into
the term appearing in the objective, which will natu-
rally introduce bias. We now show quite a remarkable
connection that doing so is related to policy regular-
ization and by virtue of Corollary 1, linked to reward
robustness.

Theorem 4 For any ε > 0 and convex Ω such that
Ω? is increasing, we have

sup
µ∈KP,γ

RΩ(µ) = inf
Q∈Fb(X )

(
εΩ?

(TrQ−Q
ε

)

+

∫

S
sup
a∈A

Q(s, a)dµ0(s)

)
.

We remark that the above is an inequality if Ω? is
not increasing which results in weak duality. First
note that the Theorem is precisely a relaxed uncon-
strained version of constraint objective appearing in
(4). The most notable aspect of this result is that it
links the regularized objective to finding a Q-function
that minimizes the difference in the Bellman update

εΩ?
(
TrQ−Q

ε

)
, depending on the choice of Ω. There

exists work that show a relationship between gradi-
ents in entropy regularization and Q-learning (Schul-
man et al., 2017), however we state a more generalized
result and bridge it to reward robustness. To see how
this relates to the existing losses used in Q-learning,
let us consider both the finite and continuous case. In
the finite case, we can pick Ω(µ) =

∑
x∈X µ(x)2, which

is the 2-Tsallis entropy. One can easily derive the dual
Ω?(r) = 1

4

∑
x∈X r(x)2 and thus the right side of The-

orem 4 becomes (setting ε = 1)

inf
Q∈Fb(X )

(
1

4

∑

(s,a)∈X
(TrQ(s, a)−Q(s, a))

2

+

∫

S
sup
a∈A

Q(s, a)dµ0(s)

)
.

The variational problem above is a regression problem
betweenQ and TrQ using the squared loss, which is the
typical objective in deep Q-learning. The consequence
of our result is that using this particular choice of loss
to learn the Q function is related to learning a pol-
icy with the 2-Tsallis entropy, which is rather striking.
Furthermore, the 2-Tsallis entropy behaves similar to
the Shannon entropy in the sense that it is maximized
when µ is uniform and minimized when µ is degen-
erate. In the continuous case, a buffer distribution
ν ∈ P(X ) is used for the loss by defining the mean-
squared error as L2 norm with respect to ν between
TrQ and Q: given by ‖TrQ−Q‖2L2(ν). In this case,

it can be shown that if Ω(µ) = 1
4

∫
X

(
dµ
dν

)2

dν when

µ� ν and +∞ otherwise then Ω?(h) = ‖h‖2L2(ν).

Imitation Learning One method of learning a pol-
icy is to imitate expert data which comes in the
form of a given distribution µE ∈ P(X ). Unlike
the regularized schemes above, there is no specified
reward function. Using the unified perspective pro-
vided in (Ghasemipour et al., 2019), where imitation
learning is cast as divergence minimization, we can
write these methods into our framework by select-
ing R(µ) = −D(µ, µE) (for each corresponding diver-
gence). In particular, our goal is to not only derive the
corresponding robust-reward problem but also show
that (−R)? will be increasing for these cases. We del-
egate the technical derivations to the Supplementary
Section 1.8 and only present the results here. First, we
focus on Adversarial Inverse Reinforcement Learning
(AIRL) (Fu et al., 2017) selecting R(µ) = −KL(µ, µE)
in which case we have

sup
µ∈KP,γ

R(µ)

= inf
r′∈Fb(X )

(
RLP,γ(r′) +

∫

X
exp (−r′(x)) dµE(x)− 1

)
,

noting that (−R)? is increasing. We show the more
general result that when R(µ) = −Df (µ, µE) where
Df is an f -divergence then (−R)? will be increas-
ing. Using this choice of R corresponds to f -MAX
(Ghasemipour et al., 2019). Another method for imita-
tion learning is to use a discriminator based divergence
as employed in InfoGAIL (Li et al., 2017). In this set-
ting we assume we have a distance d : X × X → R
and denoting the Lipschitz constant of a function h ∈
Fb(X ) as Lipd(h) := supx,x′∈X |h(x)− h(x′)| /d(x, x′),
we set

R(µ) = − sup
h:Lipd(h)≤L

(∫

X
h(x)dµ(x)−

∫

X
h(x)dµE(x)

)
,

where L > 0 is chosen as a hyperparameter. In this
case, we have

sup
µ∈KP,γ

R(µ) = inf
r′:Lipd(r′)≤L

(
RLP,γ(r′)−

∫

X
r′dµE

)
.

It is clear from the above that the adversarial reward
seeks to ensure RLP,γ is as low as possible while main-
taining that r′ is large around the expert trajectory
due to the second term. It should also be noted that
the choice of L reflects as the budget of the adversary.
We do not have (−R)? increasing for this choice of R.
On the other hand, it is typical in practice that an
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Figure 2: Expected reward over 1000 episodes of policies returned by SAC trained on an adversarial reward radv

and tested on the true reward using different weighting ε for entropy.

entropy term is included in this term:

R(µ) =− sup
h:Lipd(h)≤L

(∫

X
h(x)dµ(x)−

∫

X
h(x)dµE(x)

)

− εEµ(s,a) [KL(πµ(· | s), UA)] ,

for some ε > 0 where UA is the uniform distribution
over A. Under this setting, it turns out that (−R)? is
now increasing, in which case Lemma 1 applies. It is
rather intriguing that the role of entropy here ensures
that the reward that the InfoGAIL policy maximizes
is worst-case, of high value around trajectories from
the expert, and attains the familiar shape in Equa-
tion (3). This further advocates for the use of entropy
regularization.

Entropic Exploration We now consider the case
where there is no reward function or expert distribu-
tion specified and the only objective to maximize is
entropy. For such a scheme, there exists efficient al-
gorithms (Hazan et al., 2019). More specifically, we
have R(µ) = −KL(µ,UX ) where UX is the uniform
distribution over X . We then have that

sup
µ∈KP,γ

R(µ)

= inf
r′∈Fb(X )

(
RLP,γ(r′) +

∫

X
exp (−r′(x)) dUX (x)− 1

)
,

and similar to the other choices of R, we have that
(−R)? is increasing. We would like to remark that if
one defines KL to be +∞ when µ is not a probabil-
ity measure then (−R)?(r) = log

∫
X exp(r(x))dUX (x)

(Ruderman et al., 2012).

5 Experiments

The main practical ramification of our work is to advo-
cate the use of regularized policies by highlighting the

robustification aspect, for which we derived a strong
theoretical link. There exists extensive empirical ev-
idence for which our work provides foundation for.
However, we will show some brief yet illustrative ex-
amples which focus on the reward adversarial aspect of
regularized policies, as illustrated by our main result
Theorem 1. Our goal is thus to see the performance
of regularized policies on rewards they are not trained
on and analyze their behavior based on the robust-
ness parameter ε. First we consider the Pendulum-
v0 environment and train the Soft-Actor-Critic (SAC)
method on a reward that has been altered with. We
do so by constructing an adversarial reward radv using

radv =

{
r(s, a) + δ if r(s, a) ≤ −5

r(s, a) otherwise

where δ is drawn from a normal distribution centered
at 5 with variance 0.1. In doing so, initial states of
the pendulum will be favored and easier to reach how-
ever the maximal reward will still be attained at the
inverted position. We train SAC for various values of
ε and test their performance on the true reward in
Figure 2 (left). We find that the effect of increasing
ε yields better performance than no entropy however
adding too much entropy (in the case of ε = 1) dam-
ages performance. We repeat a similar experiment for
HalfCheetah-v2 however using an adversarial reward
specified by

radv =

{
r(s, a) + δ if r(s, a) ≤ 0

r(s, a) otherwise

where δ is drawn from a normal distribution centered
at 3 with variance 0.1. We plot the performance under
the expected reward in Figure 2 (right). It can also be
seen that adding entropy surpasses the non-regularized
policy ε = 0 and that increasing ε higher will worsen
performance (as seen by ε = 2.5).
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6 Conclusion

Our results allow us to reason about regularization of
policies and the regression Q-learning objective from
the perspective of robustness. This is not surprising
given the advancements in machine learning more gen-
erally pointing at the link between regularization and
robustness along with the impressive empirical evi-
dence of these schemes. Regularized objectives, how-
ever, offer other benefits that are inherently sample
based phenomenon such as smoothened objectives or
stable training. While our results do not directly tar-
get this, we have built a connection between two ob-
jectives which will pose modular for future develop-
ments.
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Supplementary Material for
“Regularized Policies are Reward Robust”

1 Proofs of Main Results

We first introduce some notation that will be used exclusively for the Appendix. For any function R : B(X )→ R,
we define R+(µ) = R(µ) + ιP(µ) and R−(µ) = R(µ)− ιP(µ). Indeed, it should noted that if R is upper semi-
continuous concave then R− is upper semi-continuous concave and −R− is proper convex. The central benefit
of rewriting R in this is way is due to

sup
µ∈KP,γ

R(µ) = sup
µ∈KP,γ

R−(µ).

First we will show a technical result.

Lemma 1 If R : B(X )→ R is upper semicontinuous and concave then (−R−)? is increasing.

Proof Let r, r′ ∈ Fb(X ) such that r ≤ r′ and let

ν ∈ arg sup
µ∈P(X )

(∫

X
r(x)dµ(x) +R(µ)

)
,

noting that ν exists since the mapping µ 7→
∫
X r(x)dµ(x) +R(µ) is concave, upper semicontinuous and P(X ) is

compact. Next we have

(−R−)?(r)− (−R−)?(r′)

= sup
µ∈P(X )

(∫

X
r(x)dµ(x) +R(µ)

)
− sup
µ∈P(X )

(∫

X
r′(x)dµ(x) +R(µ)

)

≤
∫

X
r(x)dν(x) +R(ν)−

∫

X
r′(x)dν(x)−R(ν)

=

∫

X
(r(x)− r′(x)) dν(x)

≤ 0

We also recall some classical results regarding Fenchel duality between the spaces Fb(X ) and B(X ).

Definition 1 (Rockafellar (1968)) For any proper convex function F : Fb(X )→ (−∞,∞] and µ ∈ B(X ) we
define

F ?(µ) = sup
h∈Fb

(∫

X
hdµ− F (h)

)

and for any h ∈ Fb(Ω) we define

F ??(h) = sup
µ∈B(X )

(∫

X
hdµ− F ?(µ)

)
.

Theorem 1 (Zalinescu (2002) Theorem 2.3.3) If X is a Hausdorff locally convex space, and F : X →
(−∞,∞] is a proper convex lower semi-continuous function then F ?? = F .
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1.1 Proof of Theorem 1

We have

sup
µ∈KP,γ

R(µ) = sup
µ∈KP,γ

− (−R(µ))

(1)
= sup

µ∈KP,γ
− (−R(µ))

??

(2)
= sup

µ∈KP,γ
− sup
r′∈Fb(X )

(∫

X
r′(x)dµ(x)− (−R)

?
(r′)

)

= sup
µ∈KP,γ

inf
r′∈Fb(X )

(∫

X
(−r′(x)) dµ(x) + (−R)

?
(r′)

)

(3)
= inf

r′∈Fb(X )
sup

µ∈KP,γ

(∫

X
(−r′(x)) dµ(x) + (−R)

?
(r′)

)

(4)
= inf

r′∈Fb(X )

(
sup

µ∈KP,γ

∫

X
r′(x)dµ(x) + (−R)

?
(−r′)

)

(5)
= inf

r′∈Fb(X )

(
RLP,γ(r′) + (−R)

?
(−r′)

)

where (1) holds since −R is proper convex, (2) is the definition of the conjugate, (3) is an application of Ky
Fan’s minimax theorem (Fan, 1953, Theorem 2) noting that the set KP,γ is compact, and that the mapping
r 7→

∫
X (−r′(x)) dµ(x) + (−R)

?
(r′) is concave and the mapping µ 7→

∫
X (−r′(x)) dµ(x) is linear. (4) holds by

negating r′ since −Fb(X ) = Fb(X ) and (5) holds by definition.

1.2 Proof of Theorem 2

By definition, we have RLP,γ(r∗)− 〈r∗, µ∗〉 ≥ 0. To show the other direction, it follows that

RLP,γ(r∗)− 〈r∗, µ∗〉 = (RLP,γ(r∗) + (−R)?(−r∗))− (〈r∗, µ∗〉+ (−R)?(−r∗))
(1)
= inf

r′∈Fb(X )
(RLP,γ(r′) + (−R)?(−r′))− (〈r∗, µ∗〉+ (−R)?(−r∗))

(2)
= sup

µ∈KP,γ
R(µ)− (〈r∗, µ∗〉+ (−R)?(−r∗))

(3)
= R(µ∗)− (〈r∗, µ∗〉+ (−R)?(−r∗))
= 〈−r∗, µ∗〉 − (−R) (µ∗)− (−R)

?
(−r∗)

(4)

≤ 0,

where (1) follows via optimality of r∗, (2) is due to the duality result, (3) follows via optimality of µ∗ and (4) is an
application of the Fenchel-Young inequality on the convex function −R. Finally, we have RLP,γ(r∗) = 〈r∗, µ∗〉,
which implies optimality of µ∗ and concludes the proof.

1.3 Proof of Theorem 3

Using the classic linear programming duality result, we have

RLP,γ(r) = (1− γ) inf
V ∈VP,r,γ

∫

S
V (s)dµ0(s), (1)

where

VP,r,γ =

{
V ∈ Fb(S) : V (s) ≥ r(s, a) + γ

∫

S
V (s′)dP (s′ | s, a),∀(s, a) ∈ X

}
,
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and define

rV (s, a) := V (s)− γ
∫

S
V (s′)dP (s′ | s, a). (2)

It then holds that

sup
µ∈KP,γ

R(µ)
(1)
= inf

r′∈Fb(X )
(RLP,γ(r′) + (−R)?(−r′))

(2)
= inf

r′∈Fb(X )

(
(1− γ) inf

V ∈VP,r′,γ

∫

S
V (s)dµ0(s) + (−R)?(−r′)

)

= inf
r′∈Fb(X )

inf
V ∈Fb(S)

(
(1− γ)

∫

S
V (s)dµ0(s) + (−R)?(−r′) + ιVP,r′,γ (V )

)

= inf
V ∈Fb(S)

inf
r′∈Fb(X )

(
(1− γ)

∫

S
V (s)dµ0(s) + (−R)?(−r′) + ιVP,r′,γ (V )

)

= inf
V ∈Fb(S)

inf
r′≤rV

(
(1− γ)

∫

S
V (s)dµ0(s) + (−R)?(−r′)

)
,

where (1) is due to Theorem 1, (2) is due to (1) and noting that r ≤ rV implies V (s) ≥ r(s, a)+γ
∫
S V (s′)dP (s′ |

s, a) concludes the proof.

1.4 Proof of Lemma 1

First note that for any µ ∈ KP,γ , we have

∫

X
rV (s, a)dµ(s, a)

=

(∫

S
V (s)dµ(s, a)− γ

∫

X

∫

S
V (s′)dP (s′ | s, a)dµ(s, a)

)

=

(∫

S
V (s)dµ(s, a)−

∫

S
V (s)dµ(s, a) + (1− γ)

∫

S
V (s)dµ0(s)

)

= (1− γ)

∫

S
V (s)dµ0(s),

and so we can conclude for any V ∈ Fb(S), we have

RLP,γ(rV ) = (1− γ)

∫

S
V (s)dµ0(s).

Next, we have

sup
µ∈KP,γ

R(µ) = inf
V ∈Fb(S)

(
(1− γ)

∫

S
V (s)dµ0(s) + (−R)?(−rV )

)

= inf
V ∈Fb(S)

(RLP,γ(rV ) + (−R)?(−rV ))

≥ inf
r′∈Fb(X )

(RLP,γ(r′) + (−R)? (−r′))

= sup
µ∈KP,γ

R(µ),

and since the lower bound can achieve equality, it implies that the optimal r∗ is of the form rV .
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1.5 Proof of Corollary 1

We have

(−R)?(−r′) = sup
µ∈B(X )

(∫

X
−r′(x)dµ(x) +R(µ)

)

= sup
µ∈B(X )

(∫

X
−r′(x)dµ(x) +

∫

X
r(x)dµ(x)− εΩ(µ)

)

= sup
µ∈B(X )

(∫

X
r(x)− r′(x)dµ(x)− εΩ(µ)

)

= ε sup
µ∈B(X )

(∫

X

r(x)− r′(x)

ε
dµ(x)− Ω(µ)

)

= εΩ?
(
r − r′
ε

)
,

which concludes the proof.

1.6 Proof of Theorem 4

First define the set

QP,r,γ =

{
Q ∈ Fb(X ) : Q(s, a) ≥ r(s, a) + γ

∫

X
sup
a′∈A

Q(s′, a′)dP (s′ | s, a)

}
,

and define

rQ(s, a) = Q(s, a)− γ
∫

X
sup
a′∈A

Q(s′, a′)dP (s′ | s, a)

Next we can write

RLP,γ(r) = inf
Q∈QP,r,γ

∫

S
sup
a∈A

Q(s, a)dµ0(s), (A)

next we have

sup
µ∈KP,γ

R(µ)
(1)
= inf

r′∈Fb(X )
(RLP,γ(r′) + (−R)?(−r′))

(2)
= inf

r′∈Fb(X )

(
inf

Q∈QP,r′,γ

∫

S
sup
a∈A

Q(s, a)dµ0(s) + (−R)?(−r′)
)

= inf
r′∈Fb(X )

(
inf

Q∈Fb(X )

(∫

S
sup
a∈A

Q(s, a)dµ0(s) + ιQP,r′,γ (Q)

)
+ (−R)?(−r′)

)

= inf
r′∈Fb(X )

inf
Q∈Fb(X )

(∫

S
sup
a∈A

Q(s, a)dµ0(s) + (−R)?(−r′) + ιQP,r′,γ (Q)

)

= inf
Q∈Fb(X )

inf
r′∈Fb(X )

(∫

S
sup
a∈A

Q(s, a)dµ0(s) + (−R)?(−r′) + ιQP,r′,γ (Q)

)

= inf
Q∈Fb(X )

(∫

S
sup
a∈A

Q(s, a)dµ0(s) + inf
r′∈Fb(X )

(
(−R)?(−r′) + ιQP,r′,γ (Q)

))

= inf
Q∈Fb(X )

(∫

S
sup
a∈A

Q(s, a)dµ0(s) + inf
r′≤rQ

(−R)?(−r′)
)

(3)
= inf

Q∈Fb(X )

(∫

S
sup
a∈A

Q(s, a)dµ0(s) + (−R)?(−rQ)

)
,
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where (1) is due to Theorem 1, (2) is due to (A), and (3) follows since (−R)? is increasing by assumption. Next,

noting that (−R)?(−rQ) = εΩ?
(
r−rQ
ε

)
, and that

r − rQ = r(s, a)− Q(s, a)

1− γ + γ

∫

X
sup
a′∈A

Q(s′, a′)dP (s′ | s, a)

=

(
r(s, a) + γ

∫

X
sup
a′∈A

Q(s′, a′)dP (s′ | s, a)

)
−Q(s, a)

= T Q−Q,
which is the difference between the Bellman operator. Putting this together yields

sup
µ∈KP,γ

R(µ)

= inf
Q∈Fb(X )

(
εΩ?

(
r − rQ
ε

)
+

∫

S
sup
a∈A

Q(s, a)dµ0(s)

)

= inf
Q∈Fb(X )

(
εΩ?

(T Q−Q
ε

)
+

∫

S
sup
a∈A

Q(s, a)dµ0(s)

)

1.7 Proof of Lemma 2

We first set n = |A|. Let Fb(S,Rn) denote the set of measurable and bounded functions mapping from S into
Rn. For any π ∈ Fb(S,Rn), we use π(a | s) to denote the index corresponding to a ∈ A for the function π
evaluated at s ∈ S. Next, we define the following set:

B× := {µ(s, a) = π(a | s) · µS(s) | µS ∈P(S), π ∈ Fb(S,Rn)} ,
noting that B× ⊆ B(X ). We also have that P(X ) ⊂ B× since this corresponds to having each π(a | s) satisfy
π(a | s) ∈ [0, 1] and

∑
a∈A π(a | s) = 1. We then redefine

Ω(µ) =

{
Eµ(s,a) [KL(πµ(· | s), U)] if µ ∈ B×
∞ if µ /∈ B×

We will first show that this choice of Ω is convex. First we need a Lemma that will make it easier.

Lemma 2 The functional F : Rn → R defined as

F (x) =
n∑

i=1

xi · log

(
xi∑
j=1 xj

)

is convex over its domain Rn>0.

Proof We derive the Hessian of F which can be verified to be:

HF (x) = diag

(
1

x1
,

1

x2
, . . . ,

1

xn

)
− 1∑n

i=1 xi
· 1ᵀ1.

Next, we have for any vector z ∈ Rn and x ∈ domF :

zᵀHF (x)z = zᵀ diag

(
1

x1
,

1

x2
, . . . ,

1

xn

)
z − 1∑n

i=1 xi

(
n∑

i=1

zi

)2

=
n∑

i=1

z2i
xi
− 1∑n

i=1 xi

(
n∑

i=1

zi

)2

=
1∑n
i=1 xi



(

n∑

i=1

xi

)
·
(

n∑

i=1

z2i
xi

)
−
(

n∑

i=1

zi

)2



≥ 0,
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where the last inequality follows by an application of Cauchy-Schwarz inequality noting that x ∈ DomF = Rn>0.
Since the Hessian is positive semi-definite, it follows that F is convex.

First denote by µS(s) =
∑
a∈A µ(s, a) and note that πµ(a | s) = µ(s, a)/µS(s). For any µ ∈ dom Ω, we have

Ω(µ) = Eµ(s,a) [KL(πµ, U)]

= Eµ(s,a)

[∑

a∈A
πµ(a | s) · log (πµ(a | s)) + log n

]

= EµS(s)

[∑

a∈A
πµ(a | s) · log (πµ(a | s))

]
+ log n

=

∫

S

∑

a∈A
µS(s)πµ(a | s) · log (πµ(a | s)) ds+ log n

=

∫

S

∑

a∈A
µ(s, a) · log

(
µ(s, a)∑

a′∈A µ(s, a′)

)
ds+ log n,

and convexity follows by the above Lemma. Before we proceed, we need to also show that B× is convex so
that our redefining of Ω does not break convexity established above. Consider µ, ν ∈ B× and so there exists
µS , νS ∈ P(S) and πµ, πν ∈ Fb(S,Rn) with µ(s, a) = πµ(a | s) · µS(s) and ν(s, a) = πν(a | s) · νS(s). For any

λ ∈ [0, 1], we have (setting Pµ,ν(s) = µS(s)+νS(s)
2 )

λ · µ(s, a) + (1− λ)ν(s, a) = λπµ(a | s) · µS(s) + (1− λ) · πν(a | s) · νS(s)

= Pµ,ν(s) ·
(
λπµ(a | s) · µS(s)

Pµ,ν(s)
+ (1− λ) · πν(a | s) · νS(s)

Pµ,ν(s)

)
.

By construction, both µS and νS are absolutely continuous with respect to Pµ,ν and thus the terms inside the
bracket are bounded and well-defined. Moreover Pµ,ν ∈ P(S) and thus this element is in B×, which concludes
the convexity proof. We now proceed to derive the conjugate. For any r′ ∈ Fb(X ) we have

Ω?(r′) = sup
µ∈B(X )

(∫

X
r′(s, a)dµ(s, a)− Ω(µ)

)

(1)
= sup

µ∈B×

(∫

X
r′(s, a)dµ(s, a)− Ω(µ)

)

= sup
µ∈B×

(∫

X
r′(s, a)dµ(s, a)− Eµ(s,a) [KL(πµ(· | s), U)]

)

= sup
µ∈B×

(∫

X

(∫

A
r′(s, a)dπµ(a | s)−KL(πµ(· | s), U)

)
dµ(s, a)

)

= sup
µS∈P(S)

sup
πµ(·|s)∈Fb(S,Rn)

(∫

X

(∫

A
r′(s, a)dπµ(a | s)−KL(πµ(· | s), U)

)
dµS(s)

)

(2)
= sup

µS∈P(S)

∫

X
sup
πµ∈Rn

(∫

A
r′(s, a)dπµ(a)−KL(πµ, U)

)
dµS(s)

(3)
= sup

µS∈P(S)

∫

X
sup

πµ∈P(A)

(∫

A
r′(s, a)dπµ(a)−KL(πµ, U)

)
dµS(s)

(4)
= sup

µS∈P(S)

∫

X
exp (r′(s, a)) dU(a)− 1

(5)
= sup

s∈S

∫

X
exp (r′(s, a)) dU(a)− 1,

where (1) holds since dom Ω ⊆ B×. (2) holds from (Rockafellar and Wets, 2009, Theorem 14.60, p. 677) using the
fact that Fb(S,Rn) is trivially a decomposable space in definition (Rockafellar and Wets, 2009, Definition 14.59,
p. 676). (3) holds since dom (KL(·, U)) ⊆P(A) ⊂ Rn. (4) is due to (Feydy et al., 2019, Proposition 5) and (5)
follows by noting that the optimal µS is concentrated around the supremum.
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1.8 Imitation Learning

1.8.1 f-divergence

Note that for any r ∈ Fb(X ) we have

(−R)?(r) = sup
ν∈B(X )

(∫

X
r(x)dν(x) +R(ν)

)

= sup
ν∈B(X )

(∫

X
r(x)dν(x)−KL(ν, µE

)

(1)
=

∫

X
r(x)dµE(x)− 1,

where (1) holds due to (Feydy et al., 2019, Proposition 5). We will now show that (−R)? is increasing for any
R(µ) = −Df (µ, µE) where Df is an f -divergence. First let

ν ∈ arg sup
µ∈P(X )

(∫

X
r(x)dµ(x) +R(µ)

)
,

noting that ν exists since the mapping µ 7→
∫
X r(x)dµ(x) +R(µ) is concave, upper semicontinuous and P(X ) is

compact. For any r′ ≥ r

(−R−)?(r)− (−R−)?(r′)

= sup
µ∈B(X )

(∫

X
r(x)dµ(x) +R(µ)

)
− sup
µ∈B(X )

(∫

X
r′(x)dµ(x) +R(µ)

)

(1)
= sup

µ∈P(X )

(∫

X
r(x)dµ(x) +R(µ)

)
− sup
µ∈P(X )

(∫

X
r′(x)dµ(x) +R(µ)

)

≤
∫

X
r(x)dν(x) +R(ν)−

∫

X
r′(x)dν(x)−R(ν)

=

∫

X
(r(x)− r′(x)) dν(x)

≤ 0,

where (1) holds due to the fact that dom (Df (·, µE)) ⊆P(X ).

1.8.2 InfoGAIL

In this case, we exploit the fact that −R(µ) takes the form of an Integral Probability Metric between µ and µE .
Let HL the set of functions that are L-Lipschitz with respect to d. For any r ∈ Fb(X ) we have

(−R)?(r) = sup
ν∈B(X )

(∫

X
r(x)dν(x)− sup

h:Lipd(h)≤L

(∫

X
h(x)dν(x)−

∫

X
h(x)dµE(x)

))

(1)
=

∫

X
r(x)dµE(x) + ιHL(r),

where (1) is due to (Husain, 2020, Lemma 5). Thus, it holds that

sup
µ∈KP,γ

R(µ) = inf
r′∈Fb(X )

(
RLP,γ(r′) +

∫

X
−r′(x)dµE(x) + ιHL(−r′)

)

(2)
= inf

r′∈Fb(X )

(
RLP,γ(r′)−

∫

X
r′(x)dµE(x) + ιHL(r′)

)

= inf
r′:Lipd≤L

(
RLP,γ(r′)−

∫

X
r′(x)dµE(x)

)
,
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where (2) holds since Lipd(−r) = Lipd(r). We now show that adding an entropy term to

R(µ) = − sup
h:Lipd(h)≤L

(∫

X
h(x)dµ(x)−

∫

X
h(x)dµE(x)

)
− εEµ(s,a) [KL(πµ(· | s), UA)] (3)

will ensure that (−R)? is increasing. Using standard results from (Penot, 2012) that the conjugate of the sum
of two functions is the infimal convolution between their conjugates mean we will convolve both (3) and entropy
conjugate from Lemma 2 of the main file.:

(−R)?(r′) = inf
r∈Fb(X )

(
sup
s∈S

∫

X
exp (r′(s, a)− r(s, a)) dU(a) +

∫

X
rdµE + ιHL(r)

)
(4)

= inf
r∈HL

(
sup
s∈S

∫

X
exp (r′(s, a)− r(s, a)) dU(a) +

∫

X
rdµE

)
. (5)

Let r′′ ≤ r′ pointwise and define

r∗ ∈ arg inf
r∈HL

(
sup
s∈S

∫

X
exp (r′(s, a)− r(s, a)) dU(a) +

∫

X
rdµE

)
, (6)

noting that since exists due to Weierstrass Theorem since HL is compact and the mapping inside is convex and
lower semicontinuous. Next, we have

(−R)?(r′′)− (−R)?(r′) (7)

= inf
r∈HL

(
sup
s∈S

∫

X
exp (r′′(s, a)− r(s, a)) dU(a) +

∫

X
rdµE

)
− inf
r∈HL

(
sup
s∈S

∫

X
exp (r′(s, a)− r(s, a)) dU(a) +

∫

X
rdµE

)

(8)

≤ sup
s∈S

∫

X
exp (r′′(s, a)− r∗(s, a)) dU(a) +

∫

X
r∗dµE − sup

s∈S

∫

X
exp (r′(s, a)− r∗(s, a)) dU(a)−

∫

X
r∗dµE (9)

= sup
s∈S

∫

X
exp (r′′(s, a)− r∗(s, a)) dU(a)− sup

s∈S

∫

X
exp (r′(s, a)− r∗(s, a)) dU(a) (10)

≤ 0, (11)

where the last inequality follows from the fact that r′′ ≤ r′ and thus this proves that (−R)? is increasing.

1.9 Entropic Exploration

For any r ∈ Fb(X )

(−R)?(r) = sup
µ∈B(X )

(∫

X
r(x)dµ(x)−KL(µ,UX )

)

(1)
=

∫

X
exp (r(x)) dUX (x)− 1,

where (1) follows from (Feydy et al., 2019, Proposition 5).
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

The study of regularization at an abstract level has proven to be useful in delivering
results that bridge practice and theory and offer new pursuits for future directions.
We summarize the main insights into two sections: generative models and model
robustness.

Regarding the former, Chapter 3 reconciled two primary methods to address (1),
which allowed us to explain phenomena such as the behaviour of WAE and provided
foundations for Lipschitz regularized discriminators, which have demonstrated suc-
cess in existing empirical work. More generally, Chapter 5 showed that regularized
discriminators in other forms also yield benefits from the perspective of distributional
robustness and compliments existing narratives in this direction. We illustrated a the-
oretical benefit of the equivalence between GANs and Autoencoders in the form of a
generalization bound, which deepens our understanding of implicit generative mod-
els. Chapter 4 made an orthogonal contribution to generative models by presenting
a privacy-compliant model based on discriminators in GANs. This model is proven
to avoid major pitfalls of GANs such as mode-collapse and is guaranteed to converge
while consistently outperforming state-of-the-art methods.

From the robustness perspective, our work built a reinterpretation of regulariza-
tion as robustification for several learning settings. A connection of this type nat-
urally addresses both (1) and (2) since it is both a reinterpretation and a beneficial
guarantee on empirical performance. In particular, we first studied how regulariza-
tion in the form of penalized objectives manifest as distributionally robust objectives
as upper bounds to a great deal of generality in Chapter 5. The results provided
insights on other forms of existing penalties beyond Lipschitz, variance and kernel
norms, such as the manifold regularization penalty and generalized variance penal-
ties such as those appearing in the fairness-based approaches. It is then shown how
the result is tightened to equality, which has links to regularized binary classification
objectives commonly appearing in GANs. The two learning settings these results are
actively applied to include supervised learning (such as classification and regression)
and GANs. Chapter 6 extended the bridge between regularization and robustness
into the Reinforcement Learning (RL) setting. The main result addressed the robus-
tification properties of entropic-regularized policies. In particular, the contribution
comments on other RL policy maximization schemes such as a wide range of regu-
larizers and imitation learning, amongst new RL duality results that generalize their

101
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102 Conclusion

standard counterparts. Moreover, we discovered an interesting connection between
the deep Q-learning objective and regularization in policies, hinting at the benefits of
such particularly successful schemes in practice.

Throughout each chapter, we derived and employed technical results that serve
as additional contributions. In particular, the proof techniques are versatile and can
be applied to different learning settings involving regularization, as appropriately
discussed, beyond generative models and robustness to target the motivation of (1)
and (2).

7.1 Future Work

We discuss some future work along three different directions based on the contribu-
tions mentioned above.

7.1.1 Taxonomy of Generative Models

The results of Chapter 3 established a relationship based on Fenchel-duality results,
which we emphasize can be applied to different choices of regularizers and GAN
objectives at large. An example of this includes translation based GANs such as Cy-
cleGAN [Zhu et al., 2017] and MAGAN [Amodio and Krishnaswamy, 2018]. These
objectives operate with multiple different regularizers and often involve training dou-
ble the number of discriminators and generators. By showing duality results, one
can reduce and better understand the purpose of each appearing term. Other lines
of future work in this direction include considering costs c that are not metrics and
using the Wasserstein distance’s general dual formulation to derive the GAN model.
A similar result exists in [Farnia and Tse, 2018] where the c-transform will manifest;
however, the results established in Chapter 3 can be used to relate this to autoencoder
models.

7.1.2 Robust Adversarial Training

The results in Chapter 5 established a link between distributional level robustness
and regularization. However, in the context of ML, robustness is commonly ad-
dressed from the lens of adversarial training - a study into the tolerance of classifiers
against adversarial noise perturbations. While there are links between Wasserstein
distributional robustness and adversarial training, our results’ relevance with IPMs
beyond the Wasserstein distance is unclear. There are two concrete directions where
these results can be of use for the adversarial training community:

• Recently, the final distribution learned by a GAN has been utilized as training
data for binary classifiers [Wang and Yu, 2019; Charlier et al., 2019; Zhao et al.,
2017, 2019; Lee et al., 2017; Jalal et al., 2017; Poursaeed et al., 2018; Song et al.,
2017, 2018; Hayes and Danezis, 2018; Xiao et al., 2018; Samangouei et al., 2018],
which have observed to be empirically robust in the adversarial sense. There
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is little theory supporting these claims, and therefore, given the robustifying
benefits established in Chapter 5 of regularized GANs, the work establishes the
foundations to understand the robustness of these learned classifiers.

• An important topic used to measure classifiers’ adversarial robustness is through
a quantity referred to as a robustness certificate. This certificate outputs a num-
ber under which a practitioner can assert the degree of robustness for a given
classifier. Recently, it has been shown that one can form a certificate with a dis-
tributionally robust framework for f -divergences [Dvijotham et al., 2020]. The
results from Chapter 5 outline similar schemes for IPMs and, therefore, can be
used to develop new certificates similar in contribution to that of [Dvijotham
et al., 2020].

7.1.3 Duality for Practice

The main contributions of Chapters 3 and 5 can be viewed as duality theorems which
allow us to reinterpret objectives as other existing objectives (such as GANs to Au-
toencoders) or completely new ones (such as reward-adversarial games). This the-
sis’s main benefits have been conceptual, providing explicit theoretical gains and
providing insights for existing practice. However, new algorithms can also be in-
spired through dualities. For example, the RL setting shows that policy learning is
equivalent to a reward-adversarial problem, and therefore one can learn the optimal
reward in this dual space and consequently recover the optimal policy by solving an
MDP on this reward. The practitioner can also use the optimal adversarial reward
in understanding the environment and problem set-up at large. Another example
involves using the dual form proven between GANs and Autoencoders, where one
can use the optimal discriminator to construct an optimal encoder. Such a result
will practically realize the link between GANs and Autoencoders beyond the theory
established in this thesis.
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